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OBITUARY.
Clark.
The Waldo County Veterans association met
The funeral of George G. Dickey wag held is
Cathrine B., widow of the late Joseph BartMarch 6th in the town hall, Brooks.
The
Tyngsboro, Mass., March Bth. Mr. Dickey lett
of Waldo died very suddenly Sunday,
sleighing was good, and when President was born in Monroe, Me. In 1890 he
went tc
March 9th, from the effects of a shock. She
Crockett called the forenoon meeting to orMassachusetts and entered the employ of the
was born in
der about 50 of the comrades were present. Boston &
Digby, N. S, in 1842, the daughter
Maine R. R. Two years later he beof the late William and Sarah Brown. For 49
The minutes of the last meeting were read came a resident
of Tyngsboro, where he had
yeara she had been a resident of Waldo, and for
and accepted, and the committee on time and
charge of what is known as section 18 for 2C
about 35 years had lived on the home farm. She
place of the next meeting reported as follows: years. He was beloved
all
who knew him was
by
bright, intelligent and well preserved phyTime, April 3d; if stormy, the next fair day; and had won the confidence and esteem of
his
; aically; her abundant, glossy brown hair showplace O. Gardner hall, Winterport. The fol- employers by the
painstaking and conscien- ing no trace of
grey. She had a strong, beautilowing comrades were reported as having died tious discharge of his duties. He is
survived ful character and was beloved and
since the last meeting: James Aldus, 14th
respected
by his wife, Mary C. Dickey; by one daughter, |
Her husband died about
: by all who knew her.
Me.; Albert Choate, 19th Me.; Ralph Kenney, Mrs. Delia C. Hatch
of Somerville, Mass ; by 20
years ago and she had carried on the farm
14th Me. Remarks were made by Comrades j two
sons, George L. of Tyngsboro and Claii
and brought up her children, who survive her;
Bowen, Putnam, Nash, Jones and Mrs. Belle j W. of Lowell;
one
by
granddaughter, Sadie L. William B. of West Win ter port; Fred L. of
J. Palmer. Mr. John Sanborn was made an !
Dickey of Tyngsboro; and by three brothers North
Belfast; Ivan L. of Waldo and Mrs.Nellie
honorary member. Rev. David Brackett made and two sisters who reside in Maine. Miss
S. French of Waldo.
The latter is now critiremarks. At this stage of the proceedings t Sarah Dixon
preached the funeral sermon and

| cally ill and unaware of this new sorrow. The
Department Commander with his assistant j the bearers were Messrs. E
Perham, A. A. funeral took place Tuesday at 12 o'clock Rev.
spondence... Panama- Adjutant General entered the hall and were Flint, Perry Flint and
Edward
Swallow
oi
D. B. Phelan, Methodist officiating. The interposition. .The News of received with three rousing cheers. After reTyngsboro. Mrs. Harry Littlehale, Miss Ethel ment will be in the
..ing Bells... Pittsfield
Hadley cemetery in Waldo.
marks by Comrade Trask the dinner call Perkins, Mrs. John Alton
and Miss Nellie Per- The
bearers were Messrs. L. W. Pearson,
sounded and the comrades fell into line for the j ham
-m ckton
.MarSprings.
sang "Shall We Meet Beyond the River,"
Charles G. Havener, Frank E. Clark a'd Frank
M arried... Died.... Ship dining ro.m, where a bountiful repast was and
"Sometime We’ll Understand.”
Among M KaiUv
v
Correspondence.
served by members of Harvest Home Grange the
floral offerings were the following; Pillow
and the good people of Brooks.
of roses and pinks (Husband), Mrs.
Miss Marian Clouston died suddenly March
ELECTION.
Mary C.
After the usual smoke talk President CrockDickey; pillow, (Father) from Mr. and Mrs. 6th at her home in East Bucksport. Her
ett called the afternoon meeting to order and
G. L. Dickey, Mr. and Mrs. Clair W.
MAYOR.
Dickey death, w hich was caused by appendicitis, came
1 2 3 4 5
Total the session was opened with prayer by Rev. and Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Hatch; basket (Grand- as a great shock to her many friends as she
H. G. Booth of Brooks, after w'hich he gave
6b 42 51 23 23
205
pa) Miss Sadie L. Dickey; violets and lilies oi had been ill only a short time. Miss Clouston
1
the address of welcome, to which Comrade
the valley; wreath,
1
(Farewell), Mr. and Mrs. was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Cook responded. The choir then sang ‘‘Tramp,
John Hunt and daughter. Miss Eva
1
Hunt; Clouston of East Bucksport, and was sixteen
are
the
ReBoys
Tramp, Tramp!
Marching.
JERMEN.
Iyears of age, well beloved by young and old
I'niae, mi. illlU BITS,
the
Commander
and
Asmarks
by
Department
B. F. Harding; spray of white and red
and will be greatly missed. She leaves to
Redman. 66
pinks,
General
sistant Adjutant
Mortiand.
Then Mr. and
K. Keene. 1
Mrs. A. A. Flint and daughter, Mrs. mourn their loss, besides her parents, tw'o
Hutchins. 42
came the program arranged for the occasion:
Cora Littlehale; spray of white
pinks, Mr. and sisters, Miss Madeline Clouston and Miss Leta
M. Bennett. 52
Song, “Rally ’Round the Flag”; ree., Frank Mrs. J. Cornell;
pillow of roses and pinks, Mr, Clouston, and one brother, Earl Clcuston.
hapies. 1
Alton
Rose;
song,
Myra
song,
Quimby;
Fogg;
and Mrs. Fred Leonard, Mr and Mrs.«P. A.
t'larey. 1
E. Wing. 25
reading, Vesta D. Higgins; reading, Mrs. M. J. j Flint and son
George A. Quimby received a telegram last
Percy; iouquils and pinks, Mrs
Black. 24
AlDow; reading, Phyllis Reynolds; reading,
G. A. Harlow and son, Ralph; jonquils and Monday morning announcing the death at his
INCILMEN.
made
Lowe.
Remarks
were
bert
by many pinks, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Stover; spray, Mr. and home in Elmira, N. Y, of Capt. Frederick
A. Nichols. 66
comrades, and a rising vote of thanks was Mrs. Shea and
1
daughter, Mildred; spray, Barker. This is sad news to Capt. Barker’s
i*t Rhoades.
given to all who had helped to make this one Dr. and Mrs. F. D.
friends in this city and vicinity. A re66
■se J. Morrison.
Lambert; bouquet of sweet many
of our best meetings. After remarks by Com1
Keene.
cent sufferer from a railwray accident when he
peas, Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Braddon and Mr. and
H. Darby. 42
rades A. E. Nickerson and Johnson Trask, the
Mrs. L. A. Braddon; spray (wreath) pinks and visited Belfast last summer, Capt. Barker
Tuttle. 42
meeting closed with singing America.
L. Pooler. 52
galox leaves, Ladies Sewing Circle Evangeli- was evidently in failing health and a friend
thinks he realized then that it was his last
.:<1 A
Wadsworth.
52
cal Church; spray, Mr. and Mrs. William SulTo the Editor. Rev. H. G. Booth read a livan and
Braley. 1
family of Lowell; spray of pinks, visit here. An obituary will be given later.
1
an Flood.
part of Lincoln’s inaugural address, and as it j Mr. and Mrs. J. Heathcotte of
A. Pay son. 25
Lowell; spray of
Miss Annie R. Patterson died March 4th at
may have been forgotten by many, think it
Russ. 25
pink and white pinks, Mr. C. E. Hunter; spray
her home with her brother, J. A. Patterson, in
1 F. Rogers. 24
would be well if you see fit to print it again:
of red roses and pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Alex
/arrabee. 24
Rockland, aged 56 years. Her remains were
“Both read the same Bible, and pray to the j Parker and
son, Mr. William Johnson. The re- 1
1
COMMITTEE.
same God and each invokes his aid against the
brought to Belfast March 6th and placed in the
mains were taken to Brooks, Maine, and
It
seem
ofher.
may
strange that‘any men
-I Millett. 66
tomb at Grove Cemetery and will be
should dare to ask a just God's assistance in
placed in the family lot, accompanied by hie receiving
1
Dun ton.
wringing their bread from the sweat of other wife and children. Mrs. Geo. G. Dickey and interred next spring ir. the Rufus K. Patterson
ilazeltine..
41
men s faces; but let us judge not, that we be
lot in South Belfsat.
Tuttle.... 1
children have no way of expressing their
#
not judged.
The prayers of both could not be
A. Greer. 52
thanks
answered—that of neither has been answered
except through the medium of the
H. Monroe. 25
SECRET SOCIETIES.
fully. The Almighty has his own purposes.
Leavitt. 24
paper. For the sympathy and help received
“Woe unto the world because of offences;
the time of sickness and bereavement
N.STABLE.
during
Tarratine
Tribe of Red Men, whose- ball
for it must needs be that offences come; but
Black. 66
please accept our heartfelt thanks. Signed, have been a feature of the winter festivities,
woe to that man by whom the offence cometh.”
fford. 1
If we shall suppose that American slavery is
Mrs. Geo, G. Dickey, Mr. and Mrs. J. Edward
have voted not to give a ball this season.
one of those offences which, in the providence
Edgecumb. 41
Hatch, Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Dickey, Mr. and
Sbute. 52
of God, must needs come, but which, having
A stated communication of Phoenix lodge,
C.
W.
Miss
Sadie L. Dickey.
W Davis. 24
Dickey,
continued through his appointed time, he now- Mrs.
F. & A M., was held last Monday nignt, with
L. Mason.
1
wills to remove, and that he gives to both
ballot and work in Entered Apprentice degree.
ward. 24
North a d South this terrible war, as the woe
Tributes to Taft.

r
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Grarg.

on a

met

March

The

Grange

Worthy

Master

Belfast.
Lme with

due to those by whom the offence came, shall
we discern therein any departure from those
attributes which the believers in a living God
always ascribe to him? Fondly do we hope
fervently do we pray—that this mighty
Yet.
scourge of war may speedily pass away.
if Gods wills that it continue until all the
wealth piled by the bondman’s two hundred
and fifty years of unrequited toil shall be
sunk, a d until every drop of blood drawn w ith
the lash shall be paid by another drawn with
the sword, as was said three thousand years
ago, so still it must by said, “The judgments of
the Lord are true and righteous altogether."
“V\ ith malice toward none; with charity for
all; witn firmness in the right, as God gives us
to see the right, let us strive on to finish the
work we are in; to bind up the nation’s wounds,
to carp for Hm wliu •ihall
havp h:>riw thp
battle, and for his widow and orphan—to do
all which may achieve and cherish a just and
lasting peace among ourselves, and with all

nations.”

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

The roll call of officers

opening

After the

exer-

instructed in the dc-

committee

'.ppointed

program
and the noon

visitors

and the

i.ing
'.’or
:r

on

hv

room

were

host

the

Grange was again

the

selection.

a

gave

A

given by Chari s
■ruled to in behalf of
A. Cochran.
Eleven
o- roll call.
The Lec’hen duly installed by
resolutions were prewas against giving a
was

money to Parochial
in favor of the Butler
Loth were unanimously
“Resolved, That the
vocational training in
was opened by C. M.
■*!

Merriam,!L. A. Coch-

0.

Bowen and others

by lister Foss of Pitts-

Mowing

u

was

program

Grange, song by choir;
Dyer, who responded to
.1. \V. Wentworth; rec.
Sisid;
by
reading
i > Mabel Miller; recitar; song by choir. This
meeting.
:

a

ill be with Silver HarApril 1st. Program:
ort of Granges; confer-

recess; music; address
Gurney; response by
discussion: What is the
eports and papers to the
pened by S. G. Evans,

n

e

v

ram

by

host

Grange.

Comet Grang tSwanvi; e. held a regular netting March 10th with a good attendance and a
fine program, and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Marden presented the grange with a very liberal
treat of
have

an

candy and peanuts. The grange will
entertainment, supper and social dance

March. 26th.
Comet
March 3d.

Grange, Swanville, held
Worthy Master Moody

meeting

a

unable
present on account of a serious accident
and the chair was filled by the overseer Mrs
A nice program was
Harry Cunningham.
given and a treat of hulled corn and milk was
served by the sisters and a good time enjoyed
by all.
was

to be

The members of

Georges River Grange, Libinformal reception to Mrs.

erty, tendered an
Ada Batchelor and her brother, Austin Crockett, in the Grange hall Tuesday night March
4th. About 75 friends were present and the
evening was pleasantly spent in music and
Refreshments were served.
Mr.
games.
Crockett and sister left March 6th for their
new home in Auburn.

Dirigo

Grange, Freedom,

conferred the
third degrees on Mr. John Raven
and Mrs. Silas Bryant, March 8th. At the
close of the meeting a fine treat was served.
Saturday, March 15th, the grange will hold an
all day meeting and confer the fourth degrees
on the new candidates, after which a harvest
dinner will be served and in the afternoon the
regular meeting will be held.
second and

CITY GOVERNMENT.

home. No. 17 Church street,

Died at her

Belfast Dec.

She

21, 1843.

was

1900.

to

Moses Warren

Few

men

had better

i

|
j

THE

She

never was so

happy

as

when

Church and
one

attendant
as

long

as

of

the

He

ar

to the er.d.
Finally
longer able to be about, she peacefully
passed away like a child going to sleep, con
minutes before he- deatl

Mrs. Frost will be greatly
missed by her neighbors and a large ci-cle o:
friends. She leaves a son and daughter, Ed

George

A.

Gilchrest;

The disputed biboturtle, whether animal or
tiled today, when Judge
f the Court of General

;

sister, Mrs. Julia Dyer, and two nieces, Mrs
Annie D. Brown of this city and Mrs. Georg<
Robbins of Somerville, Mass.
The funera
took place Tuesday at 2 p. m. from her horm
on Church street, Rev. Arthur A. Blair of th<
The beareri
Universalist church officiating.
were
Albert C. Burgess, Henry L. Lud
Charles E. Johnson ana George A. Quimby.

gainst Captain Cleveland

-w-amship Saratoga
green

sea

that he
turtles during

Mr. Charles F. Hartshorn died at the horn
meeting of the city government was held
Monday evening with a full board in both of Mr. Frank Day, Mechanic street, Cander
branches.
Sunday morning, Mart h 2nd. He had been ii
A

port.

is

him on appeal from a
Magistrate Freschi, who

'•

re
animals, had nervous
pain.
cording to the police

■

'‘C

i;

f'-fore treated the turtles
used their flippers to be
had kept them on their

i.

^missed

t

could

I-

MhT**!*00,

the
ever

case

on

reach

a

the
de-

BUAKU ur

called to New York to

now

at his home in Bel-

ied

the method of trans-

as

been the custom for

'U'i)DINU

sioner

was

called for.

IN BOARD OF

'urv,

Edward E. Littlefield
both of Belfast, were

evening, March 10th,

at 8

nPreKational parsonage, Rev.
ingand using the single
jl^ lfley Here unattended. The
a‘h»r*made suit of dark blue and
31
^hey le^fc immediately for
Vr»
the Drury farm on Belmont
\k
housekeeping and Mr. Littler‘ lhe
farm. They were the
^4
useful and valuable presk
^rfi- Littlefield are popular
dn *
begin married life with the
^any ^r*endB. The groom is
'W o{ T- Littlefield and the
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew A.
Nj|.
b°luniai restaurant.

k\k

|"<n

^iil^

armany

h0har,e8

poor health for several years, hut
his trade as carpenter until last

worked

a

September

He received excellent care during his last ill
from Mr. and Mrs. Day and Mrs Harts
The deceased was born in Lincolnvilh
horn.
68 years ago, the second son of Eldon ant
ness

to

canvass

the

Warden's

returns.

Returns from the several wards
and declared.

were

read

Adjourned.
CITY

He was one of the best knowi
carpenters in this part of the State and manj
of the fine summer residences in Camden
Northport and elsewhere along the coast ari
his work. He was a kind and obliging neigh
bor and will be very much missed in the vil
lage, where he had been a familiar figure foi
many years. The funeral was held Tuesday
March 4th, Rev. S. E. Frohock of Camden of.
delating, and the burial was in the family lol
in Beach cemetery.

ELECTIONS.

Elections were held in five Maine cities
March 10th. In Bangor F. O. Beal, Republican,
was elected mayor and the Republicans carried

Stephen M. Shaw.aied at his home on Mill
four of seven wards.
Beal’s majority over
Mullen was 501. In 1912 Mullen won by 487 avenue, East Belfast, March 5th, aged 68 ye: rs,
over Charles F. Sweet, Republican, a
change 7 months and 22 days. He was born in Winof nearly one thousand votes. The city voted
terport, the son of William and Sarah Woods
to retain its present charter.
had lived nearly ail of his life in
BelAugusta failed to elect a mayor and city Shaw, but
government. Three tickets were in the field, fast. He WBB a fireman by trade, but had also
headed by Hon. Willis E. Swift, Republican, worked as a butcher. He waB in the
Civil war
Hon. E. E Newbert, Democrat and Judge E.
a member of Thomas H.
M. Thompson, Progressive. The city charter and was
Marshall
provides that election shall be by majority Post, G. A. R. He is survived by a wife, forvote. Swift received 1002, Newbert 1188, and
merly Miss Al bertine Shepard; by one daughThompson 303. In a second election a majori- ter and three sons: Mrs. Emma A.
Bowen of
ty vote will be required to elect, but in a
Bowling Green. Ky„ Wallace W. and George L.
third, if necessary, plurality elects.
In Biddeford James G. C. Smith, Democrat, of Bangor and Harry H. of Belfast.
The fuwas elected, with Democratic aldermen in all
neral took place Saturday at 10 o'clock. Rev
wards except one.
In Belfast and Brewer there were no con- D. B. Phelan, Methodist,
The
testa, Belfast electing a so-called Democratic bearers were members of Thomas H. Marshall
ticket and Brewer a Republican ticket
Post, G. .A. R., Comrades F. W.

officiating.'

Patterson,

in the Waterville

lodge

even-

a unanimous vote.
The puhli
bill was tabled until Thursday. No L
votes
in
the
enough
Senate to pass the adv<
Using bill over the veto. The House voted, 7 1
to59, in favor of the Massachusetts ballot law
The Senate has passed this bill so, unless i
strikes some hidden snag, it will finally becom

utii ties

a

j

|

Miss Florence Cross, ?
ccompanied by Miss
Frances A. Sargent, spent the week-end with
relatives in Morrill.
VV. A. Swift, who had been confined to the
house for some days by a severe
cold, rode
down town last Thursday, and has been to
his*
store every day since.

the country round

Mr*. Lula Rust of Lynn. Mass, is
spending
several weeks in Bt hast, the
guest of her cousin. Lev. Charles !■;. Ames.
Mrs. Howe Wiggin of Rockland came tc
Belfast last Monday, called here
by the death
of Mrs. Margaret A. Frost.
Mrs. Eva K. Wardwell, librarian
Winterport Free library, has resigned

law.

BURNHAM.
There is

in

the

after

a

number of years of faithful service.
Rev. Charles 1>. Anus went tc Castine las
Tuesday and read a paper on the works o?:
William V. Moody before the Castine Unitarian Aliance.
Mr. George U. Hatch has been promoted to
position of assistant sales manager wit!
the real estate firm, Wickham Havens Inc. o;
Oakland, Calif.
the

1

Russell Carter, who has been
employed be
Co., is taking a vaca

the Central Maine Power
tion and has gone to

Belfast.—Gardiner

porter Journal.

j
!

Re-

Mrs. Alice W hidden borsaith returned tc
her home in Everett, Mass., last
Thursday
after an extended visit with her
cousins, M-,
and Mrs. Robert P Chase.
Mrs. B. b. Weils, Mrs. F. G.
Spinney and
Miss Edna H. Coombs have returned fron.
Boston and New \ urk, where
they attended
the milliner;
openings and bought goods.
Miss Frai ett fcanborn, who was
operated or
several weeks ago for appendicitis at the
Tapley hospital, returned Monday to her cuties as
toll operator at the Waldo

Telephone office.

Mr.

J.

A.

Patterson,

who

accompanied the
remains of his sister to Belfast, returned las£
Monday to his home in Rockland. He planto return to Belfast to make his
permanent
home.

Mrs. C. D. Woods and Mrs. J. H. Huddlestor
have returned to Orono from an exttndtv.
southern

trip

of much

enjoyment. They

were,

guests at New Orleans of L)r. and Mrs. G. E
Fellows.
Mr. George A. Gilchrist and Mrs. John
Rockland were called lo Bedfast Monday by the death ot Mrs. Margaret A. bits*'..
Scow of

uiiuhki

the

past

tv.

imu

uteri

wan

i.or

::..j'.ii.er

weeks.

o

Mr. and Mrs.

I'trley Stanley

!

aru

ftle

soi

been the guests of Mrs
Stanley’s parents, Mr. anu Alia. G«.u ge A.
Leavitt, in Last Belfast, have returned ttheir home in Cranberry isle.

Sherwin

who have

Mrs, Charles H. Brier am
Lel<
arrived home from Brooklyn, N. i.,
where they spent the winter wiiu Air. Brier,
who is employed there. Miss Brier v,.i: lesuaife.
her studies! at Kents Hill next term.

>

Tuesday by

j

C. have

Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
in

Ellis, who were spending
Chelmsford. Mass., with their

tiie

winter

son,

Herbert L. L

evening, called here by
Luis

the

ueutii

sister, Aliss Aboie Bobbins

Hr. O.

b.

Vickery hasieturned

oi

ol

Mrs.

bwanvilie

iron, visi

ir

While in in Ionian: he
was tne guest of Dr. trank V. Gilbert and
attended the meetings of the Borland
Medical Association anu the Portland Economu.
v 1ul>, also
visiting the Lye and Ear Infirmary
In Boston he attenueu the banquet of Beta
Theta I‘i at the Hotel Lenox. He was the
guest of Arthur L. Evans, Syracuse, n-i, presiPortland

anu

Boston.

.«

j

1

«

IL:

REPORTS, ETC.

judiciary committee

>

were

Bernes O. Norton and son Charles went,
Boston Tuesday on business and to
attend
the automobile show.
Mr.

to

from the producer to the consumer wt
But vve must guard againsl
expect nothing.
the inferior article. We must stand logethei
or fail.
We should have our Exchanges and
Unions so oigamzod that they vv i• 1 carry
someweight and baching ami it win nn
h s good;
tiling to the farmer win* markthese
v
wi:ic
il
mean betchannels,
through
ter prices ('• the prooue-.r ar.d 1 otter g-.cds tt
the cor.sumer and the absence of tl.<- middle
im.n, who a
long been making a iu- ral profi .”
He w s followed by Mr.
1 ree oJ
Bar.u r. general manager
the F .rnn-rs' Excnarg. of Maine, who said: “In l-cha.- of the
Earn era’ Exchange of Mai.a- 1
i.-' t extend
thanks to the Belfast Board of 'trade for tin
privilege of coming here at tins time and the
malting of other farmers th* :r guests, in
onier to talk over this matter of co-oj eratii-1
This is abetter chance to mu-t fair rs that’
in any other way.
We should all st:: i by the
principles of the Farmers’ Union or Maine
We do in t believe ..hat when the farmerget tht
power of handling their goods in tin-ir owi
hands that they will remember the slight;
which have been placed upon them, but wil
treat everyone right and fair. 1 can remt-mher, and have taken partin the farming days
of Maine, when we drove the five cattle team
the days of the candle and the burning o
whale oil, when the farmer was always in debt
ar d now, when after
hauling all the produce o
the far m to the village store he received his bii
at the first of the year and was obliged t*
work all the mo th of January that he mitrh
get square to start the month of February. Ai
a boy we considered fifty cents per year ou:
share of the money. There are Maine men al
over the United States, and we meet then
everywhere. It is true that some of ou:
brigntest men have gone to the West, but th<
fact lies in the reason that we have onh
recently began the real cultivation of th<
farms of Maine on a system and have taker
up the matter of co-operation in the sale o:
the products.
The Farmers Exchange is
Statewide organization. It was started in Nev
York and it. has spread now to all New Eng
land. In no State is it stronger ti lay than ir
the State of Maine and to no one man is mor<
praise due for this strong movement than t<
your former Commissioner of Agriculture, J
From the start he
P. Buckley of Augusta.
has been an advocate of aiding the farmer anc
he has brought about much that has been helpful to them. We must work our wfay along
gradually and avoid failure. People are asking from all over the country about the Farmers Union in Maine, and it is the only Statewide movement of the kind in the United
States. It is the progressive farmers in the
State of Maine to whom we look to make a

has report* 1
“ought not to pass” on bill, an Act to au
thorize the inhabitants of the town of Isles
boro and their assigns to erect, extend am 1
maintain a public wharf into the tidewater »
of Gil key’s Harbor in said town rf Islesboro.
In the House Monday Mr. Pitcher of North
port presented the petition of W. S. Shible
ami 25 others against Senate Bill, No.
3r/9, A:
Act to regulate the
packing, shipping and sal J
of apples.
1
teachers pension bill passed the Ser.at

rooms

Rtggs.

sale

»

establishment.

Adjourned.

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.

—

_

C.

to

and had always re
brary Trustees, Librarian, and Finance Com- Beulah (French)Hartshorn,
homestead with the exceptioi
mittee were received, accepted and referred to sided al the old
the next City Government; Council concurred. of several years spent in Boston, Mass., when
Itemized account from the Street Commis- he was employed in a large wholesale frui

THE
BELLS.

ALUbKMtlN.

receive the Treasurer’s
report for the Municipal Year 1912-13. Report of Treasurer read, accepted and ordered
placed on file: Council concurred.
The reports of the Cemetery Trustees, Licalled

Meeting called

was

j|.,

1«

Meeting

COMMITTEE

The

Mrs. E. R. Wingersky of Boston is
spending
week with her
mother, Mrs. 1-rank A

the

farmers of this community a great deal more
than the interests of the farmers depend upur
the merchants. '1 he Exchange of which 1 an'
a member started with a membership of fifteen, and we now have more than a hundret
enrolled members. We began with nothing ii
the treasury and have more than $1>P0 paid in.
The produce of our farmers when shipped intf
the New York markets should be fit to eat, i:
they desire to secure a goud price for t. Tht
costs of shipments are great, but it is v.
greater cost f r the poorer article than it is

■

Iasi

1

■

among

ton.

Pursuant to instructions from Gen. F. W.
much sickness at present. It i s
of Portland, Maine Patriarchs Milithe most sickly winter known here for years
dent of tne .New England alumni a.-;, ciationo.'
tant, I. O. 0. F, the members of each canton One thing we usually pride ourselves
on, i ?
| the college fraternity.
will be expected to visit each subordinate the small
percentage of sickness as compare 1
Friends of Lieut. Harold L. Alarr, L. b. A
lodge in their district at least once each year with most towns of its size_Those wh »
w m be .aterest
now stationed at Alanila, P. I
in full dress uniform. Can. on Pallas, P. M., I.
have wood and lumber to haul are
ed to learn that his marriage to Alias Mildred
rushing i L
O. 0. F of this city have decided to visit with in at
Brown
will
take
of
place the latter
bearsport
present time... Mrs. Rufus Reynold 5
;
! part of this month.
Miss Brown, accompany
Monroe lodge of Monroe, Friday evening. died Friday
morning, March 7th. She ha 1
! by her fattier, Geo. Brown oi bearsport, v.:
March 14th. At the regular meeting Wednes- been in
poor health for a number of year
leave for California about the 15m oi tinMarch
day evening.
5th, a banquet was served ) She leaves a husband, two daughters and tw y
month and Lieut. Alarr will meet mem in bar
and the report of the committee on the ball
Francisco, where the wedding wih occur
sons-Mrs. C. E. Sherman is ill and threaten
Lieut. Alarr’s army duiies would not allow him
was most gratifying to all.
Plans are in prog- ed w ith pneumonia. Mr. Sherman walks ove r
time to come farther than California, thereress for a dance to be given in the near future
as far as the post office each
fore his bride will meet him there and return
pleasant day an j
in Odd Fellows hall.
with him when he recrosses the Pacific i*
we are very glad to see him out
again... Mrs
Manila.—Farmington, Ale., Chronicle.
B. A. Spencer of Belfast is stopping for
At the meeting of Belfast Commandery
1 he Boston Sunday Herald devotes a page
United Order of the Golden Cross, Thursday time with her friend Mrs. G. E. Bryant... Di
to the new gymnasium at Bowdom College
evening, March 6th, four candidates received E. A. Porter of Pittsfield was in town Tuee
which ie to be dedicated at commencement
me degree and the evening was
spent in a day to see Mary Smedburg... Mrs. Jenni
next June, and says that the alumni fav«
Hoxie Smith still remains in a critical condi
social way. Deputy Grand Commander William P. Varnum, who has been working in this tion....Mr. A. R. Moore of Escanaba, Mich., i *
1
Dudley A. Sargent, the graduate who has wot
territory for a number of weeks with great in town, called here by the death of his moth
fame as the physical director at Harvard llr.
success, was presented with a beautiful gold er, Mrs. Hulda Baxter-Nettie Sherman i $
versity. It gives portraits of Dr. Sargent ir
Golden (Jross charm, as a gift from the local working in the post office. Mrs. Susie Me
lfc75, and today, illustrations of his lad
members. The presentation was made by Dr. Kechnie, who has been out sick with the grip
climbing and other feats at Bowdoin and harwill go to work again this week....The towi
Harold A. Wood, and Charles B. Eaton later
vard, and of the new gymnsaium at Bowd in
presented a large birthday cake bearing the fathers have closed their books and th<
Belfast is proud of the fact that Dr. Sargt r
name of Mr. Varnum.
Both spoke of the good warrant is posted for town meeting, Mon I
|
is one of her “boys” and that he began his'
work Mr. Varnum had done here, and of its day, March 17th-Pat Cunningham has takei
distant when we can maintain just as strong athletic career here.
aDpreciation by members of the order, and the place of C. T. Speer as second trick opera
an organization as can be found in other lines
Mr. Varnum feelingly responded. He return- tor at the depot.... Miss Rae Tilton of Water
in any State.
ville spent Sunday in town, the guest of he:
ed last Saturday to bis home in Cumberland
Rev. D. B. Phelan spoke a word for “we ISLESBORO.
A postponed Parent-Teacher meeting wat*
Mills. A banquet prepared by the men of the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tilton.... Mr. A
farmers” and asked for a vote of thanks to
the speakers f< r the interesting addresses and
held in the vestry of the First Baptist church
commandery was served, and was pronounced C. Miles has leased the hotel and taken pos to the
Board of Trade for the excellent supsession. Mrs. McNelly will remain as cook_
one of the best of the season.
Monday evening, Feb. 24th, with a good utper and for the committee who worked so hard
Mrs. F. L. Libby of W'aterville was in towr to bring the program about. He gave a brief tendance. In the absence of Stew^t Giiotlle
|
UNITY.
last Saturday for a short visit with her moth
j review of the days when he was a farmer and the president, Mrs. B. E. Larrabee presided
Nellie Taber of Boston, Mass., who was call- er, Mrs. O. Farrington... .Wm. G. Twitchel
do then os a farmer, and
A fter hearing the reports of con mittens, me
j of what one had to
ed home by the sickness and death of her received a serious injury to his right eye on< ! his address was greeted with applause as well
constitution and by-laws were read by the seclast week, when a chain hook flew am
day
as those of the preceding speakers.
j
mother, Mrs. J. R. Taber, has returned to Mas- struck his eye. He was in Waterville SaturMr. Embree spoke briefly on the matter of [ r etary, Mrs. Inez M. Pendleton, who also gave
sachusetts, where she is instructing a class in day to see Dr. Hill in regard to it.Friends a temporary organization of a farmers' ex- a brief
report of the hearing at August;, on the
of
Mrs.
Mary Dyer Sawyer of Skowhegan will change in this locality and the following officers
music... Miss Annie Bryant and her mother,
teachers pension bill, which she attended
be sorry to hear she has been seriously il
were elected: President, Sidney Evans, Waldo; j
Mrs. Brown, were guests of friends in Vassal1
with the grip, but at present time she is gainAfter the flag salute and a Lincoln sorg given
secretary, Charles H. Waterman, Belfast;
boro a few days the past week....Mrs. C. M. ing.... Mr. and Mrs.
George Hoelzer, wh< treasurer, Edward rdlis, Waldo; directors, Wil- by the pupils of the Ryder school,Miss Bernan
Whitney and Mrs. R. C. Whitaker, who have have been stopping with Mrs. J. B. Witham liam Shorey, Waldo, and George Curtis, BelHigh school assistant,and Mrs. Johnson, teachbeen quite ill with the grip the past weekTare have gone to Hinckley... Mrs. Dora Riplej fast.
has returned from a visit in Augusta.... E. C
those present from out of the city er of the Ryder school, presented excellent
Among
Lumb
.The
er Co. has
gaining...
Maplewood
McKechnie of Foxcroft and Arthur FVench ol
were Messrs. L. L. Morse, C. F. Cushman, L.
Miss Bernan’s subject was The Repapers.
just finished putting up 10,000 tons of ice for Guilford were at 0. B. McKechnie’s at break- H. Salisbury, J. G. Packard, Orrin P Jackson, i lation of Home to the School.” It treated of
the Turner Center Dairy Association.... James fast one morning last week....Mrs. Mertic Searsmont; W. S. Jones, F. H. Brown, E. A.
Libby, who has been ill for some time past, is Giles of Gardiner visited at her brother’s C. S Carpenter, F. H. Quimby, A. O. Payson, | the dependence of ore upon the other, of the
gaining-Mrs. Austin Thomas left Tuesday Sherman, last week.
Brooks; Mr. Shorey, H. F. Smith, H. K. Gur- | cooperation of teachers and parents,and of infor Philadelphia. She waB called there by the
Mrs. Johnson’s
ney, Waldo; G. A. Mahoney, Austin Marriner, heritance vs. environment.
sickness of her sister.... Mrs. George B. PillsL. Marriner, R S. Heal, Lincolnville; H. A.
was “The Citizen of Tomorrow,” and
subject
|
The
Shoe
Situation.
will
be
her
the guest of
mother in New
bury
Elms, E. Brewster, Leslie Marriner, L. S. she held the close attention of her audience to
York for a few weeks_Miss Gladys TwitchMarriner and Ralph Heal, Belmont.
ell, principal of the High school, is passing her
Patterson's orchestra of six pieces furnish- the end. It was voted to have a flag at all
Manufacturers of footwear keep fairly busy,
vacation with her parents in Vasaalboro_ with the outlook
and after adding new members to
showing gradual but steady ed excellent music during the evening, and meetings,
Clark Munaey, who ia attending school in Wafirst Farmers’ Banquet of the Belfast the several committees the meeting was adthe
and it is generally believed that
improvement,
terville, was at home over Sunday with his the coming spring season will be
Mr. Josish Taylor, State inspector
unusually Board of Trade was a grand success from journed.
of High schools, will address the next meeting..
parents.
start to finish.
good.—Dun’s Review, March 8th.

Hinckley

I'l: TURTLE UNDECIDED.
6th.

acquaintance

Ifiiuclll J

has been unable to fin< 1

event.

witn her sister.

win P. Frost and Mrs.

wider

present from Winslow, Clinton.
Fairfield, Vassalboro, Oakland, Sidney, Albion,
Burnham, and other towns. The Second degree was impressively worked on two candidates by Good Samaritan Lodge of Waterville
Dorcas Lodge of Rebekah3 served a fine supper. The Odd Fellows are now beginning to
discuss the annual Field Day, to be held June.
28th in Fairfield. It promises to be a great

household duties almost

few

a

district meeting held Thursday

Members

health allowed was
workers in all matters

no

a

the

ing, March 6th,

Un versalis'

connected with the church. About a year ag<
she had a severe illness from which she neve:
fully recovered, and which left hei broken ii
health. She gradually failed, but her strong
will kept her up and able to attend to hei

versing but

hod

Mrs. Florence G. Mutchler ot Boston
it
several weeks with Belfast relatives.
Mrs. D. B. Phelan writ to Islesburo
Monday to visit her daughter, Mrs. B. N. [Andie

spending

creases."
Mr. O. B. Abbott of Springfield, president
of the North Penobscot Faro ers’ Exchange,
was the
next speaker.
He said: "I think
that the farmer is coming into his own. Cooperation has been n y hobby for mai y
t is the only way of 9uce<ES
years and
f..r the farming communites. The interests
of the merchants of Belfast depend upon tin

j

Masons of Maine than any other member
of the craft. He was born i:i Aina, Me, in
i>38.
A widow’, a son and a daughter survive.
There was a large attendance of Odd Fellows

Mrs. Nellie S. French of Camden is the
her son, Clarence E. Hall.

guest of

1

?

the

Melvdle Robbins is ill with
jtonsilitis at his
21 Court street.

|

BILL.

ora

boarding place.

.work

STATE POLICE FORCE.
Senator Cole of York introduced in the Sen
ate March 7th a bill for a State
police force
The act provides for a force divided into i:i
spection and detective departments. The in
spection department is to consist of the chie
and four members; the detective
department i:
to nave a chief and 12 members.
Each mem'
t»er of this force is to be
appointed by th
Governor for four years. The chief is to b
designated by the Governor and to have hi i
otlice in Augusta, each officer to furnish
bond of $2,000 and to receive $3 a day am I
actual expenses when on duty. The
salary c
the chief is $1,500. All fees are to be turnei
over to the State Treasurer.

dkd March 9th at his home in Port-

probably

but

boom

Mrs. Essie P. Carle left Tuesday
morning
business trip to Boston.

Wm. H. Hall will go to Boston
today to atthe. automobile show.

LW-?

A

State,
land. Mr. Carney was elected grand tyler in
18KJ and has held the < ffiee continuously since

her

of the most active

draft,
such authority.
or in a new

e

ing

spent

tend

Secretary

Reynolds of Burnham, president of
the Waldo County Farmers
Union, was introduced and spoke on the
general lines of the
Union
in this
county. He said, in part:
"This is a new departure, when the Board
of
Trade of a city invites the residents of the
tanning communities into the city and asks
them to co-operate and work for the best
inWe are glad to see an
i terests of the two.
awakening along this line. There has been a
I great change in the shipment of freights out
of the little towns on the Maine Central
branch in the past eighteen years. This
year
Brooks has shipped 400 cars of
potatoes and
the same from Thorndike, and seven
years ago
j it was thought an unusual thing to send one
car from the little flag station of
Winnecook,
and this year I have myself loaded some 25
cars from that station.
The co-operation of
I the farmer is certainly a great question, since
there is so much to be looked after. We have
organized a union in this county for the upbuilding of the farming interests, and we
expect with the aid of the Belfast Board
of Trade to make it one of the strongest of the
organizations for the best interests of the
farmers and the making of a better port of
shipment of the port of Belfast. We are
striving to build up this organization and need
Belfast to come in with us.
V* e have adopted
the name of the Waldo County Farmers'Union,
that the rest of the county farmers may come
in, and that they may learn that it is for cooperation and not for tearing down and destroying, hut to work out its own existence.
The farmers wiil not accept the Roosevelt
up-lift movement, hut we must apply to -mess
methods to farming, as is done in the city. We
must do our part of the purchasing and selling
and the farmer should make his farm his bank
account. The young farmer is not content
now' without his automobile and
his hath
He demands some of the luxuries of
room.
the city life and he is bound to have them.
The electric lights must soon pass his door,
and there are other modern conveniences
which must be installed on the larm, and sc
his bank account, not in cash but his larm, in-

....

““

Lodge of Maine, and holding a simposition in all the Masonic grand bodies in

this

i_

after supper

are

Marthon Doak spent Sunday at home from
the University of Maine.

a

booming Belfast

COMPULSORY £ ARBITRATION.

n..rf

blessing, and

about.”

Compulsory arbitration is not possible undei
the Constitution of Maine. Such is the de
cisiun of the Judiciary Committee of
theLegis
lature made public in
its report upon tin
Irving Compulsory Arbitration bill. The com
mittee has hunted for court decisions and lav
which would make possible the favorable re

ic Grand

She was
tiling she could possibly do heise f.
steaefast and staunch friend who could bt
depended upon at any and all tim s. She was
constant

NO

a

a

of their own work the welfare of the
communitv
Wo cLnM

new

Commandery

Warren 0. Carney,grand tyler of the Mason-

a

a

an

ald.

ile

UTILITIES

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Owen
Entertains the
of a Fanners the wees in Boston.

anxiety

are to make
up the commission, eacl
with a salary of $5000, and there are also
to be
a clerk and an assistant.
The first three members are to be appointed
by ti e Governor anc
Council for terms of seven, five and three
years, and succeeding members for terms oi
s®ven years.
Should a place become vacant
through any other cause than expiration o:
tne term, it will be filled
bj the same systen
of appointment, but only for the remainder
o:
the unexpired term. 1 he Governor will
desig
nate t he chairman.
Should the bill be enacted
the office of Railroad Commissioner
and tin
Board of Railroad
Commissioners, and thState Water Storage
Commissioner, with al
clerical ait’, will be abolished.

Canton Molineaux, No. 2, P. M.f I. 0. 0. F.,
is the youngest canton in the State,
visited Canton Pallas, No. 4. of Belfast, Feb.
24th, and the Camden chevaliers cannot say
too much in praise and appreciation of the fine
reception and entertainment received at the
hands of their Belfast brethren.—Camden Her-

entertaining

;

men

which

friends at her home, or enjoying their hospitality. She was fond of cards and belonged tc
a club of her intimate friends, and for year:
they enjoyed their weekly meetings. Sne was
fond of children, and they were always mud*
to feel at hon e in her presence.
She was
positive in her likes and dislikes, and her senst
of justice and right was most acute.
What
ever she thought was right she did. vvithou
regard to consequences. She vas an indefatigable worker and never left t > others any

PUBLIC

Trade

of

Gilchrest of the Board of Trade introduced
Kev. A. A. Blair of the Universalist
church as
the toast master and he proved
equal to the
occasion. In his opening remarks he
welcomed the farmers, ami said
among other things"We are glad to see you and trust that
this
meeting may effect a c loser union and clearer
understanding between the residents of the
nearby country ar.d tne residents of Belfast.
There is a mutual dependence between the
two. One cannot get along without the other.
You need the city markets and we need the
farmers and their up-to- late methods of farming and esptcia ly do we we want to hear tonight from those who have made a study of
greater co-operation among the merchants
and farmers. Men sometimes
forget in the

bill took its

to

Omar Cummandery, Knights Templar, by grand
Commander J. P. Hutchinson.

business and trade than she, and with an indomitable will she pushed to success wnatever she attempted.
About 1894 she retiree
from business and bought the house on Church
street where she has since resided.
Mrs
Frost was eminently of a social disposition

to ask

1

dr*ft of the Public Utilities bill was
reported the Senate Mar. 7th. It has been accepted by the Judiciary and Legal Affairs
Committee. There are 55 closely typewritten
pages, with more than 70 sections. Three
The

PERSONAL.

The Farmer’s Banquet by the Belfast Board
of Trade took place last
Tuesday evening
in Memorial Hall and was
largely attended. The aupper at 6.30 was furnished
by
the ladies of the Baptist church and the
tables were most
attractively laid and
bountifully supplied with appetizing viands.
The ladies who served were dressed in
white
and the supper and service were
alike the subject of hearty commendation. Rev. D. B
Phelan of the M. E. Church was called
upon

indefinitely

A VETO FROM THE GOVERNOR.
The new draft of the bill “relative to untrue
and misleading advertisements was returned
to the Senate, Thursday
morning, vetoed
Governor Haines. This is the first veto oi
the session. The Governor’s
message, accompanying, expressed full sympathy with legislati°n against all forms of fraud
upon the
purchasing public, but was denunciatory ul
provisions subjecting the business world tc
such “hazard of criminal
iability for acts
which the most honorable and careful mar
might occasionally commit without harm tc
anyone.” He declared himself to be firml>
convinced that the bill enacted is too drastic s
departure f;om the usual type of crimina!
statutes against fraudulent
practice, in that
“neither fraudulent intent nor actual
injury tc
anyone is regarded as an element of the crime
which is created.”

1

Banquet.

Grangers. Organization
Exchange.

DON’T WANT EXCURSIONS.
A variety of matters
occupied the attention
of the judiciary committee
on Wednesday
afternoon. The petition for a charter
granting
the town of lslesboro
permission to erect a
wharf in the tide waters of Penobscot
bay at
that place was productive of a
long discussion,
1^ finally developed that the
proponents were
acting simply unon a desi re t.n Hri'fimmnrlQto
the year-round residents and
summer residents owning motor boats, but who did
not
own a shore
privilege with a place to land,
there bei. g no public
landing. There was
opposition to a large public wharf suitable for
steamboats. This was based upon an objection
by all hands to having excursions from Bangor, Belfast and Rockland, week days and Sundays, larding at the place.
An agreement
was finally
patched up by which the bill will
reported ought not to pass and a public
I
landing for small boats will be provided.

Wilson, William H. Hall,Dr. W
C. Libbey, Dayt .n F. Stephenson and Allan L.
Curtis went to Waterville Wednesday after-

ideas of

reading.

trivial.
of Mr. Jones to
lost, 13 to 76. The

Board

Belfast

ISLESBORO

Rev. David L.

P., she engaged in the clothing and furnishing
goods business, devoting her whole time and
energy to it, and building up a large and profitable business.

to Belfast March 19th for

official inspection of Palestine
Knights Templar.

married March

Frost, who died in
In 1886, in com j any with her son Edwin

6, 1859,

come

motion

pustpone'was

Eminent Grand Generalissimo Ralph CrockLewiston, of the Grand Commandery of
will

were

The
third

ett of

Maine,

jections

Farmer’s

CERTIFICATION.

In the House March 5th Representative
Jones of China opposed the plan to require all
teachers in the State to qualify for State certificates. He thought this an unfair discrimination against small towns.
Representative Bowler showed that the discrimination is altogether in favor of these
small towns. He said that incompetent
superintendents are at fault in most cases for inefficient teachers.
Representative O’Connell opposed the operation of the bill in plantations.
Representative Mathieson thought the bill should be
committed again to the committee for amended draft. Representative Peacock thought
that the bill should be tabled.
Representative Kehoe thought that too much talk had
been made about the matter and that the ob-

on

Saturday, March Sth, Mrs. Margaret A. Frost,
aged 69 years. Mrs. Frost was the daughter
of Harvey and Ann Smith and was born in

The

_

STATE

1

ARDEN.
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MEN AND THINGS AT AUGUSTA.

..

Riinson. 66
Ladd. 1
i. Lord. 42

1013.

A DAY DREAM.
Plautus says: “Nature is to the mind
-what Heaven is to the soul.” I am not
claiming Plautus as a relative or friend,
When my
when I make this quotation.
eyes first fell upon the words, which
seemed

moat

|
LINIMENT
Used 102

encyclopedia to find out about Plautus,
feeling some chagrin that so bright a
had

died without

my

The book said Plautus

was

and

lived

the greatest of the comic Roman poets;
born 2">4 B C and died 184 B C.

This

before my time and I felt
consoled, for probably there are some of
amy contemporaries who may be a little

hazy

about Plautus.
further that

The

of

the

relief for

sure

coughs, colds, sore
throat, cramps, cholera morbus, diarrhea,
cuts, burns, bruises,

was

considerably

said

years

for internal and
external ills.
A

encyclopedia

sprains,

twenty-one

etc.

comedies of

Plautus, twenty are still exscarcely less popular among
moderns than they were during his
lifetime. I am glad that the works

tant and
the
own

are

who said “Nature is to the

of the

man

mind

hat Heaven is to the soul” are

w

popular. Plautus deserved popularity and undying fame. If it is never
my good fortune to become better acquainted with the works of this popular
still

♦wiici

ui

luiucuica,

lino

umc

Spring Styles
Melange

i{uuuuiuu

my favorite author;
when asked which is my most beloved
poet 1 shall from now on, and always,

establishes him

answer

of Colors.

Printed Fabrics

as

as

in

ui

New

York,

penitential

Balkan Embroideries.

“Nature is to the mind what Heaven
is to the soul.” Out from the jangle of

March

season came

10,

Hat and

1913.

The

in betimes this

Easter is likely to arrive in
blustery weather, but nobody knows
everyday life, all in a moment, without about that, and preparations are underconscious will or effort, I steal away to a way on all sides for an unusually long
land of enchantment.
Peace is there, Spring season, w hen all one’s new clothes
year and

and it is the same peace that 2000 years will get plenty of service.
ago inspired Plautus. It. is the peace j
HATS ALREADY WORN.
that reaches out for one and enfolds one \
Straw hats are already much
as
the arms of a mother enfolds the though they have
topped fur

]

worn,

enveloped

costume

lately,

when

the thermometer
has done its best to fall to real winter

where the green grass grows depths. Shapes are small. The little
-softly down to the edges of a winding Oriental cap styles of the winter are rebrook.
The brook steals away through produced in softly
draped straw, and silk
the distant trees and loses itself in the crowns and straw brims are a veritable
land

shadows of

the

woods;

flowers

fad

just now. As always at this
tion period flower hats are much

grow

upon irs banks; cardinal flowers, among
myriads of delicate white blossoms rise

dence.

A little round

crowned

transiin evi-

shape

.above the shallow waters; reeds and tall covered all in
deep purple violets, has an
grasses wave in the breeze; birds sing, aigrette of small half opened deep pink
and tioney bees drone drowsily, passing roses and a strap of velvet at one side
by
.from flower to flower; a butterfly flutters way of relief. Another flower hat with
over
a
bush above my head, garnet a higher crown, built all of
wine

wings edged

with gold;

a

dragon fly darts

softly from the neighboring pasture; a
graceful elm tree stands with drooping
branches, its leaves outlined against the
blue of a summer sky.
“The Lord is
my shepherd, I shall not want. He Maketh me to lie down in green
pastures;

beside

From the peace of such a scene
have described grew the Psalmist’s
sweetest song-the song that has comforted human hearts
through all the

all the

Journal.
There are two propositions that will engage the attention of the Maine legislature this session.
One is to increase

naturally
day dream, as the ripple

the salaries of

other to

now.

pay

salaries, which is

an

excuse

without

The average wages of all
reason.
Maine teachers last year was but $338
for the entire year, which is no more

a

1

runs

work,

of waves

does

former

and power.

BEWARE OF BRYAN.

‘There is but

please

one

way hy which you can
a id that is
by mating

By

three

Generations

.7 n thousands of families all through the cities
and towns of the State. Though the science
of medicine in aiding nature to bring about
cures iB sometimes said to be an
experiment,
**L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine as a relief for constipation, indigestion, inactive liver and other
similar troubles, is so sure and the results so
-beneficial that it has become a standard remedy for restoring health throughout New England.
Head what M. J. Loth rop says:—

mention

—

while

in

hi

tump,

This

j_ii
uuuuiv

_£L_1

__

ivuiit-u

there was

and

a

of quiet
which showed

sense

things
were ready

to

impart

good use
The above designs are.by The McCall
Company, Xew \ ork, Designers and

to

the best that was in them.

of their

pensions

as

law-

our

as

makers will of their increased salaries.

Without entering into details

it apincrease of sala-

Makers of McCall Patterns.
Dress of taupe charmeuse, reveres and
sleeve cuffs of yellow corded silk, girdle
finished with bits of Balkan embroidery

pears that the proposed
ries would pay the proposed teacher pensioners, and as the legislative salaries

skirt.

seems

and same used to catch up
drapery of
Hat of black straw with yellow
and
black feather.
facing

moire, brocaded and printed ribbons in a
variety of smart fashions. One of the
best looking mournirg hats seen recently was an oval shape with a low round

the effect is very fetching.
Contrasting
coat linings are the proper note, not

doubled within the past six years it
there is no good reason for a

were

further increase at the present; at least
until some much more meritorious

cases

have been

consider

provided for. When we
European nations,

that most

Canada and South America and twentytwo of the States in our own country,
have some form of teachers’ pension
say that it is an experilaws,
ment by any means.
While a majority
of our female teachers with High school
we

cannot

Normal school education

or

are

receiv-

less wages than the factory girlB
with very limited education the incen-

ing

tive of
otri

vilt

a

pension

win

that

ance

worth, just

give

after years of faithful
uui

icatuciB

the State
it

as

an

asaui-

recognizes
the underpaid

their

does

soldier in our army.

Now, gentlemen, if you wish to raise
the standard of

recipe
_1_
vuijvjj

You must set the pans
or cushion; when they are
on
a pillow
cold, take them out.
These instructions do not err on the
side of over-clearness; and, be the result what it may, the idea is not without
a certain delicate fancy. —Country Life.
A

ment

induce-

to remain here and not go to other

States where they
and

some

better

can

get higher wages

opportunities

and

pensions

blended contrasts, but the strong effect
after years of faithful service. I assure
now known as “Balkan.” Flowered and
you that the money will be much better
figured silks are reckoned very smart used than to give it to so many of those
for linings, even the parrots and foliage
doubtful “institutions” that are cropdesigns of the upholstery counter are
ping out over our State and whose chief
seen in these printed silkB.
object is to get a hand into the public
DISCRETION NEEDED.

Discretion is more than ever needed
when fashion offers a color pallet in Balkan lines. Just a touch of the brilliant
fabrics muBt show and no more. If the
coat is figured, checked or striped the
lining is plain, though it may be of gayest hue, red, yellow or Labrador blue,
which is the color of the chicory flower,
"*1 think your 4,L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine the
best for Dyspepsia of anything I ever used. a clear purplish blue, not dark nor yet
My mother took it 40 years ago; my father light in tone. Cretonnes and silks printed in all over cretonne patterns are very
siaeB it all the time and would not think of getI use it in my family.” much used for reveres, vestees and suit
ting along without it.
M. J. Lothrop, Notch, Me.
trimmings, and just a dash of the vivid
Large bottle 86 cents at all stores.
mixtures of color found in Oriental de4*L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
signs is used somewhere on even the

treasury.
C. E. Smith.

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA.

I"j5ELAMSONl
iA

HUBBARD

_,

hats

I

I

for all occaalona ■
Far aala by
f

DWI8HT P. PALMER.

The remarkable

Migratory

success

of Rexall

Dyspepsia Tablets is dus to ths high
degree of scientific skill used in devising their formula as well as to the
care exercised in their manufacture,
whereby the well-known properties
of Bismuth-Subnitrate and Pepsin
have been properly combined with

!j

Carminatives and other agents.
Binmuth-Subnitrate and Pepsin
are constantly employed and recognised by the entire medical profession as invaluable in the treatment
of indigestion and dyspepsia. Their
proper combination makes a remedy*
invaluable for stomach relief.
We

are

so

j

j

certsin that there is

Brings the Thrill of Honk

nothing so good for stomach ills as
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets that we urge
Three
try them at our risk.
sixes, 25 cents, 60 cents, and $1.00.
you to

Birds Get Federal Protection.

:

DRUG STORE

CITY

Edmund Wilson. Proprietor
Maine
Tto
Star*
Belfast

j

*

There is a Rexall Store in nearly every Iowa
and city in the United States, Canada and
Great Britain. There is a different Rexall
Remedy for nearly every ordinary human ill—
eaoh especially designed for the particular ill

l

j

for which it is recommended.

Ths Raxall Store* are America's Greatest
Drug Stores

AN EMPLOYER SAYS:,

Keep
a

In the ease of one of my employees who
some time ago wont under treatment at your
institute
his appetite for alcoholic liquor
has been entirely eradicated, and his general
health much improved.” Prom a genuine letter
among the scores we have, proving absolutely
that the

Every Bell Telephone is
Long Distance Station.

DRINK HABIT
he overcome by the NEAT, 3-DAY
TREATMENT. No hypodermics used. Results absolutely certain. All dealings confidential. DRTTG HABITS SrCCESSEl'I.LY
TREATED. Call upon, address or phone

THE NEAL
147 Pleasant Ave.,
Telephone 4218.

INSTITUTE,
Portland,

|

land

and Boston will

run as

follows

A.M.

Belfast, depart.
| City Point.
i

|

Sargent’s
Waldo.
Brooks.
Forbes.
Knox.

Thorndike.
Unity.
Winnecook.
Burnham, arrive.

Bangor.
Clinton.
Benton.
Waterviiie..
Portland.
!
Boston.
TO

7 05
t7 10
7 15
(7 20
7 32
7 37
17 44
7 50
7 58
i8 08
8 20
11 45
8 39
8 48
8 54
12 05

P. M.

P.h

2 20

3

00*

12 2t
2 30
*2 3.'
2 4'
2 52
*2 5*
3 05
3 13
t3 23
3 3f
5 Ot
5 2t
5 3C
5 35
8 2£

1

Forbes
Brooks
Waldo.

Sargent’s.,
City Point.
Belfast, arrive

7 00
8 35
t8 45
8 54
9 02
t9 10
9 17
9 25
t9 35
9 39
*9 45
9r0
AM

35
05
22
32

B'

C7*

X)/V tiuv«_

Beware of laxatives containing aloes !
Aloes aids in giving free and easy bowel
action—but it produces griping and piles!

Many people suffer from piles because
they use some laxative that contains aloes.
There is no law that requires aloes to be
mentioned as an ingredient in a laxative,
so you must guard yourself.
I solemnly swear that there is not any

aloes in Dr. True’s Elixir. So when you
need a laxative I advise you to take my
own medicine, Dr. True’s Elixir.
Dr. True’s Elixir is composed of the extracts, essences and juices of leaves, barks,
seeds and roots of known value for stomach
It seta the
troubles and bowel troubles.
stomach right and produces free, normal,
easy action of the bowels. Also, it expels
all worms and other parasites from stomach
or bowels, except tape worms.
These wonderful remedial qualities are
combined with delicious, honey-flavored
syrup and other pleasant-tasting aromatics,
so that Dr. True’s Elixir is the nicest possible medicine to take. This makes it
easy to
so tney

give to children also. They
really like to take it!

get
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GEO. E. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law.

Bewaro ci Aloes!

Asset. !
Real estate

i

MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager
Portland, Maine.

to the

Department of
gives
Agriculture authority to prescribe and
fix the closed seasons when it will be unlawful to shoot or capture migratory
birds. The statute states also that nothing in it shall be construed to affect or
interfere with local laws of the States
for
the protection of non-migratory
game birds or others breeding within
their borders. An appropriation of $10,
OUO is made to carry out the provision of
the act.
also

Capital I*ui<|

Total liabilities and surplus.$14,982,672 91
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast. Maine.

tection of migratory birds. The bill was
Line— Winter Schedule.
Taft and is now a j Bangor
law. This measure will supplant State
game laws as to birds which, in their anFARE REDUCED
nual Northern and Southern migrations,
from
one
State
to
another.
These
pass
Belfast and Boston. $2.25
birds have been called the first aids to
the farmer and orchardist, because they
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP BELFAST
prey upon the insect pests which destroy
farm crops. The measure was approved
Leave Belfast at 3.00 p. m. for Boston, Monby agricultural and Audubon societies days, and Thursdays.
For Winterport at 7.30 a. m., Wednesdays
throughout the LTnited States.
The bill provides that all migratory and Saturdays.
Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m., Tuesdays and
game and insectivorous birds which in Fridays.
their Northern and Southern migraLeave Rockland at 6.15 a. m. (or on arrival
tions pass
through, or do not re- of steamer from Boston) Wednesdays, and
main permanently within the borders of Saturdays.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
any State or Territory, shall be deemed
to be within the custody and protection
of the Government of the United States
William Lincoln West
and shall not be taken or destroyed contrary to the regulations which shall be Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bureau of Anima
It

VVM. 11
E.J .*].<>
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and after Jan 13, 1913, trains connect
ing at Burnham and Waterviiie with throug-

Bangor, Waterviiie,

1

ell

meie trul
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.,

lUHrtL
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trains for and from
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Insurance Statement

Maine.

BE|-FAST
pmai
BURNHAM
_11

I

a

r;

WALDO TELEPHONE COM I’ \\

j

j

equal.

The cost is

s

,

■

against the satisfaction derived

can

I

in touch with home by t-1
magnetism in the voice th.n

can

signed by President

provided.

“Just arrived this minute, Mary. How are
* * * *
dren ?
Good! That relieves mI reallv couldn’t stop to. take off mv h
*
* *
Me ? Oh, we had ,
called you.
trip. 1 felt a little worried about the bat.
!’ve heard frcm you it seems as if ! had'
the world.”

You can buy Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
ts this community only at our store:

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold s'
*5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Braner
H. D. W’ ALU RON, General Passenger Agent

CONSERVATION VICTORY.

teaching in Maine, you
the price.
You have

have got to pay
got to give our teachers

To prove to you that indirection
and dyspepsia can be thoroughly relieved ana that Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets will do it, we will furnish
the medicine absolutely fret if it
fails to give you satisfaction.

tuiu

holes at bottom.

the

So 1 think the teachers will make

Mr. Bryan,
:rown of fine Milan straw with a circle
your administration distinctly a Rryan of moire ribbon and wired flat
outstandadministration. Giving Mr. Bryant full
credit for sincerity of belief, his beliefs ing loops at the back a little to the left
are of the stuff that dreams are
made side. The crowns of many of the straws
:•£. Thev can never he translated into are
nearly or completely covered with
ricts 01
A man who could |
congress.
which is made into a smartseriously propose governmental railway fancy ribbon,
ownership is as a child who chases but- j ly shaped bow that sets well out beyond
ter flies and cries for the moon. Short of the hat and is kept
shapely with ribbon
annihilation, he can never be placated, 1 wire concealed in the loops.
or satisfied.
The genius for defeat was !
COLOR MELANGES.
born in him, and it has grown with his
Color mixtures or “melanges," as the
growth and
strengthened with his
•strength. If you place him at the head fashion shams fprm thpm am norhnns
of your cabinet you insure combustion
the dominant note of the new Spring
and invite shipwreck.
Napoleon made
Ostrich feathers especially are
it a rule to decline the service and to fixings.
like Joseph’s coat. Often as many
avoid the companionship of
dyed
unlucky
men.
Beware of Mr. Bryan, oh, Wood- as three or four contrasting tones will
row, my son, beware of Mr. Bryan!"
be used in one not overlong plume, and

TfIedHT

case

i effeminate,
their pupils

not

Watttrson's Advice to President
Wilson.

to

u

Washington, Mareli 5.
Sportsmen,
naturalists and game protectors t|ie
culture and refinement
that they recognized the importance of country over will rejoice in the passage
keeping their mental faculties uncluudt d, during the closing session of Congress of
and shunned those
that tended to the Weeks-McLean bill for Federal pro-

there comes to all mer, a
dream.
It takes them unawares
It
comes unbidden, it
maybe, into the very
midst of the mad, wild
for riches

Sometimes they heed-but often
they
'or£etR. T. Newell.

teachers

most

numerous

-i

uun

emphatically depend on the
help noticing
the vast difference in the “atmosphere”
in the Augusta hotels when the teachers
w:ere
there in State convention, and
when the legislature is in session. In the
one case the atmosphere was blue with
tobacco smoke ar.d—and other things too

somewhere,
fleetirg day-

that has ,ong been stifled and
silenced.

the

uicon

thus:

iin

school teachers. I could not

under the feet of the
strong; again
and again Gain asks, “Am J
my brother’s
keeper?” But sometime,

struggle
In such a daydream
they
see
a land
of enchantment; a land of
great, breeze-swept spaces and vast
.silences. They find themselves face to
tace there, with their own
souls; with
heads reverently
bowed, they stand
abashed uefore the best that is in
them,
and hear again the “still
small voice”

while

callup

If you suffer Stomach Troubfe*
and you try our ramady* It won't
coat you a cant if it faife.

high, and then strew in your flower petals
thickly, and let them boil up once. Then Bangor.
with your hand lightly strew in a little Burnham, leave.
double refined sugar sifted, and then, as Winnecook.
Unity.
quick as may be, put it into your little Thorndike.
pans, made of card and pricked full of Knox.

work nine
While the efficiency of the
months.
teachers does not depend on the lawmakers, the efficiency of our lawmakers

I

(jctru

sweetly-scented flowers.”

than our lawmakers receive in salaries.

pled

i LI sea

we

one

own

follows in the wake of the vessel it sea,
“Nature is to the mind, what Heaven
is to the soul.” Men
strive, and tcii and
jostle each other; they forget tht blue
-sky. the green fields, the birds song, the
-tuple of brooks and the fragrance of
dowers. The weak fall and are tram- i

Lol.

The

Editor of

the

days

of my life, and I shall dwell
in the house of the Lord forever.”
The
words follow as
in the waka of
my

PENSIONS.

pretends that larger salaries will
raise the efficiency of our lawmakers, bo
the only call for it is that they selfishly
require more pay, and can raise their

I

centuries, and that will go on comforting
them while human hearts exist
“S\nra_
Sy goodness and mercy shall follow me

To

No

sake.”

as

For dyspepsia, our national ailment, use Burdock Blood Bitters. Recommended for strengthening digestion, purifying the blood. At all
drug stores. $1.00 a bottle.

to attend for one-half what

the still waters,
He restoretb my soul. He Ieadeth me in
the paths of righteousness for his name
me

Who by special arrangement have all the
patterns all the time.
EF="NO WAITING TO SEND.

the members, and the
pension school teachers. When
legislative salaries were but half what
they are now we found no difficulty in
getting our ablest men to represent us;
deep
colored crush roses, has a narrow velvet and no doubt they would have been willbrim, and a full flaring bow of wine col- ing to take the job if there had been no
o-ed tulle wired to preserve its outline. salary attached to it, just as they find no
RIBBON TRIMMINGS.
difficulty in getting good men to become
Ribbons are more used for all sorts of members of the British parliament, altrimming purposes than for many sea- though they get no pay. Since we have
son's past.
Hats ribbon trimmed have increased the pay we have had no Fryes,
been worn all winter, and new spring Dingleys, Kents, Blaines or Littlefields,
straws are garnished with picot edged or others of that claBS, who were willing

in and out among the reeds and grasses;
a cowbells tinkle,
tinkle, tinkle, sounds

He ieadeth

CARLE & JONES,

TEACHERS’

a

lay it as high as you please, dry it in a
stove or in the sun and it will look like
sugar candy.”
Another recipe from the same compendium reads as follows: “To make a
cowslip pudding: Take the flowers of a
peck of cowslips, cut them small and
pound them in a mortar, with four handfuls of Naples biscuits grated and three
pints of cream; boil them a little; then
take them off the fire and beat up 16
eggs with a little cream; beat these
among them, and if it does not thicken,
set it un the fire a little, but take care it
does not curdle; then sweeten it with
sugar and rosewater; when it is cold butter a dish, put it in, bake it, strew sugar
over it—and serve it up.”
One does not perhaps realize that the
floral world covers quite a number of
The globe artichoke,
common edibles
for instance, which Alfred rie Musset
refers to as “the thistle which left the
donkey’s jaws to be flooded with sauce
in a bishop’s silver dish.” Dr. Johnson,
loo, no mean authority, called the cauliflower “the finest flower in the garden,”
and the cauliflower is, after all. nothing
more nor less than a flowering eahhage,
trioe of broeolis.
11s are also ihe large
Among other flowers and capers, and in
China there is a constant demand for
dried lily roots as ail accompaniment to
roast
pork (although Charles Lamb
makes no mention tnereof.)
The roseleaf jam that comes from
Greece is made from a special kind of
damask rose grown for the purpose.
The rose leaves are steeped in a sirup
ami subsequently boiled in sugar, and
the result is a sort of jam or preserve
which certainly has the perfume of the
rose, and a flavor of curious suggestion.
A very usual and delightful form of
afternoon tea sandwich is made with
nasturtium buds, which have a pleasant
tartness; the leaves are good as an addition to a lettuce or dandelion salad, and
the blossoms come in as an edible garnish.
In the south of Germany the creamy
blossoms of elder are tied up in little
bunches, dipped into batter, fried in hot
In this
lard and plentifully sugared.
form they make an agreeable dessert.
In an 18th century cookery book directions are given for the making of
flower cakes with hawthorne flowers,
roses, violets, carnations or “any other

Shoe Fashions.

unhesitatingly, “Plautus.”

tired child, who leaves his play and steals
to her side for comfort and rest.
It is a

Cauliflower,

New York.

Trimmings.

For Dyspepsia

Artichoke*. Cloves and Capers
Most Familiar, but Cowslips and Nasturtiums are Good.
Among the many modern cults of diet
no one bag hitherto had the temerity to
propagate flower food as the ultimate
desideratum of the simple life. And yet,
if proper attention be bestowed upon it,
there is a deal to be said for a flower
diet, and our forbears knew something
anent the subject.
The cowslip and the primrose, by reaSUIT LINES.
son of the delicate flavors which their
Suits show modified draperies on the petals afford, while the colors are atadmission nowaskirts, and are narrow at the foot, and tractive, find frequent
days into salads at refined tables.
walkoften
slashed
to
ease
in
very
give
In old cookery books many recipes are
ing and, incidentally, show the prettiest given for the preparation of flowers in
possible footwear. Coats are cut away various ways, secundum artem. For inand Confectionand short, except only some of the Rus- stance, in “The Cooks’
ers’ Dictionary,’’ by John Nott (cook to
These often come
sian blouse styles.
the Duke of Bolton, 1723), we find the
nearly to the knee, but the very young following:
“To Candy Any Sort of Flowers—Take
girl wears them much shorter. Fancy
refined sugar, break it
suits and more elaborate.gowns of silk the best triple
into lumps and dip it piece by piece in
show an endless diversity of draped efwater; put them into a vessel of silver
fects, swirls that nevertheless give the and melt them over the fire; when it just
boils Btrain it, and set it on the fire again
narrow caught up line at the foot, and
and let it boil till it draws to hairs, which
girdles and sasheB play a very important
you may perceive by holding up your
part in the smart effects seen.
spoon, then put in your flowers and set
Verona Clarke.
them in cups or glasses, and when it is

MODYNE

ages to express what the love of nature
is to the human mind, I consulted an

man

The whole problem of good dressing
depends on securing the right outlines.
The Spring models of Warner’s rustproof corsets, just sent out, show those
authoritative lines which insure a correct silhouette, however simple the dress
may be. The handsomest gown hangs
limp and shapeless if the corset is not in
harmony with fashionable lines, and a
simple get up has an air of style if worn
over a well modelled figure.

JOHNSONS

efforts of all the poets through all the

knowledge.

EDIBLE FLOWERS.

THE DRESS PROBLEM.

concentrated essence of all the

a

demurely Quakerish get-up.
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U. S. BRANCH OF THE
" 0RWICH UNION FIRE INSURANCE SO-

Guaranteed work In Chiracody, Manicur*
and Facial Work. Also a
full line of all kinds of Hair Work atj[iay
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Plxenlx Row.
tf23

MISS EVIE HOLMES.

FOR SALE
AT A BARGAIN.
frank p. blodgett house and
lot on Cedar street. Enquire of
2ra8
DUNTON & MORSE.
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Our experience with Rexall Dy»pepsia Tablets leads us to believe
them to be one of the most dependablo
remedies known for indigestion and
chronio dyspepsia.
Their ingredients are soothing to the inflamed
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RECENT DEATHS.
"it of York, Budilin,
rchill, Cochrane, Cook,
Mrs. Dora A., wife of Judson E. Hall,
oil, Durgin, Emerson,
-orrar,Folsom, Franck, died at their home in Montville Feb.
of Auburn, Greenleaf 20th, at the age of 59 years, 5 months
and 20 days. She had been in
es, Harman, Harper,
poor health
for some time but was apparently better
and was able to be up and did some work
the day before her death.
Early in the
morning she was attacked with apoplexy and passed away after about two
hours of terrible suffering.
She was the
daughter of the late Charles and Mary
Russell
of
St. Albans, Me.',
(Small)
where her early life was passed.
In
early life she married Roscoe Ordway,
who with their two children died many
years ago.
April 8, 1901 she was united
in maniage with Mr. J. E. Hall, who
survives her.
She is also survived by
two adopted children, Maynard E. and
Susie Mildred, to whom she had been a
faithful mother. Myrtle M. Clark, who
has a home with them, also deeply feels
her loss. One sister and one brother, and
others to whom the departed was near
and dear, mourn their loss.
When a
young woman the deceased gave her
heart to Jesus, was baptised by Rev. G.
W. Colby and united with E. B. church
in Hartland.
She was well-known in
the vicinity of her home, and none knew
her but to love her.
As a member of the
Patrons of Husbandry she was highly esteemed by all.
Slit* was Duried from the
F. B. church in Halidale Sunday afternoon Feb. 28d, where many friends and
relatives looked their last on the lips that
had spoken good council to their, in the
past.
Many flowers from the Patrons
and other. friends lay on the casket.
Words of comfort were spoken by her
pastor, Rev. D. Brackett, who spoke
from John 14-18: ‘‘I will not leave you
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comfortless.”
Beautiful hymns were
sung by ihe choir, and ht r form was laid
in the family lot in Halldai cemetery,
there to await the resurrection morn.
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John (Reardon) Hodsdon, a long-time
and very highly esteemed resident of
Ashland passed away nt his home on
Pleasant St., Wednesday a. in. after
four weeks illness of Brights Disease
with other complications. Mr. Hodsdon
was 58 years old and was a native of
Belfast Maine.
He came to Ashland to
work as foreman in the Shoe Manufacturing Co. of Clapp, Huckins & Temple,
and when the firm moved to Milford
several years ago Mr. Hodsdon went
with them and remained until that firm
went out of business.
Mr. Hodsdon
married Agnes Hoyt of Ashland and
had
two
they
lovely girls. One died

mien.
n
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Frances, a beautiful girl of 18, died five
Both in Milford and Ashland
years ago.
Mr. Ilodsdon’s family were very popular and had many friends.
Mr. hodsdon
was past Master of North Star Masonic
and
Lodge
deeply interested in Masonry.
Much sympathy is extended to Mrs.
Hodsdon, who is left alone. Funeral
services will be held at his late home
Saturday afternoon at 2.30, Rev. E W.
Whitney of the Universalist church,
Taunton, who was formerly their pastor
in Milford officiating. The Masonic Ritualistic service will be used.
Interment
will be in the family lot in Wildwood
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surgical operation, which resulted in his
ieath.
rl he body was brought home
Saturday and funeral services were held
ruesday forenoon in the Catholic church.

I

1

Burial was in the Catholic
cemetery at
Ihomaston. Mr. Hanley was a man of
i freat ability and the highest
character,
; tnd
had the respect of all.—Camden
lerald.

!
1

1

Philip Henry Coombs, for 30 years city
mgineer of his native city of Bangor,

tjiident engineer for several very important industrial plants, a
leading hyiraulic engineer of the Penobscot and
ith«>r valleys, member of the American
Society of Civil Engineers and 32nd de1 tree Mason, died, March 6th, aged 56.
V widow and two daughters survive.
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THE CAUSE OF RHEUMATISM
Stomach trouble, lazy liver and deranged
1 ndneys are the cause of rheumatism. Get
; our stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels in
i lealthy condition by take
g Electric Hitters,
]

nd you wiil not he troubled with the
pains of
htumatism. Charles B. Allen, a school
prinipal of Sylvania, Ga who suffered indescrib-

!

ble torture from rheur .atism, liver and stomach

1 rouble and

kidneys,

diseased

writes:

“Ail

emedies failed until I used Electric Bitters,
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,
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■1AY DOMESTICATE WILD ANIMALS

Fish, Farming and Came Preserves.
Walter I. Neal of Waldo, a member of
| he fish and game commission ami for
ears in the warden service of Lie
State,
) nuch of rhe time in Bangor, takes ex, •ptionst'jan interview with C. S. Griffin
f Kiiignian, printed in the Bangor Com| nerciai,
in which Mr. Griffin advocates
amendments to the game laws of the
; State which would permit farmers to do] nestieate and raise deer ami various
; oral and fur-bearing anin als, birds and
j isb, for their private profit.
It was Mr.
i Sriffin's belief that a profitable
industry,
vhich would greatly increase the wealth
, if the farmers, might be the result.
No amendment to the game laws is
, leeded to enable farmers to domesticate
leer, ur other wild animals or birds,’’
aid Com’r Neal in discussing Mr. Grif| in’s interview.
“A person unfamiliar
vith law mif ht jump at tht conclusion
dr. Griffin has, but there is no occasion
: or ignorance upon the
subject. A peron lawfully in
possession of any wild
mimal or wild bird—that is, one who has
; aken
it lawfully inay domesticate it,
, nay keep it or breed them, and
they are
is much his own as his sheep, hi
gs, or
other
of
his
He
my
property.
may sell
ind dispose of them in the same way,
ind just as freely. There is no law,
vhatever, to prevent it. To illustrate:
You get two deer, either by going out
mil capturing them alive in open season
>r by purchase of someone who has them
Y'ou make an enclosure and
n a park.
treed them as long as you wisn and you
?ou
may sell and dispose of them.
“So far as fish farming, so-called, is
toncerned, that is a little different, for
:he waters of the State belong to the
state and permission of the legislature is
tecessary to enable a private citizen to
ise any portion of them exclusively for
But that has already been
1 my purpose.
provided for. years ago, though Mr.
Griffin appears not to know it. There
: ire
many persons engaged in fish farming and making money. I, myself, have
been so engaged for ten years.
“If Mr. Griffin means that a person
or corporation should be allowed to fence
in all the wild animals on a given locality
ind no one be permitted to hunt thereon,
without the owner’s consent, as would
seem from a reading of his communication, he is sadly out of joint with the
times, and wants to return to the English system of private game preserves
which our forefathers repudiated as soon
is they landed on these shores, as shown
in the early laws enacted by the Plymouth colony.
—

“The commissioners welcome suggestions, and are glad to receive them, but
they are alive to the question of protec-

tion and propagation of fish, game and
oirds
The late Albert Choate of Montville
In the Commercial of March 6th Mr.
was a veteran of the Civil war and saw
Griffin replies at length to the Commismuch active service.
He served over
four years in the army, the longest with sioner and makes out. a
strong case for
one exception of any man who went from
He is evidently “versed in the
lis side.
Montville.
For the greater part of the
ana loaaea witn tacts, and submits
aw
time lie was a memberof the 19th Maine,
and with that famous regiment he par- some good suggestions concerning our
ticipated in most of the great battleB of present game laws.
the Army of the Potomac.
He was at
LIFE
Gettysburg, and on the third day, when I
the 1st battery of Regular U. S. ArtilleThe Life Guards are two regiments of cavalry became so decimated by the terrible ry forming part of the British
household
fire of Lee’s cannon that they had to call
troops. They are gallant soldiers, and every
on
the infantry for men to work the loyal British heart is proud of them. Not
only
guns, Mr. Choate was among those de- the King’s household, but yours, ours, everytailed for that duty. For awhile that body’s should have its life guards. The need
awful afternoon he was the only-one of )f them is especially great when the greatest
diseases, find allies in the
very elehis gun crew left, but he heroically stuck Foes of life,
ments as colds, influenza, catarrh, the grip
to his post, although wounded by a
,nd pneumonia do in the stormy month of
bursting shell, until Pickett’s charge March The best way that we know of to
was repulsed and the battle won.
After fuard against these diseases is to strengthen
Hood's Sarsaparilla—the
a
long time spent in the hospital he j the system allwith
life guards. It
removes the
again joined his regiment and took part greatest ofm wmch
these diseases make
jonditions
in the closing campaigns of the war. ;
their
most successful attack, gives vigor and tone to
After the war closed he returned to
,11 the vital organs and functions, and imparts
his
native town, and bought a , genial warmth to the blood.
Montville,
Remember the
farm.
weaker the system the greater the
exposure
Hood s
to disease.
Sarsaparilla makes the
Dr. Frederick M. Stiner died Sunday lystem strong.
morning, March 2nd, of apoplexy, at his
"1 have been somewhat costive but lw.'.
home in Winterport. Upon rising Sungive just the results I disire Thev
day, Dr. Stiner was apparently in his j tiegulets
let mildly and regulate the bowels
usual health and when building a fire in
Perfectly.
-Geo. B. Krause, Altoona, p,.
the kitchen range in the early morning,

GUARDS^

baking day
pleasure and

j
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Mrs. Albert H. Clark of Hampden and
Mrs. Harry Butler of Bangor.

Vou Want
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Tribune,

The death of Dr. Louis E. Norris, of
Hampden, for half a century one of the
best known practitioners in this section,
occurred a the Paine hospital in Bangor,
Sunday afternoon, March 2nd, from a
brief illness of pneumonia, aged 76years.
He was born in northern Maine, but
most of his life was spent in Hampden.
He was graduated from Berkshire Medical college in 1861.
In 1862 he enlisted
as assistant surgeon of the 17th Maine
infantry, serving eight months, when he
was discharged for
disability. Recovering, he re-eniisted as assistant surgeon
of the 2nd Maine cavalry, serving to the
end of the war.
Until he retired from
active practice a few years ago he was
the physician of scores of families for a
radius of 30 miles, a fine type of the old
school “country doctor” whose Itfe'was
devoted to his patients, driving to their
relief in all weathers, night or day. He
was held in the highest esteem as a citizen of Hampden.
He survived his wife,
who was Elizabeth, daughter of Reuben
K. Stetson of Hampden, about three
years, after a married life of over 50
He leaves three daughters, Mrs.
years.

inson died last week
-s
from cancer that
He had two operate-ar ago, but the
ace was affected and
unable to take any
■is

Mass.,

;

recently published
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power snail pass

any intersecting street

crossing without first giving warning
his approach by s unding a bell,
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for Infants and Children.
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor
Oil, Paregoric, Props and Soothing Syrups.
It is pleasant.
It contains neither Opium,
nor
other jVnrMorphine
ccmc substance.
It destroys Worms and
allays FeverWind
Constipation,
Colic, all
m* r?11ievC8
twi?i1'„ Troubles
Teething
and Diarrhoea.
It regulates the
«nd natural sleep.
glvi£» healthy
The Children s Panacea—The
Mother’s Friend.

Th^rhndrlo1,*?^*18’

The Kind You Have

have received valuable information about
certain exercises. We have learned that to

Der’fecTlv

the

City

of Belfast.
It shall be the duty of the
I
Chief of the Fire Department to inspect
or cause to be inspected by the fire department officers or members, as often
as may be
necessary, but not less than
j once a year in out-lying districts and
two times a year in the closely built por! tions of the city, all buildings, premises
and public thoroughfares, except the
interiors of private dwellings,tor the purpose of ascertaining, and causing to be
corrected, ar.y conditions liable to cause
fire, or any violation of the provisions or
intent of any ordinance of the city affect
ing the fire hazard.
Whenever ihe Chief of the Fire Department or any officer or member thereof shall find any building or other struc |
ture which for want of repairs, or by
reason of age or dilapidated conditions
or for any
other cause, is especially
liable to fire, and which is so situated as
to endanger other property, and whenever any officer or member shall find in
any building or upon any premises or
other place, combustible or explosive
matter or dangerous accumulations ot
rubbish or of unnecessary accumulations
of waste paper, boxes, shavings or any
other highly inflammable materials, especially liable to fire, and which is so
situated as to endanger property, or
shall fin
obstructions to or on tire escapes, stairs, passageways, doors, windows, elc., liable to interfere with the
operations of the fire department, or
egress of occupants, in case of fire, he
or they shall order the same to be removed or remedied and such order shall
forthwith be compli '0 with by the owner
or occupant of such premises or buildings, subject to appeal within twentyfour hours to the Mayor, who shall within ten days review such order and file his
decision thereon, and unless the order is
revoked or modified it shall remain in
full force and be obeyed by such owner

Section 1.

occupant.

or

Any owner or occupant failing to comply with such order with n ten days after
said appeal shall have been determined,
ui,

ii

iju

appeal

io

idtveii,

iijt'ii

vwuiiii

it-ii

days after the service of the said order,
shall be liable to a penalty as hereinafter
stated.
The service of any such order shall he
made upon the occupant of the premises
to whom it is directed by eitner delivering a true copy of same to such occupant
personally, or by delivering the same to
md leaving it v, ith any person in charge
of the premises, or in case no such person is found upon the premises by affixing a copy thereof ir, a conspicuous place
on the door to the entrance of the said
premises; whenever it may be necessary
to serve such an order upon the owner of
premises, such order may he served
either by delivering to and leaving with
the said person a true copy of the said
order, or, if such owner is absent from
the jurisdiction of the officer maKing the
order, by mailing such copy to the owner's last known post-office address.
Section 2.
Any person, firm or corporation desiring to manufacture, transport, sell, use, care for, keep or give
away high explosives, or inflammables,
or other substances of like nature, or
any materials, compounds, combinations
or things whatsoever which may tend to
increase fire hazard, or to conduct any
hazardous business or operation, or to
perform any service of like dangerous
character, within the .imits of this city,
shall make application in writing to fhe
C hief of the Fire Department, and it will
he illegal to proceed with such manufacture, transportation, salt or use of such
high explosives, etc., until a license or
i permit shall have beer, issued by the
Chief of the Fire Dept.
Section 3.
No perse,i shall kindle,
maintain or assist in rn-.intaining any
bonfire or other exposei. fire within the
city, excepting under written permit
from the Chief of the Fire Department,
when such burning shell be done in metallic receptacles approved by him and
under such proper safe guards as he may
direct as to time and weather conditions,
and on condition that such permit carries
obligation on the part of the grantee
| an
to keep a sufficient safe control of said
fire, and to be responsible for all
I damages therefrom, and that all resultant embers shall be extinguished and the
| hot ashes removed or wet down at close
of said fire.
Section 4.
Any person or persons,
firm or corporation violating any of the
provisions of this ordinance or any of its
sections, or the provisions of any permit
issued in conformity herewith, shall,
upon conviction, forfeit and pay a fine of
not more than twenty-five ($25) dollars
for each offense, and not more than
twenty-five ($25) dollars for every day

j

*u„ft
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““
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exists,

and a fine of not more than one
hundred ($100) for subsequent violations.
Section 5. Ail ordinances or parts of
ordinances inconsistent herewith are

hereby repealed.

Section 6.
This ordinance shall take
effect immediately.
A true copy—Attest:
Eben F. Littlefeld. Citv Clerk.

BEST KNOWN COUGH REMEDY
forty-three years Dr. King's New Discovery has been known throughout the world
as the most reliable cough
remedy. Over
For

three million bottles were used last year.
Isn’t this proof? It will get rid of your
cough, or we will refund your money. J. J.
Owens, of Allendale, S. C.., writes the way
hundreds of others have done: "After twenty
years, I find that Dr. King’s New Discovery is
the best remedy fur coughs and colds that I
have ever used.”
For coughs or colds and
all throat and lung troubles, it has no equal.
50c and |1.00 at all druggists.

An encouraging sign .of the times is
the home interest in the public school
shown by a missive received by an Ohio
teacher from the mother of one of her

Always Bought

In Use For Over 30 Years.

recline after meals, as many women do, for
of
the purpose of taking their
Marion of Ellsworth.
He also leaves whistle
beauty sleep, is
or horn.
quite the worst thing one could do to retain or
two brothers and two sisters,
Llewellyn
40.
who shall be found obtain beauty, for it makes one take on fat. I
Any
person
D. of Colfax, Wash., Clifton of Ellsof a violation of either section would not dare to say that the exercises will
wort
Mrs. Lydia Higgins of Boston guilty
break off the habit of
or thirty-nine shall be subtaking breakfast in
and Mrs. R. E. Morang of Eilsworth. thirty-eight
bed. It may in time. I do know that the
to
a tine of not less than five dollars,
ject
He was a prominent Mason.
women are
doing more walking. The Swedish
not more than twenty dollars for each
gymnastics are really psychic motor control,
offense, which shall be collected in man- and from what I have
The whole town was shocked
seen of them, they must
Saturday
ner prescribed by Section thirty-nine.
be beneficial to all of
to hear of the
us, for we all need self
unexpected death ai a
A true copy —Attest:
control.”
Hospital in Boston of M. P. Hanley,
Eben F. Littlefield, City Clerk.
manager and superintendent of the Camthe home and the school.
den Woolen Co., one of our most
important industries.
He went to Boston for a i
Be It Ordained by The City Council of

—•

,1. VOTE.

v1.stin.

Mo

Ellsworth, Dec. 22, 1842. He is surby his wife, three sons and two
daughters: Capt. George P. Woodward
of New York, Harry C. and Marcellus of
Springvale; Mrs. W. H. Titus and Miss
in

vived

Prop:*:*; or
Siav
\i:i;

The Rexall Store* are America’! C
L'rug Stocon

died
He

boyhood

since

paper

Be it ordained by the Mayor, Alderand Common Council in City Council assembled, That Chapter 18 of the
City Ordinances be amended by adding
sections 38, 39 and 40 to said Chapter as
follows:
38. No person other than physicians
or surgeons called in
emergency cases
and members of the Fire Department
and their assistants when called to a fire
shall drive or cause to be driven any automobile, motorcycle or other vehicle of
conveyance faster than ten miles per
hour in or upon any street or way of the summer
to come.
City of Belfast within a radius of one
“We do our exercises in a whole hearted
mile from the Post Office.
manner.
There is no 'fooling/ for we have a
39.
No person driving an automobile, re&! purpose. With us it is not so much to
take
off
as
it is to keep it off. I think it is
motorcycle or other vehicle of convey- j
ance propelled by motor or electrical ! simply splendid ot Mr. Morrison to help U9.
We
men

in the coastwise trade,
sailing
from Ellsworth for 48 years, and was the
oldest shipmaster in point of service sailing out of the Union river. His last
command was the three-masted schooner
Henrietta A. Whitney.
About five
weeks ago he hauled up his vessel at Fall
River and was taken ill about that time
and came to his home.
His death oc-

There is a Rexall
in
law.
v-.v.rly
and city in the l':. tJ
ft.
uv*
iu.\
Great Britain. There is a UnTrir-nRemedy ior nearly every o.dinnrv h.u,
(:i
each especially designed fur the partic-ala/ ii.

■

sea

mostly

■■

Edmund Wilson.

Belfast

y nave once more
dishonest. They have
i'll because it did not
purpose. They have
st man who has scrap about “letting the

Ellsworth.

had followed the

CITY DRU3 STC7.E

! :.i

New City Ordinances.

a

Sunday

trait of Mrs. Louise Johnson Pratt, wife o:
Commander William Veazie Pratt. U. S. N.
now of Newport, R.
I., accompanied by an in
terview with her in regard to the Anti-Fai
club organized by society women of Newport
and whose object is indicated by its name
The club is now taking a method of Swedisl
gymnastics under the instructions of Lieut
J. R. Morrison. Mrs. Pratt, who was
formerly
Miss Louise Johnson, daughter of the late Mr
and Mrs. Edward Johnson of Belfast, is a fearless horsewoman and from girlhood has beet
fond of the outdoor life. She is quoted at
follows:
“There is nothinsr that woman won't do tc
keep off fat,'' she declared. “The average
woman will torture herself in the most barbaric fashion to reduce herself one inch, and
in one sense of the word she is
fully justified
in doing so. In fact, I think she is to be admired. Every woman should desire to look
her best. During the summer rush here it ifi
almost impossible to keep in good physical
condition, and such a club as ours will help tc
put the women of NewDort in trim for th*

DWIGHT P. PALMER.

ment.

Rexall Dyrpep.3*.'! Tablets help
insure healthy appetite, aid di*.-' =As
tion, and promote nutrition.
evidence of our faith in them, wo as!»
you to try them at our risk. If tliej
do not giv« entir:* satisfaction, wa
will retuurn the money you paid us
without question or formality. Truve
sizes, 25 cents, 50 rents end fri. \
You can buy Re:. 'I
-•'•••k ri- 1 a ..Vh*
it
ur tr*.
In this community
>•

A

mother and a sister and two brothers.
His age was 46 years. The family have
the sympathy of all in their sad bereave-

membranes of the stomach. Rich
in Pepsin and Bismuth, two of the
greatest digestive aids known to
medicine, the relief they afford
very prompt. Used persistently a».J
regularly for a short tiui«\ they ter. 1
to relieve pains caused by stomacn
disorders.

,ives,

Northfield, Mass., High school;

__3_

ANTI-FAT CLUB OF NEWPORT, R. I

associates in the town. He was engaged in the picture-show business and had
established a circuit where pictures were
shown each week. For the past eight
months he had leased Union hall and had
recently had it wired for electricity. He
was
a
graduate physician, a Mason
and a member of the fc. of P.
lodge. Dr.
Stiner is survived by his wife; a
son,
Ernest West Stiner, who is a student at

may

ME. March 5. The resolve
,'the amendment to the conr‘jvjTlu women of Maine the

j
II.

Advice about Stomach Ts^ubloa
•nd how to relieve them.
Don't neglect indigestion, for it

leaders.

a

suddenly fell to the floor and died immediately. Dr. .Stiner wag a kind husband
and father, a genial man to meet, and
one who was well liked
by his business
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INSURANCE

STATEMENTS.
i-Mui-nnu

Marttord, Conn.

o

nou/\L

■

I.U n-

PANY. Boston, Mass.

Assets December 31, 1912.
Real estate.$
752,600 00
618 666 67
Mortgage loans.

Assets Dec m!»er 31, 1912
Stocks and bonds..
Cash in office and bank.
balances.
Stocks and bonds. 21,177,834 59 I Agents’
Interest and rents.
pupils:
! Cash in office and bank. 1,369,515 76 All other assets.
1
Dear Mis:
I giv you permission to Agents’ balances. 2,361,566 97
268,690 23
Gross assets.
whip Sammy eny time he won’t lern his j Interest and rents.
Deduct items not admitted.
lesson. He is jest like his father an you
Gross assets.$26,554,874 22
hev to beet him up with a club to lern Deduct items not admitted.
62,556 01
Admitted assets.$1,830,610 42
him enything.
Pound nolege into him.
Liabilities I), ember 31, 1912.
Admitted assets.$26,492,318 21
Also by the following maternal note
Net unpaid losses.$
97,975 82
Liabilities
December
1912.
31,
which was written to a pedagogue in
Unearned premium.-:.
367,070 42
Net unpaid losses.$ 1,274,370 64
Kansas:
All other liabilities
63^126 46
Unearned premiums. 13,871,786 40
Cash capital.
Dere techer: you keep telling my boy All other liabilities.
1,000,000 00
832,468 95
over all liabilities.
Surplus
312,437
72
to brethe w:‘h his diafram.
Maybe rich Cash capital.. 2,000,000 00
children has got diaframs but how about Surplus over all liabilities. 8,513,692 22
Total liabilities and surplus.$1,830,610 42
it when their father only makes $1.50 a
agents:
Total liabilities and surplus.$26,492,318 21
day and h-is got five children to keep.’
ROBERT P. COO BS, North Islesboro, Me.
First it’s o ^ thing and then another and WILFRED H. LORD, Agent, Winterport, Me. ^ P* TRUNDY
& CO., Stockton Springs, Me
3w9
now it’s
aframs.
That’s the worst
B. W. KNOWLES, Thorndi e, Me.
3v». 11
yet.”
SAINT PAUL FIRE & MARINE INNo longer can educators complain that
NfcVV YORK PLATS GLASS INs. CO.
SURANCE COMPANY,
parents fail to get in touch with the inNew York,
Saint Paul,
Minnesota.
structors
of
their' children. —Boston
Assets December 31, 1912.
Globe.
Assets December 31, 1912.
Mortgage loans. $
1,000 00
Real estate. .$ 270,280 71
\l.irf(roiro !r\«jnc
fIfl 1 Stocks and bonds.
845,474 65
in
Cash
office
and
bank..
Collateral loans.
48,266 74
Over
150,000 00
1
144.109 49
Stocks and bonds. 6,724,339 81 ! Agents’ balanc e
Interest
and
rents.
2,576 00
Cash in office and bank.
353,592 25
Humphreys’ Specifics h'sve Agents" balances. 677.422 12
| Gross assets
.$1,041,426 88
been used by the pe
with
Hills receivable.
107,240 80 ! Deduct items i.
admitted.
58.881 62
Interest and rents.
60,590 63 j
satisfaction for more :
n 50
All other assets...
50 200 66 j
Admitted
assets.
$
982,545 26
years. Medical Book sc.it free.
liabilities December 31, 1912,
| Gross assets.$8,961,371 98 I
Deduct items not admitted_
176,>'53 13 j Net unpaid losses. $ 14,616 55
FOR
Price
Unearned premiums..
328,670 33
1 Fevers. Congestions, Inflammations .25
Admitted assets.$8,785,338 85
All other liabilities..
58.299 37
2 Worms. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease..25
Cash
1912
Liabilities
December
capital
31,
200,000 00
<•"!«' Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
over all liabilities.
Surplus
01
380,959
of
Children
and
Adults
42
‘urrbea,
..25
Net unpaid losses.$ 452,009
(
ugh*. Colds, Bronchitis.25
Unearned premiums. 4,854,764 89 j
Total liabilities and surplus.$ 982,545 26
All other liabilities.
oothache, Paceache, Neuralgia. 25
127,173 77
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
Udnche, Pl« k II.-adache, Vertigo ...25 i Cash capital
500,000 00 j
3w9
Belfast, Maine.
spepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
Surplus over all liabilities... 2,851,370 77
« roup.
Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .25
Total
liabilities
and
85
$8,785,318
’‘lit Itheum. Erupt ions. Erysipelas.25
surplus.
TRAD1 H &
.GiAMis IN.''.
(>.
> Rheumatism, or RIk amatie Pains.25
JAMES PATTEE & SON. Agents,
Lowell, Mass.
c‘- Fever and Ague, Malaria
.25
3w9.
Belfast, Maine.
:
I* i: .**4. Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.25
Assets December 3i, 1912.
nA^SAChUSETI:? ACCIDI.NI COPl- I
VJ Catarrh. Influenza, C >ld in Head.—25
Heal estate.$ 17,000 00
2‘> Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.25
PAIN Y,
Mortgage loans. 42.430 60
2 !
\ ■>: m.a. Oppressed.DitUcultBroatbing.25
Collateral loans. 17.300 00
4 61 Devonshire Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
.25
;. Disease
stocks and bonds.
471.283 00
2M r.cr\ou9 Debility. Viral Weakness.1.00
Assets December 31, 1912.
Cash in uffice and bank. 11,021 30
30 i ritinry Incontinence, Wetting Red.25
00
Agents’ balances.. 12.365 57
..25 J Bonds.$161,960
)
31 >ore Throat. Q’.amy
Cush in office and bank.
31,718 07 Interest and rents.
1,343 27
77 Grip, Hay F :«.» aui Sunitr^r Colds.25
337 82
7,277 45 All other assets....
Agents’ balances.
So'. by drugglft*.
scut cn receipt of price.
I Bills receivable.
1,336 72
Admitted
16
:
•*.
assets..$573,081
Hi"•
MEDICINE CO.. Cornet ! Interest.
24
1,926
...i a...
Ann ta.•eta. New York.
I All other assets.
7,500 00
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 8,762 56
Cross assets. .$211,718 48,
Unearned premiums.. 321.935 50
Deduct items not admitted.. 10,615 15 Ail
j
other liabilities.
an .vffi 28
211,834 22
Admitted assets.$201,103 33 Surplus over all liabilities.
Liabilities December 31, li 12.
Total liabilities and surplus.*'-73,081 56
Net unpaid losses..$ 23.239 95
CHARLES H. SARGENT, Agent.
Unearned premiums. 38.712 77 I
3w9
Belfast, Maine.
All other liabilities.
I
82
9,426
Cash capital. 100,000 00
BUS ft N INSURANCE COflPANY,
Surplus over all liabilities. 29,723 79
137 Milk .Street, Boston, Mass
Total liabilities and surplus.$201,103 33
Assets December 31, 1912.
WILKKED H. LORD, Agent, Wir.terport, Me.
Real estate.$ 294,000 00
3w9
Mortgage loans. 485,890 00
i o I lateral loans.
27.600 0©
Stocks
and bonds.
4,888,824 1)0
NfciW .iAMP^HIREHKb INSUKAiNCE
Cash in office and bank.
409,757 76.
COMPANY,
Agents’ balances.
542,605 56
Bills receivable.
60.909 49
Manchester, N. li.
Interest and rents
17,51 54
other
All
Assets December 31, 1912.
assets..
1,840 70
Real estate.$ 108,350 00
Gross assets. $6,728,853 05
oO
luans.
Mortgage
114,050
About
Do Not
Deduct items not admitted.
33,215 15
Stocks and bonds. 5,131,678 «7
323,672 56
| Cash in office and bantc.
Admitted assets.$6,695,637 9.
Your Heart
Agents’ balances.
370,684 10
Liabilities December 31, 19 2.
Interest and rents.
49.451 67
That pain around your heart
Net unpaid losses.
$ 391.052 65
means pressure of gas, the result of
I Gross assets .$6,097,887 20 Unearned premiums.
2,109.872 02c an
It does not
indigestion.
I
Admitted assets.$6,097,887 20
All other liabilities.
144.323 17
of
heart disease. Tain in the resit
Cash
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
capital.
1,000,000 00
the heart is almost never present
over all liabilities. 3,050,390 05
Surplus
Net unpaid losses.$ 210,956 93
in organic heart trouble.
Unearned premiums. 2,185,606 70
Total liabilities and surplus.
$6,695,637 90
Improper food or too much food
All other liabilities..
250,561 97
B. E. COLCOKD, Agent, Searsport. Maine.
or a weak stomach are to blame
! Contingent reserve funds. 400,000 00
3wll
for those alarming pains. The food
Cash capital.
1,350,000 00
j Surplus
over all liabilities. 1,700,761 6u
lies Undigested in the stomach and
j
THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO.,
The acids of ferine: taferments.
Total liabilities and surplus.$6,097,887 20
tion cause sour risings in the threat,
Hartford, Conn.
JAMES
H.
KNEELAND,
nt,
Ag»
the tongue becomes coated, he
3w9
Assets December 31, 1912.
I
Maine.
Searsport,
and
other
gases press on the heart
Mortgage loans..$ 725,930 00
organs. The sufferer becomes weak
Collateral loans
53,4"5 00
and without ambition, is frequently
ATLAS ASSURANCE CO., Ltd.,
j
Stocks and bonds. 1,356,973 CC
dizzy and faint.
London, England.
Cash in office and bank...
81,197 62
Strength for the stomach is the
Interests and rents.
26.871 8.
Assets December 31, 1912.
I)r. Williams’
one thing needed.
7?
108.483
Outstanding premiums...
Rdal
estat'.-*..$ 83,873 81
Pink Pills, one after each meal,
and
Stocks
bonds.
41
will
2,433,423
a
care
in
the
Gross
and
little
diet,
assets.$2,152,9J>0
Cash in office and bank.
178,639 39
Deduct items not admitted...
34,443 56
quickly restore you to health and
Agents’ balances. 341,205 72
comfort. As they strengthen the
Interests and rents.
26.225 97
Admitted
assets. .$2,118,487 06
stomach to do the work required
All other assets.
4,809 67
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
of it, a healthy appetite is soon
| Gross assets.$3,068,182 97 Net unpaid losses. $ 144,907 8
produced, the food does not disUnearned premiums.
Deduct items not admitted.
513,374 02
241,475 92
tress you, there is no trouble with
All other liabilities.
47,106
in
the
chest
and
hack
the
pains
gas,
Admitted assets.$2,826,707 05 j Cash capital.
1,000,000 00
disappear and strength and energy
over all liabilities.
14
Surp.us
Liabilities
December 31, 1912.
413,099
return.
Net unpaid losses.$ 129,952 31 !
This is the tonic treatment for
Total liabilities and surplus... $2,118,487 06.
Unearned premiums. 1,567,632 89
3wll
indigestion and you can begin it toAll other liabilities.
79,769 44
day and start on the road to health
over all liabilities. 1,049,352 41
Surplus
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO
by getting a box of
Total liabilities and surplus.$2,826,707 05
PANY, HARTFORD, CONN.
no umi 11 a mo’ muif nine
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
UKIi IS IkklniliV
3 lllll I lUbV
Assets December 31, 1912.
3w9
Real estate.
•$ 1,637,550 00
25,879,C» 16
Mortgage loans.
STATEMENT OF THE
Collateral
loans.
nearest
from the
A
230,6-1 40
drug store.
PHCENIX INSURANCE COMPANY,
and bonds. 42,941,787 00
Stocks
our
diet
hook
is
free
on
reof
copy
OF HAltTFOKl), CONN.
Cash in office and bank..
2,442,194 23
quest and the pills will be sent you
44,‘*7:- 25
Agents’ balances.
Assets December 31, 1912.
by mail, postpaid, on receipt of
Bills
receivable.
38,868 00
Real estate.$
141,013 38 Interest and rents.
price, 50 cents per hox, six boxes
1,077,500 60
27,700 00
Mortgage Loans.
for $2.50, by addressing the
All other assets. 11,842.799 31
Collateral loans.
59,000 00
*
Dr. Williams Medicine Company.
Stocks and bonds. 9,650,170 50
Gross assets.$86,135,060 95
Schenectady, N. Y.
,
Cash in office and bank.
758,842 94
Deduct items not admitted.
762,268 13
Agents’ balances. 1,019,628 28
Interest and rents.
90,092 01
Admitted assets..$85,372,792 82
All other assets.
69,434 17
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Gross assets.$11,815,881 28 Net unpaid losses.$ 812.'. 58 08
Deduct items not admitted.
96.053 97
9,831 87 Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities. 71,767.805 71
Admitted assets.$11,806,049 41 Cash capital. 2,560,000 00
CLEANING.
Liabilities December 31,1912.
Surplus over all liabilities. 10,11*7.175 06

|

j
j

llaii-Century.

..

...

....

..

1

«

I j

il

Worry

...

FOR PALE PEOPLE

..

..

H. C. Hoffses
STEAMPRESSING

and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER1
At 52 High Street.
16U

Tel. 216-13

Net unpaid losses.$ 485,001 34
Unearned premiums. 4,975,957 27
All other liabilities.
190.000 00
Cash capital. 2,000,000 00
all
over
liabilities.
80
4,155,090
Surplus
Total liabilities and surplus... .$11,806,049 41
ALBERT M. AMES. Agent,
8w9
Stockton Springs, Maine*

Total liabilities and surplus... .$85,772,792 82
CHARLES H. SARGENT, Agent, Belfast, Me.
3wll
the

CHILDREN

LIK Vi.

iT

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

Woman suffrage will come, some time,
but has been deferred in Maine by the

Republican Journal

The

Democrats in the legislature. The suffrage problem is a difficult one to solve.
In many places, we might say in most

BELFAST. THURSDAY. MARC.I 13, 1913.
PUBLISHED

The

EVERY Till KSDAY BY

places, the property owners are outPub. Co. voted
by men who have no vested interest in the town or city, a considerable

Republican Jour.

* CARLES A. P1LSBURY.

f BM^j^aper

percentage having

Speaker Champ

Clark

was

|

63 years old

Richard Olney of 'Boston

has

vented had
citizens.

The Boston Herald says of Vice Pres“No one can read his
Marshall:

prayer for the health of Woodrow Wil-

son.”

Congress has decided upon a 1 per cent
income tax, and now it is up to every;
body to get a hustle on and bring their inup to

come

$5,000,

that

they

may

be
1

.beggarly

200 votes

did r,6t go the

Atlantic City, ji,
-■

■

••

J.

Kitchen

seems

credible that President

seriously consid- |
giving Obadiah Gardner a seat in
his cabinet: but Gardner evidently ex- ;
pected it, and was not so cheerful a loser
A Washington special to the
as Taft.
Wilson could ever have

Open

newspapers, the leading newspapers of their respective sections and
of the country.

Portland, Me.,
donkeys
Y! ircli 4th for Portland, Oregon—one
four-legged and one two-legged. The i1
left

Butler,
the donkey

B. H. Anderson of

New York Sun on the cabinet selections
save: “The hottest man at the capital
He told one of
was Obadiah Gardner.
‘had lost his seat in

his friends that he

tlu Senate because he had devoted himself to tli political fortunes of Governor

1

The Churches.
at the First

The services
tarian) will be held next Sunday at 10.45
Sunday school at noon.

following

IM

KWL

E» I

Swanville.

ATE.

were

transfers in real estate

services at the IJniversalist church for
the week will be as follows: K. O. K. A. Saturpreaching s< rvice Sunday morning

;

elected

The
March

following
turn.

town

A.

on,,

am-.

and
e

he

is

to

continent

lead,

for be-

a.- a

Miss Lucy Leavitt returned Monday from
There

That will

said, that several Senators felt called open to communicate to President Wilson

give Senator Johnson and the National
Committee man the say with regard to Gardner’s

postoffices

in Maine.

Woman suffrage
House March 5th
wi’b

was

by

defeated in the

piace” under the new administration.
day before he had called at the
White House, presumably by invitation,
The Waldo
and a Washington special to the Bangor
or

vote of S9 to 55,
S absentees—six short of the rea

quired two-thirds majority.
coumj ueiegauon,

wun

me

Representative Sprague

of mind, and it was
given out at Washington last Friday that
he is to have an "important official
state

The

exception
of Islesboro,

His visit to the White House Thursday
.are
recorded in favor of the measure,
forenoon was a little later than the hour
and Representative Dunton of Belfast
appointed and he arrived there just beAcaddressed the House in its behalf. The fore the cabinet was assembling.
cordingly he had only a brief conversa•pposipg vote was solidly Democratic.
tion with
President Wilson,
during
i
Mr. Taft was president to the last, and which nothing was said about office.
hi? veto March 3rd of the sundry civil
nil) is generally commended.
He has

DEATH

OF GEN. ISAAC DYER.

Fred

WT. Cassens, Camden, to Leroy H'
Ames, do.; lar.d and buildings in Lineolnville.
Rachel M. Bradstreet, Palermo, to Oscar T.

church by the members of the school, under
the direction of Mrs Charles M. Craig, chairman of “special days.”
Easter

Arthur A. Blair.
The

remaining

The service
Lenten

will be at 2.30.

addresses

at

terport.
Sarah A Clark, Winterport, to Ruth Emerson Clark, do., lard and
buildings in Winter-

the

North Church will be given Thursday‘.evenings
Mar. 13, Religion
a* follows:
and Citizenship, Hon. John R Dunton, Maine
Legislature: Mar. 20, Religion and Art, Mrs. E.
at 7.30 o’clock

R. Pierce, Pres. Arts and Crafts.
Wedne day. Mar. 19th is the centenary of
the birth of David Livingstone, the great
the First
African missionary-explorer. At
Congregational Church next Sunday morning,
the pastor, the Rev. David L. Wilson will

uurney, w aiuo; land
A. Richardson, Jr.,

Braley,

et

Wilbert

in

Waterville,

to

George W.

als.; land in Burnham.
P.

Braley,

Monro*3,

to

Leslie A.

Capt.
visiting

Mrs. E

Mr. and

W.

Lllis rrrived last week,

;

■

riday

box social

was

.held last Saturday night

society netted $8.

were resumed last Sunday at Trinity church by the pastor, Rev. Wm. Vaughan,
who has returned from a month’s visit in New !
York. Miss Ethel Savery will be the organist
in place of Mrs. Wm. Vaughan, Jr., resigned,
j

Services

George ar.d Wallace .>haw returned
gor laat Monday. They were called

to

Ban-

by

here

Writes

THAN ANY

FINANCI \l

'ADMli
Ronds and Stock

Mortgages on

Misses Anella Guptill and Ethel Savery are
the excursionists who will leave for
Washington, I). C., next Thursday. While in
Washington theywil! be guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Stein. Mr Stein, who is a Naval officer,
at the

Washington

Swan

Lake

after

last

avenue

brief illness

a

of

i\avy
at

Premium

funeral

home at 10
of the
1

services

a. m.

floral tributes

were a

at

his

ffieiating.

Shaw;

\

other LialClaims in process
Premiums and
advance, Bills
tation for nay in

All

1

Accrued

•.

Surplus as regar
fincluding < a
;
000 00}

Among the

basket from Mrs. Harri

l
(■

Prt

dends to p .h

late

i-

a

The Ladies

Aid of

me

For

Mills chapel

Mason's

and Mrs. E. S.

Aehorn, with

a

large

attendance,

Mrs. Harvev

.Howard,

F. N.

Savery,

J

NOTICE
to

PURSUANT
Judge of Pr

Si in-

George Davis, Mrs. Eugene Achorn,
Mrs. E. Curtis of Camden, Mrs. V. D. LarraL-ee,
Mrs.

j

j

son, Mrs.

Mrs. Alvin

i

E. C. iMOK A

make,'’ and the waitresses were garbed in old
fashioned clothes, adding much to the festiviwere

best

General Agent:;.

The supper included many substantial and
dainty creations such as “grandma used to

The wi»i tresses

the

Insurance

gave an old fashioned supper and entertainment last Thursday night at the home of Mr.

ties

^

UARf

wreath from the family; bouquets
from Altana Dutch and Walter Dutc.i and
flag from the Ladies of the G. A. Ii. Interment was in Grove c *metery.

son

\

notes ar

Policy Reserve.

8th, Kev. P. B. Phelan

March

Church

M. E.

held

;

j

colletj

Thursday morning
pneumonia. He was

were

j

process of
Accrued Interest

off

born in Winterport, the son of Wm. and Sarah
Shaw and his age was 68 years and 7 months.
He was a veteran of the Civil War.
Besides
his widow he is survived by th ee sons, George
and Wallace of Bangor and Harrison A. of Belfast; by one daughter, Mrs. Emma Bowen of
Belfast, and by several grandchildren. He
also leaves one sister, Mrs. Ella Evans of Belf ist, and one brother, Wm. Shaw of Portland.
The

j

ke;o

Loans to Polieyh
held as collateral
Real Estate
Osh in banks and

Yard.

his home

\

For Year end it

among

Stephen Marshall Shaw died

More

Insuran

The Columbian

father, Marshall Shaw, and
were accompanied on their return by Mrs.
Shaw, who will make her home with them.

stationed

^

Columbi

thedeathof their

is

ui
■

at

the home of Mrs. Adelle Robbins under the |
auspices of the Mason's Mills chapel. There!
was a good attendance, with much merriment, !
and the

un*

RALPH

Abbie Robbins.
A

^
j!

it'Mt

spending the winter in Chelmsford, j
Mass. They came earlier than usual, called and continue
j
home by the death of Mrs. Ellis sister, Miss

;
1

Mrs

Charles Knox, Mrs. Everett Nickerson and
Miss Alice Mason. After supper an informal

:

do, I shall sell at ;
day of Aril, A !
forenoon, on the ;
and interest v'
Monroe, in said <

>

cert in lot or par*.
thereon, situated
described as follow.
north line of the hi.

was given, the artists all apold fashioned gowns and the numVillage to Jacks n
bers for the most part being old timers. Pro- ! of land
conveyed
^
Everett Nickerson; Charles Sargent;
gram: Recitation, Mrs.
vocal duet, Grandma’s Lesson, ‘Mrs. George | r-.ght angles from

entertainment

pearing

_

in

Davis and Miss Ethel

Savery;

said land convey*

Miss I.ida

j
I

<;

song,
one-half rods to
Charles Knox; solo, easterly parallel v
White; recitation,
j
one-half
rods to a
of
the
Mill, by Harvey Stinson; j
Effie, the Maid
vocal duet. Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Eugene j southerly parade
and one-half rods
Achorn; recitation, Wilda Savery; recitation,
to a staU

[

Mrs.

j

|

Fancy

after

J

Lw,nfeM%l: |

Fixture

1

Mr. and Mr?. Perley Stanley and little si n
The entire stn
Sherwin have returned to their home in Cran- ! MOODY
must I
berry Isle after a visit with the latter’s pa- J cost. Sale will t
r ‘ills, Ms* and Mrs. C. A. Leavitt.

1

Constipation I

Farnsworth and daughter Marare guests of
Mrs. E
S*

and Mrs. Elmer 1. Rankin and daughter
Ruth returned last Saturday from Boston,
where they spent the winter.

1

I

are

Mr.

j

k!

her

Achorn.

J

R

Mrs. E. W. Curtis of Camden
brother, E. S. Achorn.

and

Mrs. Alma

.tr-

...

after-

jorie of Camden
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Knowlton; land in Monroe.
“NORTHPORT. The officers elected March 3d
a sermon appropriate for the occasion.
Oscar B. Dow, Monroe, to Chester D. Knowl- w re reported last week. The following appreach
March
6.
Gen.
Skowhegan, Me.,
propriations were made: Town charges, $1,The services at the North church will be as ton. do.; land in Monroe.
Isaac flyer, for 12 years postmaster of
hav e no doubt that when a
200; schools, $500; High school tuition, $50; rebill, but vv
to
Augustine
Rose
E.
at
3.45
Turner,
Reed.
the
town’s
second
oldest
follows:
Junior
C.
Chelsea,
m.;
E.,
Thursday
p.
pairs on school buildings. $100; text books, $50;
Showhegan,
test case i? submitted to the Supreme
citizen and president of the 15th Maine prayer meeting, Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; Castle China; land in Palermo
repairs on highways and bridges, $15000; State
Court, the law will bt declared unconstiroad,$400;Wesleyan Grove Campground AssociRegiment Association, died this morning North, K. O. K. A., Friday at 7 p. m.; morning
Angus L. Young, Brandon, Canada, to Amos ation
for streets, $350; to Temple Heights
tutional.
Mr. Taft’s attorney general, at about the age of 92.
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school B. Brown; land and buildings in Palermo,
for same purpose, $125; to repair
worship
campgrounds
Gen. Dyer was born in Canaan, now
an d Mr. Taft himself, so
and
regarded it,
Fred G. Gray. Belfast, to Cassius White, fire engine house. $75. The town expects
at 12 m.; C. E. Society Sunday at 6.30
Nov. 1, 1820.
After receiv- Sunday
have
a
chemical lire engine, a sum of
he is a good lav ye.- and a good judge. It Skowhegan,
to
soon
Pittsfield; land in Swanville.
ing his education he entered the drug p. m.
money having been appropriated last year toshould go without the saying that we
William
E.
!
m
In’,1
enlisted
in
Grinnell,
to
Wiiand
the
Civil
Attalia, Wash.;
business,
The services for the week at the First
wards buying one and public subscriptions have
hope Mr. Taft may have been in the War and became lieutenant colonel of Methodist church will be is follows: this, liarn R. Gilkey & Son, Searsport; land ar.d since been received. The town is at present
fire protection except what it can get
the
without
15th
He
was
Maim
in
Regiment.
buildings
proSearsport. (Two deeds).
wrong and that the law will stand and
the prayer meeting;
from Belfast.
Sun-] Jennie B. Grinnell, Attalia,
moted to colonel in August, 1862, and Thursday, evening,
to WilWash.,
he strictly enforced.
*
at
school
10.30, morning worship; Sunday
was
brevetted Brigadier General in day
Camden. At the annual meeting of the Camliam R. Gilkey & Son, Searsport; land aid
at 12 m,; Epworth League prayer meeting
; March, 1:65
den Village Corporation March 4ih E F. Boynbuildings in Searsport.
lhe fac< that New England has no
ton was chosen moderator and J. 11. Hobbs w as
k pon his return to Skowhegan after Sunday evening at 6.00 p. m., evening service !
Seymour S. Chapman, Northport, to H. re-elected clerk, l- .L. Curtis, treasurer ar.d J. J
represent!tive in President Wilson? ’li war he resumed the drug business. at 7.00 p. m.
j Wayne Chapman, do.; land and
buildings in Paul, collector. There was opposition lor first
ca binet is significant.
New England has I' r six' years he served as Selectman,
The services at the Baptist church will be as I
assessor, the present incumbent, W. R Gill,
member of the School Board, town
Northport.
■no friends in the
follows: Prayer meeting thia, Thursday, evenbeing defeated by S. G. Ritterbush. 168 votes
party now dotmt. .-it trea-urer and
Fred W. Cassens, Camden, to Leroy H.
his district in
represented
w?ere cast and Mr. Ritterbush received 110 and
■at Washii gton an; in future
legislation the state Senate two terms. In 1873 he ir.g; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; ;1 Ames, do.; land and buildings in Linculnville.
Mr. Gill 58. L. M. Kenniston and F. G. Curner
irte rests are sure to suffer. The w as appointed Inspector General on Gov.
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
Charles F Bessey, Knox, to Ezra A Carp in- rier were re-elected as second and third as
Under article 4, the reports of the
sessors.
Nelson Dingley’s staff and served in that attend Sunday school at any other church are 1
South n: West are leagued against
ter,
her,
Brooks; land in Brooks.
officers were accepted as printed. Under artitwo years.
cordially invited. C. E. society at 6.30 p. m.; j Andrew J
and cur cotton and sho-. industries are capacity
to
Charles
M
cle
the
Vidette, Troy,
Nich5,
corporation voted to raise $500 by asHe was a Mason and belonged to
evening service at 7 30 p. m.
sessment to pay the interest on the bonded
threat! • o. There is new but a small Somerset Lodge,
ols, do; land in Troy.
Royal Arch Masons
debt.
Under article 6. $900 was raised to pay
A series of Lenten addresses are being given
Lois Videtto, Troy, to Charles M Nichols, do:
margin •
profit in the former industry, and IJe Molay Commandery, K. T. In
Article 7, voted to
the salaries of the officers.
1900 he v as made postmaster at Skowhe- at the First Congregational Church on Thurs- j land in Troy.
raise
ar J t/ie .’-(utn with the raw
$1,000
by assessment and $3,000 by loan
material on
gan and served until February, 1912.
day evenings during Lent at half after seven.
Percy E Greer, Belfast, to Wilbert S York, to pay the bond due in June 1913.
tiie spot aid unrestricted child labor can
He was married in 1851 to Lydia To these services the people of the
city are I W'interport; land and buildings in Belfast.
undersoil us in the markets of the world. Emery, who died several years ago. His
cordially invited. The speakers and their sub- , Sarah Thompson et als, Freedom, to Walter
only son, Albert, is a merchant in Skow- J jects are as follows.
J Thompson, Montville; land in Montville.
Dip o be hoped that the twins born in hegan.
Funeral services will take place
Catherine B Bartlett, Waldo, to Ivan L Barta Pullman car on a train from Boston to
Mar, 13. Religion and Life.
at the Methodist Church Sunday at 2.30
j
Rev. David L. W’ilson.
i lett, do; land and buildings in Waldo (four
New York will get better names than p. m.
are usually given to the cars.—Boston
The church of Notre Dame, in Waterville, a 1 deeds).
Globe,
LINCOLNMLLELester Morrison, Albion, to David T Daw,
handsome brick structure completed a year |
Miss Carrie Dickey returned Friday from an
in (fie late tiO’s a child was born in a
ago, was totally destroyed by fire early last! Freedom; land and buildings in Palermo.
in Hath.Miss Georgia Hal
street car in New Orleans, and George extended visit
Saturday morning. The origin of the fire is I
returned to Belfast Sunday, whe.e she is emand twenty-five j
unknown. Three hundred
Crouch, later of Wad street but then on
The News of Brooks.
ployed as milliner with Miss K. E Brier,.,. school children, who were given instruction in
the editorial staff of the New Orleans
|
Burton Grey, who has been ill with the grip, the lower
of the building, are to be taken j
part
C.
H.
Forbes has been in Connecticut for
Ti mes, an Englishman by birth, suggest- has recovered and resumed his position at the
care of in the convent adjoining the church
| some weeks past.
ed that the child be named Oscar. Per- mill Monday.... Mr. Austin Rankin, who is qtuI narnnliiol
Many growing girls in schoo
Tho Incc iu S7ft <1110'
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Cheney Higgins were in
or business are frail—delicateha ps it is necessary to explain that cer- attending
Rockland Commercial
College, insurance $30,000. Arrangements will be I
Belfast two days last week.
tain of the English people are in the passed the week-end at his home here_ made at. once for
anemic— lack energy and amrebuilding. Sunday Fr.
Mrs. S. H. Lord of Belfast visited relatives
ha bic of dropping the letter “h” —a=,
John K. Kealey, pastor of the Sacred Heart
bition and have thin blood. It is
here Monday and Tuesday.
few days with relatives at Miller's Corner_ !
for example ’orse car.
church, on behalf of the parish, extended to
all unnatural and unless checked
Mrs. Effie Grey anti Mrs. Frank Coggins were
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra A. Carpenter have just
Rev Henry Gory, pastor of the Notre Dame
leads to serious and chronic ills, r*
’frank A. Munsey has unloaded the in Belfast Thursday, shopping... .The Ladies’ ; church, and
parishioners, sympathy in the loss returned from a three weeks' tour of AroosNourishment, nol drugs, is the -f
Boston Journal, and if he has dropped a Aid of the M. E. church met with Mrs. Henry \ that has befallen them. Fr. Kealey announced took county.
Norton on Thursday afternoon, March 6t.h.
f.
,,„,i,„,i
,i,.ii„„0
u.\. u
law of reason to build strength £•
that the c-hurch observance of St. Patrick's
Mrs. Cora Hall is assisting several families
Mrs. Eva Dean
Mrs. Lydia Stevens and
—but when appetite is poor cud *
ton venture he can afford to lose them.
day, which falls on Monday of Holy Week, with their dressmaking this soring and her
became members. The next meeting will be
■
work is well liked.
The Journal has been nought by a syndiwill be on April 1, and St. Joseph’s day, Tuesdigestion weak, ordinary foods
with Mrs. Adelbert Hall on Thursday afterdo not nourish—then SCOTT'S
of Holy Week, will be observed April 2nd.
day
cate of Progressives, headed by Matthew
Mrs.
who
has
Rosanna
been
an
invalid
Gilley
March 13th ...The drama entitled, (
noon,
EMULSION
necessary.
Ha le, and the price has been dropped to “To sy Turvey, or the Deacon’s Courtship,” ! St Patrick’s day will not fail on a Holy Week I for some two or three years is not as well of
is earlier this late.
Much sympathy is felt for herself and
SCOTT’S EMULSION overone
cent per copy. The new manage- will be presented by home talent at Tranquili- day again until 2010. Foster
year than it ever will he again in the lifetime I husband.
comes just such conditions; its f
ment has declared against any coalition ty Grange hall Thursday evening, March 20th. j of those now on earth.
tissue material enter
tfjj
Mrs. Harry Staples is having a protracted
with Republicans, but indicates a recep- The cast is composed of our leading amateurs !
the blood without c'iattack of bronchitis, and has been confined to
Vandalism at Gettysburg.
tive policy so far as Democrats are con- and the play is full of fun throughout. Ad- |
mak<
M
effort
and
gestive
£
the house for some weeks. Mrs. Isaac Staples
it rich.
It tones the
cerned.
It is in a strange position for a mission 20 cents; children 10 cents. There
March 6-Eight has taken a second bad cold and is afflicted
will be a dance and supper after the play, fur- !
8
Gettysburg,
Pa.,
hole
and
starts
w
system
newspaper that had commanded confinished by the Grange. If stormy, Friday ^ monuments on the Gettysburg battle- with the same trouble.
the health} action of
dence ar.d success under the Republican
field svi re badly damaged last night by a
the §5
night following... Miss Sarah Ordway return
cells
throughout
Silver Crown Temple of Pythian Sisters
ed Sunday to her home in Camden, where she \ vandal who evidently used a heavy hamIbanr.er.
S
body.
is learning millinery with Mrs. F. S. Hanson.
tor
his destructive work. The initiated three candidates at their last meetmer
Imitations are often M
The consensus of opinion seems to be _There will be a social at True’s hall by the < monuments which suffered were the ing. Their annual ball is held this week.
offered, but to get results W
Unitarian society, Thursday evening, March
fe
that President Wilson’s inaugural ad- 13th.... Leigh Miller arrived home Friday' Fifth corps headquarters; 49th and 96th Wednesday, with music by Keyes’ orchestra
you mast get SCOTT'S.
40th
Pen:
New
Grant’s
The
their
York;
sisters
are
drills
for
the
sylvania;
I
where
has
had
perfecting
he
Scott 4k Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J. I
employment.
dress is a literary production, excellent from Belfast,
....Miss Laura Young has returned from a Vermont brigade; Sixth Maine; Fifth public eye.
it tcre erd treatment, but indefinite as
and
37th
Wisconsin
Massachusetts.
visit in Northport and Belfast.
Mrs. Frances Merritt went to Hebron Aca.the policy of the administration and with
Large pieces of granite were chipped off
APPLETON.
of prominent parts of all the memorials demy last Saturday to visit her son Raymond,
no remedies suggested for the evils it derr
rv
■
rn.
Harry Pease has been confined to the hou e while on the £6th Pennsylvania and who is a student there, and later went on to r
IUI
plores. It is more of an essay or a ser- the past week by sickness... .The ball given Fortieth New York statutes of soldiers Boston, where she will devote a week or ten UUIC UfMUIUII
JUt.
of
Golden
Rod
the
Rehekah
auspices
mon than the proclamation of the chief under
had parts of the faces knocked off, guns days to selecting a fine assortment of millinlodge, Tuesday evening in Riverside hall was smashed
and portions of the bodies
That’s
It’s easy, and you take no
executive of a great nation. As a free
ery. Easter comes pretty early this year for
enjoyed by fifty couples, including a party of
risk. Go to A. A. Howes &
Cheap
trader by birth and association the Presi- fourteen from Camden. The proceeds will be broken. On the Vermontbrigade memor- spring hats.
Enough
Co., druggists, today and get a
used as Golden Rod’s contribution to the fund ial, a large granite lion was badly dedent is most definite in referring to the
The remains of Geo. Dickey, formerly of for
being raised to found a home for Odd Fellows. faced by the breaking off of the lower
large BO cent bottle of PARISftaziff as chief of the iniquities and crimes _Mrs. V. O. Keller is visiting her daughter, jaw. It is believed the work was done by this town, but for many years a resident of Any one IAN Sage, the germ killing
Mrs. Clarence Simmons, in Searsmont-The
emhair
restorer.
in
were
some one disappointed
brought here and the
seeking
of a benighted system, and he also
Tyngsboro, Mass.,
S.
crew of eight men employed by the U.
If it does not cure dandruff in two
in the National park.
funeral was held at Union church last Thursblames our money system and ourwaste- Government to search for gipsy moth nests, ployment
weeks they will give you your money
their labors in Appleton Wednesday
day. He has several brothers and other relafSulr.ess as a nation; but suggests no finished
bacK.
and left Thursday for
Liberty. Thirteen
tives, in this vicinity. The widow was formerPARISIAN Sage is a pleasant, daintily
remedies. But the message is so brief clusters of eggs were found in this townly Mary Forbes. She and two sons and a perfumed tonic and hair grower. It is
that every one may read it and form Mrs. Evie Perry of Rocklan i was a recent
old
friends
here
since
are
visiting
daughter
in town. Mrs. Perry has many friends
guaranteed to stop falling hair or itchtheir own conclusions. As to the new visitor
here who were pleased to meet her....Mr.
Impossible to be well. The foe to good 8 the funeral.
ing of the scalp, and to cure all diseases
cabinet, seven of the eight members are and Mrs. L. W. Morang visited friends in
health. Correct at once. Ayer’s Pills. I
of the scalp and hair.
T-egarded as premising well; but Mr. Augusta last week.... Miss Nellie Greenwood,
One at bedtime. Sold for 60 years.
The Waldo County Veteran association met
PARISIAN Sage has many imitators—
B ryan, who sits at the head of the table, who has been the guest for three weeks of
with Harvest Home Grange as its guests last get the genuine. Giroux Mfg. Co., BufAsk Your Doctor.
is not looked upon as a safe leader for her cousin, Mrs. O. W. Currier, left Tuesday
Thursday^and it was a most enjoyable occa- falo, N. Y., American Makers.
for her home in Jefferson.
Alia party or for the country.

Byron Rogers this, Thursday

noon.

been '-ritizised for his veto of the Webb

■

:

Ladies’ Aid of Trinity church will meet

The

with Mrs.

TROY. The following officers were elected
at the annual town meeting: Mod -rator, L. L
Rogers; clerk, Clarence Whitney; selectmen,
F. L. Rollins, F. H. Bagiev and Arthur Cunningham; treasurer. Geo. B. Cook; collector,
Harold Gowen; road commissioner, Gilbert
Small; school committee, Geo. A Woods and C.
J. Hillman. The following amounts of money
Roads and bridges, $1800;
were appropriated:
State road, $400; town charges, $1000; schools
school books, $100;
school
$475;
$1000; High
repairs of school buildings, $100.

Waldo.

Sal,

-OF-

E.

High school, $75; school books, $50.

port.
Leonard N. Morrison. Freedom to Alice M.
Woods, Bangor; land and buildings in Freedom.
Robert F. Dun ton, Belfast, to Nathaniel C.

the usual

riman.

Knox. At the annual meeting M uch 3, the
folk wing officers were elected: A M Shibles,
moderator; G. W. Boulter, clerk; 0. 1. Woodbury. J. Webb and B. C, Bryant, selectmen; H.
W. Aoulter, treasurer; Fred Brad.lock, school
committee; Willis McFarland. ( A. Kenney
and Irving Wentworth, road commissioners; A.
S. Bailey, tax collector and constable. Appropriations: Roads and bridges, $2,000; State road,
$200; schools, $350; town charges, $600; free

Bradstreet, do.: land in Palermo.
C. F. Bessey, Knox, to H. M. Brown, and R.
A. Barden, Brooks; land in Brooks.
Maurice G. Clark, Winterport, to Ruth
Emerson Clark, do.; land and buildings in Win-

Sunday Palestine Commandery,
Knights Templar, will attend divine service in
the Universalist church, when an appropriate
sermon will be preached by the pastor, Rev.
On

at

Trinity

Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Copp of Prospect were
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Manley Har-

x

th” National Committeemen.

supper and social at

a

hour.

i-

c

will be

church tomorrow, Friday, right

■

o

Forced

a

Augusta.

short visit in

E. H. Littlefield and Ira Veazie;
clerk, Z. D. Hartshorn; treasurer, W. E.
A. W Curtis; school c •mmitcollector,
Damm;
tee, E. H. Littlelield, A. D, Moody and Frank
Seekins; road commissioner, A. \V. Curtis.

r-

j1

--n

Cunningham.

v

!

EAST BELFAST.

officers

selectmen.

;
;

$630.00—town car $800,000 with <*oi
plete equipment. Catalogue from Car
& Jones, Belfast Me.

!

Wilson to the neglect of ills own candiford, Burnham; land in Burnham.
Considering the fact that GardMary A. Five, Burnham, to F. A. and Peter
At the annual town meeting
dacy.’
SearsmOnt.
penalty
night;
day
c.ol:
March 3d the f.u.owing officer
Harmon, Thorndike; land in Thorndike.
i-v.mg that t'ol. Roosevelt a d his run- ner neglected his duties at Washington at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
G.
l ; rk. A 1
Caswell; Tow
A.
Howard Hurd, Thorndike, to Peter Harmon Moderator,
iking in his own be1' French. V
A
It.
in
Selectmen,
services
hold
Middocks;
ning mate, Gov. Johnson, would be and was in Maine
Scientists
The Christian
& Son, do ; land ii. Thorndi. e.
half fron the U inning h' the end of
Cooper, L. 11 Salisbury; Tr-’asuier, A C Casr-U'ctiU President and Y.ce President.
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
\ aL.rus A. Simnn-ns, Belfast, to J. A. PendleSchool
G.
W.
Cornn.M
Gove;
tec,
Collector,
well;
the campaign, and ..as lobbying at Au- 11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at
30
IL
Chas. Plate ted; Road Com
ers, y
ton, Tslesborc; ia.v! ;n Belfast.
Postmaster General Burleson has anA H. K-.ig t. E. D. Butler.
gust a ui ;ii the leg -Uture had elected o’clock to which all are welcome.
Sarah E. West, Belfast, to C F. and Domin- Crie.
nounced that, so far as the postmaster- his
successor, J is "neglect of his own
l-’K.vNKFORT. S.loctmen, F 1.. Tyler, F. R.
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills go E. Smith, Fairfield; land ai d buildings in
ships are concerned, he will recognize candidacy” is »..t apparent. The truth will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the Belfast.
rhayer, R. F. in, Mon oe, Me., Petei
i.
town clerk, Darius R. Drake; town {.gent, 1
Senators and Congressmen, and that in is that neither Yew
Lei and W. R »l.’ ins, Belfast, to Charles C.
England nor the Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
collector,
Tyle~, treasure! Arthur Boyd;
those Congressional districts which are
Victor LeSan; school committee. F. M. N
Marden, do ; lar d and buildings in Belfast.
country at huge regarded him as of cab- at 2.30 p m. followed by Sunday school.
R. F. D. No. 1
Money apnot represented by Democrats he will
Albert Cummings Prospect, to J. E. Witham, son, Monroe, Me,
inet size and did regard him as beyond
An Easter concert will be given in the Sunpropriated: Schools, $750; highway $1,300; for
the
Democratic
Senators
and
recognizall town charges, $2,000.
his depth in the Senate.
However, it is day senool hour Easter Sunday in the North Bucksport; land in Prospect.

P-

There are more than 220,000 Fords i.<
the world’s highways-the best possh
ble testimony to their unexcelled worth
Prices —runabout $555.00—touring Crn-

played

At the annual town meeting
Thorndike
March 10th, officers were elected as follows:
Selectmen, James Cates, Howard H irmon,
Charles Ward; Clerk, 0 J Farwell, Jr; Treasurer, Ichanod Spencer; Collecter, J M. Ward;
Scho »1 C«<nvni C-e, N *lson t*..inforth, James
Cole; Road Commissi mer, J M Ward

Shields, do.; land and buildings in Winterport.
Hans Christenson, Bangor, to Geo. C. Brad-

The

were

town

were

disappointed last

were

Don’t take a chance
year.
this time.
And remember
that the more we make the
better we make them. Insist on an immediate
delivery.

At the town election Ma.ch 3d
Prospect.
the following officers were elected: Selectmen, P. M. Clark, E. A. Avery, Luther Ames;
tax collector, Eugene Barnes; Treasurer; L. C.
Dow; constable and truant officer, I. M Cummings; Auditor, Edwin Kulmnn.

Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the two weeks ending March 12, 1913.
George G. Harvey, Belfast, to Fred G. Gray,
d->.; land in Swanville.
Loella A. Ritchie, Winterport, to Thomas 0.

The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
on
Sunday services at their place of meeting
High street at 2.30 and 7.3J p. m.

Games

Stockton Springs. The following town
officers were elected March 10th: Selectmen,
Frank L. Blanchard, Ernest E. Partridge, A.
M. Ames; Clerk, Walter F. Trundy; Treasurer,
Ralph Morse; Tax Collector, A. C. Treat; Constable, H. L. Hopkins.

recorded in

a. m.

sands

At the annual town election
WiNTERPORT.
held March 10th the following officers were !
elected: Selectmen, E. B. Neally, Rescue Clements, S. A. Lane; D. M. Spencer, Treasurer and
Town Clerk.

i
The

Farish C liuvch (Uni-

Join the “don’t worry club!’’
Buy your Ford today. Thou

TOWN MEETINGS.

at all times.

KAIMSTEKS

perfect.

and young joining in, and everyone
seemed to have a good time. A goodly sum
was realized from the receipts of the evening.

Church Street.

Opp. Memorial Building.

were

later, old

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

UNIVERSAL CAR

THE

was

Nokomis

bottle today.

STICKNEY,

Ford^

I

the grangers.

brought

Furnishings, Stoves, Ranges

JOHN B.

by

mats and pottery. A part of the collection was
from the west by Vesta Higgins, and
the beaded buckskin moccasins and other portions of costumes worn were from the same
collection. Inez Johnson made an ideal Minnehaha. Harry Brown as Hiawatha, W. S. Jones
as the old arrow maker and Mrs. A. E. Dow es

ui*u

CARRIES A FULL LINE OF

a

aat I

emptied and the reserve supply
disappeared. A good musical program
was presented, but the feature of the
evening
was the
dramatised reading of Hiawatha’s
wooing by Mrs. Wm. Rolfe. Tae stage was j
decorated with Navajo blankets, skins, baskets, |

anifrao-p

hope that it may prove

people

had

THE STICKNEY STOVE STORE I

panacea for the

hardly

plate

ered

dependent

was

us

a

zio

The Ladies Aid Society of Brooks held a 5
cant social in the church vestry
Wednesday
evening, March 5th. A candy booth was in
the charge of Mrs. Lillian Morrill, and the
homemade candies
looked very tempting
among the gay decorations ai d festoons of
crepe paper, and in a very short time every

Sarsaparilla

gold, everywhere. Get

than at present. But
comes, as it sure-

worse

,1-r.myn

ly will, let

It

On another page we print four of the
many remarkable tributes to Mr. Taft
.'n his retirement to
private life. Two
•ate from Democratic and two from In-

otter

Hood’s

i put an end to much that is now discreditI able and lead to better things.

polls.

Two

thus become

nished

stored me to perfect health. It aided the wornout nerves of my stomach to do their duty. I
could soon eat and sleep peacefully and felt
W ilknew life course through my veins.
in six weeks I was my former self, and for a
health.” Julia 0. T son,
year have enjoyed the best
i'or your spring meuicme, uiouu puimer nr«i

political ills from which
Belfast," says
we are now suffering; that the advent of
Not so. Only
! the gentler sex in the political arena will
were cast.
The

good Democrats and the good Republicans

Spring My

After dinner more than

iown in the large hall to listen to speeches
by
the veterans and the literary program fur

completely broken down through prolonged
watching at a sick bed. My appetite was gone.
I was so nervous that I could not sleep. I became pale, thin, languid, tired, looked ten years
older.
Through physical weakness my mental 1
condition was affected. Hood’s Sarsaparilla re-

Many women not
only do not want suffrage but are actively opposed to it. Others want it merely
for the admission that they are on an
equality with men, and they would not exercise the right of suffrage if it was conConditions might
ferred upon them.
n-Vior,

"The Democrats swept
the Bangor Commercial.
■a

be feared that with

to

Health

Was

than with the men.

fervent

a

It is

suffrage this stay-at-home vote
will be increased, and in greater ratio
woman

ient

breathing

might have been prethey performed their duty as

much that

over

Britain, and his appointment would be
generally regarded as an admirable one.

without

tent this is the fault of what is termed
the stay-at-home vote men who do not
but who lament

been selected for Ambassador to Great

address

permanent dwell-

attend the caucuses or go to the polls,
in public and private

March 7th, and said he “felt like 30.”

Hon.

no

ing place. Many an election is carried
To a certain exby these, “floaters.

For one square, one
Advertising Terms.
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
tn l 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

non.

Last

\

|

highway

The program closed with ly by sai*i highw *;
college and other songs by the ( bounds, containing
singing
ami twelve reds,
A social hour was enjoy« d I
entire company.
Dated this tome
dollars
Fourteen
after the entertainment.
10
J
were netted.
Mrs. Alvin

Howard.
of

the

a

--

KNOX.
A. M

Shibles attended the Automobile -how

in Waterville last week
H. W. Rack!iff was
tho week-end guest of his daughter in Newport.Mr. and Mrs H. A. Shibles and Mr. •
arid Mrs. B. L.. Aborn v »re very pleasantly
entertained by .Mr. Oakley Liles ot the home'
of Mrs. Julia Luriis and her daughter Addie
Wednesday evening, March 5th. Instrumental and vocal music was enjoyed, also delicios
ice-cream, cake and home made
candies... Mrs. Martha Hearin is very sick
with pneumonia and under the care of a
She is attended by Dr. Cook of
trained nurse
Brooks ...Mr. and Mrs B. M. Shibles visited
friends in Thorndike Sunday. ...Mr. C. F.
Bessey and Mrs. Nancy Crosby were in Bel- j
Mrs.
and
Everett ;
fast March 5th ...Mr.
Wentworth and Miss Ura were guests at Marshall Wentworth’s Sunday.Miss Mildred ]
Webb and Miss Clara Emerson visited friends
in Thorndike one day
recently-Mr. and
Mrs. H. A. Shibles and son Perry were in
Freedom March 8th.

j
|

How’s

OVERLAND I9M
condition with

n

lltf

\\ A
\ YOUNG

LAID

.cV Over twenty
for the right par
addressed to “W •.

This.?'”

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions
and

j;

financially

able to carry out any

made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK

obligations

OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act-

ing directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take’Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Carle

\

1

j
j

«
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Shakspeare

picture program at the
is the seventh atorj
Theatre tonight
the

jn

Happened

to

DID write those

F. Kimball, Nile and
l arrived from Weymouth March
zer for Jackson & Hall.
.,

Herman

rs

Pittsburg Survey’
the meeting of the Men’s

at

unty Hospital Sewing Ci cle
hospital next Saturday after..clock, instead of Friday as

Monday
adding

putting up the frame

on

6 prs. of Men’s,
6 prs. of Women’s,
6 prs. of Children’s,

school, under the direction

ay

itendent, Rev. C. B. Ames, will
Memorial hall Tuesday evening,
dance for the young people

$1.50
2.00

ui
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Any

gratulate

Hanley

Mr.

on

his

who

sing and
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The lecture on Art and
Religion by Mrs E.
R. Pierce, announced for last
Thursdayevening
in the coure in the North
Church,was postponed
to March 20th. Mr. John R.
Dunton will speak
on Citizenship and
Religion at the North
Church this, Thursday,
*lhe W. C. T. U. will meet
tomorrow, Friday',
afternoon at the Home for Aged Women.

of

Events in the French Revo>

ors

to

requested

are

be

"ting.
oondent writes under date
man

w

who

•.st,

claiming to be Mrs.
says she has just

morning.
hildren and lost everything.
begging

re

he

fraud?

a

found

vve

this

We all

con-

We do not

out."

here.

:'.se

had

successful sugar
igar was retailing at 19
they put 1500 pounds in
gs in the window marked
5 cents a pound, and at
!. as well as several barrels
l he next day sugar had ada

hundred

weight.

See statements of the follow-

local
s. Co., Boston, Mass., B. F.
N. E. Casualty Co., Bosmbs, North Islesboro; W. F.
Stockton Springs; Travellers’
r> 1,
Ct., Charles H. Sargent,
s
Fund, Ins. Co., San FranPattee & Son, Belfast, Me.

mpanies,

with

their

"<

Colson’s

at

place

mill this

rushing the logs in and the
each day testifies to what is
Mr. Colson made quite extensive
.the

past fall, and now has
of rotary saws and a newr
When

e

the

long

lumber

is

the shingle
being hauled in. This mill
best water powers in Waldo

ready

to

saw

out

Eaton & Co., furniture
i7 Main street, has been diaries B. Eaton retiring to take
icer,

ot tn

bastern

office

wit.i

■

Illustrating
on

Bridge

member of the late

"■

firm,

_T

All members of the Sons of Veterans

requested

members of the

*.eivuuieu.

There will be

Seaside Chautauqua
‘lias Isabel Ginn, 110 High
i tension, March 17th. The
fourteen of the C. L. S.
Mornings with Masters of

not

are

evening.

SfwStinAmore*

All familiar with the

trip.

o’clock.

The members of the Belfast
Musical Society
requested to meet for a rehearsal of the
“The
cantata,
Raising of Jarius' Daughter,’’
tomorrow, Friday, evening at 7.30 o’clock.

2 00

that for Six Months she
won’t have to even think of
and the
darning socks
man, bachelor, had better
get to thinking too—ask

removed to the Wind.-'aturday. He is gaining and
me in Steuben as soon as

'■si,

2 30

are

—

icy, who recently underwent

The Women’s Alliance of the
First Parish

Rev. Charles B Ames will
give a paper; subject, “The Poems of
Samuel
Lover.”

mplction,
“Mignonette’s Wings” and
•. drill by the children of the

are

to be

present next Monday evening,
when there will be five candidates initiated,
followed by a social time.

special program and
ments. The committee in
charge
Gerald W. Howard, Mrs. Nellie Finch
a

$2.25, to be paid in advance. The Journal
McCall’s each one year, with free pattern,
will be furnished as heretofore for $2.10 in adis

and

Those interested may see samples of
the handkerchiefs at The Journal office.
vince.

Poor’s Mills. Willie Carter broke his
put his elbow out last Friday. He

and

playing with
others falling

some

other

boys

arm
was

and

fell, the
on him.
Dr. Stevens attended
him and he is getting along finely... J. F.
Sheldon and Morris Wood made a business trip
to Thomaston last week... Carl Cole of Camden is at home on a visit. His mother has
been confined to the house the past week with
cold

Mr. and Mrs.

George Herberts
have a fine baby boy at their house... Mrs.
Ham and two children, who have been boarding with Mrs. Lucy Jackson this wdnter, have
gone to the city ...Mrs. Elsie Banks returned
home last week after a visit with her children
in the city... Mrs. O. A. Wade, Mrs. H. H
Wentworth and Horace Wentworth went to
Pittsfield last week to attend the funeral of
Mrs. James Wentworth.
a severe

...

Clarence E. Read, the genial manager of the
Read Garage of this city, is perhaps the only
man in
Belfast who is personally acquainted
with President Wilson’s new Secretary of the

Treasury, William

G. McAdoo of New York.
Mr. Read remembers that a few years ago a

formed

tiliii

icit'cu,

u&e

luutimg

1

down where she could rest
and pumped out.

over

tom,

on

■■

b
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PRICES

OF EDISON

W*X RzODRDJ
dilute l{e;»rii

were

35c.

'' Hit;

’<;;irjs

W;f.

Now 31c.
Yours truly,
.
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Now 21c.
4

I

53;.;

?
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°ARLE & JONES 1

5.30 o’clock the first dav. The trees will
be arranged in streets on one side of the hall
leading to the booths. The candy booth will be
presided over by Misses E. Frances Abbott
and Sabra B. Dyer; the Japanese booth, with
its many novelties, by Mrs. John A. Fogg and

Miss Edith M. Southworth; the fancy work by
the Social Aid; the apron table by the Ladies'
Circle. The dainty Japanese tea room, where
each customer is presented with a cup and
saucer, will be in charge of Mrs. C. E. Mclntire, Mrs. Charles Bradbury ayd Miss Maude
M. Milliken. On-the opposite side of the hall,
behind a row of cherry trees, will be about
thirty small tables, where supper will be
served at 6 o’clock for 25 cents by ladies in
Japanese costume. Mrs. Charles E. Johnson
is'chairman of a large supper committee, who
will provide ham, chicken, salads, home-made
rolls, cake; cream pies, coffee, etc. At 8 o’clock
the comical farce “Timothy's Courtship,’’
The second
will be given by a good cast.
afternoon the doors will be open for the sales,
and in the evening the Japanese drill under
the direction of Fred G. Spinney will take
by
place, followed by a dance with music will
Keyes’ orchestra. The third night there
reels of moving pictures|and a dance.

be„four

We shall follow with particular attention the shapes of
fashion’s decree, that our patrons may have the very latent,
Our LEADERS are such well known lines as the “EMERSON” Shoes for men; ‘‘LA FRANCE” for women;
“SPARTAN” Shoes for girls, and very special Shoes for the
growing and tender feet of children and infants.

J,

The greater part ofj the neatness and durability in a
Shoe is the proper fitting. This will be one of our special

if

Mr. Mammons has had

Troy yesterday

to hold

w’ss

called

Advertised

{

§

j;

fitter and realizes that a well fitted foot is a neat foot, no
Mr. Patterson’s experience has been in the
manufacturing of shoes. Thus united, the firm is strong in
the knowledge of shoeing.

|

|

matter the size.

j
J

With best wishes to the people, and without envy to our
competitors, we open wide our doors as ca'erers to the peopie’s d *sires in footwear.
Quality—not Quantity-Our Motto.

>

f

J.

LEE

Hall

Entrance,

Church Street.

*

Letters.

The

following

let-

Associated
Charities.
An
adjourned
meeting, preliminary to the organization of
Associated Charities, was held last Monday
night in the Baptist church, when the pastors
and delegates of the various churches were

Clarence E. Frost

was

chosen tem-

Margaret Hazeltine,
Committees on consti-

porary chairman and Miss

temporary secretary.
tution and

by-laws

were

appointed,

and also

a

confer with the various charity
workers in the city, such as the overseers < f
to

Josselyn Monroe, who was b. Sent. 13
and died March iSI, 1827.”

i7KR_

North Belfast Mr. and Mrs H. B Ladd
gave a party at their home Thursday evening,
March 6th. in honor of the birthday of his
mother, Mrs. E C. Merriam. Only members of
the family were present. A fine Bupper was
served and an enjoyable evening passed. A
nice picture and other gifts were presented to
the guest of the evening. The company departed to their homes at a seasonable hour,
wishing Mrs. Merriam many happy returns of
her natal day ...The Ladies’ Aid will hold
their monthly sociable at the church Wednesday evening, March 19th. The usual supper
will be served, to be followed by an entertainment consisting of the farce, “At the June
with several musical selections and
I tion,’’
| readings. The event will be worth your patronage, and all will he yours for the sum of 16
Albert Newcomb came near a sericents
; ous accident the first of the week while sawing at F. A. Holmes mill. A small stick of
timber came in contact with the carriage of
the rotary as it was running back and one end
; struck Mr. Newcomb on the back of the head,
rendering him unconscious and causing a sescalp wound. Dr. A. E. Kilgore was callj vereand
reduced the fracture. Mr. Newcomb is
ed,
I ade to attend to business at this
writing.
..

j
j

)
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Look at the Window

Display of 49 Cent
They will surprise and interest you.

M. H.

HILTON,

Next Door to National Bank, Church St.

first

crow

seen

Monday morning, Mar. |

10th.

j
1

A few
office

Republican State government and

more

calendars left.

1918

for them.

We

Call

cannot send

at

the

them

by

mail.
Remember the young Ladies’ Social Union
will have a large variety of Easter neckwear,
Mrs. Essie P Carle, Misses Maude K. Rusall handmade, at their sale in the Baptist ves| sell and Sue M. Partridge have been made a
try March 21st; also food and candy.
standing committee on the Business Womans’
department of the Arts.and Crafts. A meeting
New Advertisements. The time for slush
will be held at the room next Tuesday evening,
and slop has arrived, and to keep the feet dry
when all members of the department are
and avoid colds and pneumonia you need rubj urged to be present to discuss the program,
bers, and you will find them, all kinds, for
select the leaders for book reviews and decide
men, women and children, at The Dinsmore
on the manner in which current event
topics
See comparison of prices today with
Store.
will be given. There is unusual interest
those of war time, and prices for March. In
manifested in the department,
buying rubbers why not supply yourself with
The bright little two-act comedy, “A Fool
the genuine Holeproof hose, sold only at The
for Luck,” will be given by the High school
Dinsmore Store?_The E. E. Wyman Land
Seniors in the Opera House Monday evening,
Company, Howes block, Main street, offer a
in farms, houses and cot- i March 17th. The cast is as kilo vs: William
number of

by Mr. G. C. Lower, the upholsterer, for conducting his business and as a residence, and recently, to get rid of undesirable neighbors, he
bought the other store and it is not likely they
will ever be used again for 6uch
purposes as
in the past. One place when warned
by the

price. Apply to Orrin J. Dickey.See the
display of 49 cent waists at the Home of
Waists and Ladies’ Toggery, Journal building.

Wadlin;

sell Pratts Powdered
Killer, which promptly kills poultry lice.
....Young lady wanted for a local store....
The Stickney Stove Store, Church street,
carries a full line of kitchen furnishings,

aunt, Miss Edna

L. T Shales & Son

a

specialty.

that

warrants

out-of-town

classed

as

a

statement

a

fine and

jail

sentence.

U. of M Dramatic Club. The play
selected for this season, “A Night Off,” is said
to be one of the best the club has ever undertaken and it is expected to meet with great
The first performance will be a dress
success.

hospital

on

rehearsal at the Bangor
Mnrch 26th.
For the Easter vacation the
to secure a trip to inmanager is endeavoring
clude Belfast, Camden, Thomaston and Bath,
but this is
acters

so

yet unsettled. The cast of charfar as decided upon is as follows

as

Justinian Babbitt, professor of Ancient HisE. Higgins
tory at Comptown University, D.
'16; Harry Damask, his son-in-law, P. E. Chadbourne, '16; Jock Mulberry, in pursuit of a forunder the name‘of Chumby, J. E. Mullaney, T6; Lord Mulberry in pursuit of Jock
P. W. Monohon, ’14; Marcus Brutus Cwap, in
pursuit of fame and fortune, T. W. Haskell
tune

'14; Prowl, usher at the University, M. F
Banks, '15; E. P. Ingalls, '15; Mrs. Zantippa
Babbitt, professor of conjugal management in
the profe3sor’a household, J. L. Whittier,’16;
K. Nisbe, youngest “imp” of the household, M.
Pendleton, 14; Angelica Mamask, the eldest,
E. D. Potter, '16; Susan, the brassiest, F. L.
Damoron, '16; Maria, servants at Damask’s, F
L Dameron, '16; E. P. Ingalls, '15.
The
The Travellers Club Entertained
Travellers Ciub, with Mrs. Martha Baker
Dunn and Mrs. I. B. Mower of Waterville and
Mrs. E. R. Pierce, president of the Arts and

Crafts, as special guests, were delightfully entertained at lunch last Tuesday by Mrs. Amos
Clement the President of :he Travellers Club,
The dining table
at her home on John street.
was beautifully decorated with jonquils and
the place cards were scenes in India, the subject of the club’s study this season. Mrs. W.
C. Shaw gave a brief and appropriate address

Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown recited
original poem, “Isabelle’8 Jewels,” and Mrs.
E. S. Pitcher sang “The Pines of Maine,” with
Miss Louise Clement accompanist. The paper
of the afternoon was by Mrs. Dunn on Longfellow and she delighted her hearers with her
bright and happy thoughts. Mrs. Dunn is a
charming essayist, whose contributions to The
Atlantic Monthly are looked forward to by
many readers. Miss Caroline W. Field voiced
the club’s appreciation of Mrs. Dunn’s paper.
Mrs. Mower, who is the president of the Waterville Woman's Department Club, was called
upon and made brief remarks. A social hour
followed.
Representatives of the Freedom
and Stockton Springs clubs were expected
guests, but a snow storm and recent bereavements caused notes of regret. Mrs. Clement
was assisted by her daughter, Miss Louise, and
Misses Alice Parker and Alfreda Ellis.
of

an

welcome.

imperfections
We

do

of the eyes.

troubles of the
above kinds with glasses.

:

cure

paper, which may properly be
“rum organ,’’ has published this

from

correspondent: “Sheriff
has already gone to a great

a

Cushman while he
deal of county expense in the searches and
seizures they have as yet availed little, one
man going to jail because he wanted to do so
and in fact had nowhere else to go.”
Now as
to expense. Sheriff Cushman has done practically all the work himself and has been assisted by Deputy Beach, who is also the turnkey
at the jail, and as both officers are under saladditional expense is incurred by the
county. The man who went to jail “because
no

ary

do so"

he wanted to

was

charged
held for the Supreme

arrested

perjury, found guilty and
Courl, a d as he was unable to

with

secure

bonds

committed to jail. That does not look
like a voluntary act on his part, and he is
liable to a prison sentence of ten years.

was

n

:—T....

i

tendency toward disease to

tendency

Up Stairs,
I

100

buildings, large orchard, good land.

A bargain at $3200.
75 acre farm in
tools.

CATARRH
Here is a sure way to get rid >>f Catarrh;
and all misery .-:.used by
the Catarrh germs.
Get a HYOMEI outfit today, in; ow ihe instruction? and breathe five times a h v deep
into your lungs the germ killing air through
the little inhaler.
At night just before going to it’d use the
vapor treatment a. directed. This treatment
is prescribed by the best Catarrh .Soecialists in
America and Europe to destroy Catarrh germs.
Booth’s HYOMEI is Australian Eucalpytus
and other splendid antiseptics. A complete
outfit which includes inhaler is $1 00; separate
bottles, if the first does not entirely cure, can
be obtained for 50 cents, ami money back fr>>
A. A. Howes & Co. if you are dissatisfied*
Just breathe it—no stomach dosing.

hawking, snuffling,

Best Mines

Lmcolnville, with
Big trade for $1800.

stock and

80 acre farm in

Brooks, 2 large orchards,
good high laud for crops anJ hay. Only
$1300.

18

acre farm on
Northport Avenue, 1 1-2
miles from .ielfast Postoffice.• Will sell
with or without stock and tools.
This
must be disposed of at once as owner
is
anxious to go West.

only

are

have

write

Only Unwise
Peo pie Tole rate

farm, 3 1-2 miles from Belfast.

acre

Nice

we

1.1

Odd Fellows’ Block

J

I hese

toward health. No alcohol.
Sold for 60 years.

sttc/AJLisT

rvr

An

us

few of the large list that
books. If interested,

a

on

our

your wants.

II you have a
piece ot Real Estate to sell,
send us a
description. We make no
charge unless we make the sale, and then
only a small commission

BUSINESS OPENINGS, if you are
looking
for a Fruit Store, Yankee No
ion Store.

Clothing

Store. Restaurant, a Saw
Mill,
most any kind <>l
business, we can
show it to y ou.

or

HOMES AND COTTAGES. We have a
large
list now, and more are
being added every

day.
haps

If you are

we

thinking of building peryou are looking

have just the lot

for.

INSURANCE.

Everyone should buy Insurance, whether young or middle
aged, and
no one should
go without Fire Insurance,
so if you are not
insured come in and see
what we have to offer. We have
had
many years of experience, and can save

you

monev.

L. t.

Wyman Land Company,

HOWES BLOCK. MAIN STREET.
tfll

UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EMBALMER.
CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY
[EVERYTHING

Home

s

sale
the

of

unclaimed

packages

office in Bangor at 10

previously

to take

place

at

m, April 5th
called for and all charges
a.

lakes the place of Milk at less (Iran half
the cost and calves do just as well or better
on it.
Easy to use, simply make it into a
warm

water

or

skim milk if you

Gallons of Gruel

Supper A

nd APleasing Entertainsale, supper, and entertainment under the auspices of the Baptist Sewing Circle was held in the vestry March 5th
and was very successful, netting about $60
Mrs. Walter Dutci ard Miss Edith L. Burgess
had charge of the fancy work table; Mrs. Wm
F. Coombs and Mrs. Fred Dutch of the apron
table; and Misses Mary Hayes, Ethel. Sturte-

A Fine

The annual

ment.

vant and

Doris Clifford of the

candy

table.

Mrs. M. W. Rich was chairman of the kitchen
committee, and Mrs. George D. Mahoney had
ch rge of the supper, with the following at the
heads of the tables: Mrs. J. G. Aborn, Mrs.
W. Ii. Clifford, Mrs. Wm. Holt, Mrs. George
W. Miiler, Mrs. William H. Snow, Mrs. Warren A. Nichols, Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades,Mrs. S.
D. Flood. The menu included escolloped clam3

chicken salad, chicken, ham, cream pie, cakes,
etc..and many declared i'. the most delicious su;
per they had ever partaken of. The supper
was followed by an obedient program: Piano
solo by Miss Edna Cut lit; vocal solo by Earl
L. Talbot; ladies' qu u tt tie. Mrs. Maurice Curtis, Miss Edith L 1 u *ff, Miss Edna Hopkins
Miss Winnie Mon it; lei.cirg by Miss Alice E
Simmons; v< cal tolo by B. L Davis; recitation
by Alton K. Iira'«\; notation l»y B. L. Davis;
duet by Arthur F. Jil.nton and Miss Edna
Hopkins; reidiig ly Miss Simmons, whose selection, The Eloptnunt," by Joseph Lincoln
is one of the best in her varied repertoire and
was

enthusiastically applauded.

FULLY EQUAL TO WHOLE MILK.
A trial

w

II convince you that it is

a

money maker.

Used in this country for over 30 years by
thousands of the best farmers and dairymen.

Interesting

That

cheat

stuff is counterfeit paint. You can
you can’t cheat Time or Weath-

yourself;

er.

Paint is
to

a

keep-out

rubbery

coat

over

wood and iron

water.

Counterfeit paint may look like it; counterfeit money looks like money.
are all counterfeits for?
They are all
alike.
DEVOE
Mason & Hall sells it.

IWhat

The original of the compound Rheumatic
Oil. The original formula has been purchased and the oii is being prepared by the

Blended Rheumjlic Oii
¥

Company.

Book

“Ho^v to Raise Calves
Without Milk,” FREE

WM. 0. POOR & SON, AGENTS.
I’.KI.FAST,

Try it.

MAIM*;.

15, 25 and 50 Cents,

Prices.

SOLD BY YOUR DEALER.

123

TRADE SUPPLIED BY

Swan-WhittenBickford Company,
Wholesale

Distributors,
BELFAST, MAiNE.*

OR, E H BQYINGTOR
EYE

SPECIAL! ST

ill in
Twenty-five years experience and
fitting glasses enables me t lit any eye that
glasses wifi help. Consultant i ret*.
>

44 South Waiti St.,

WINTE^JriT. IVUINE

Office Days, Mondays and

Tuesdays,

PAIN r

.SHOP has been opened in
and all orders for work,
will bo promptly attended tv).

ANEW
Pythian

building,

PAINTING AND LLHIRING,

Papering Whitening and
♦-

furniture

■:»

large number
WE shall
of Barrels, with 17i in.
use a

4w8

FRENCH &

GRAY,

Flights, Pythian Building.
2wl0

Rockland & RocLport
Lime Company,
ROCKLAND,

finishing.

GIVE US A CALL.

Room I, Up Two

season.

Communicate with

$1.50?

Blended
Rheumatic

for $3.50.

Heads, this

With linseed oil at $1, what sort of oil do
you think they use in “paint” at $1.75 and

48-3
4S-4

THE PERFECT MILK SUBSTITUTE

paid. The sale includes packages from the
following offices in this county:
gruel with
Belfast. Me.-J. H. Berry & Son. A. F. have it.
GorE.
Clark,
Boynton, Harry
Henry Engle,
don, J. C Ham, L. P. Harvey, Benj. Kelley
100
Co Dr. Herman Lucas, John R. Mayhew, Wm.
C. McKenney, J. W. Peavy & Son. R. B. Storer,
C. W. Stephenson, S. C. Smith, Larra Stevens,
W. H. Staples. B. Thomas, H. C. White, J. W.
Wentworth, Jas, Young.
Me .W. J. Young. Jos. Fotier. A.
B. Tracy.
Burnham, Ms.—G. G. Booth, G. A. Rose^
bush, P. Howe.
Stockton, Me.—N. Collres.
Thorndike, Me.-F. D. Flye, (Freedom).
Winterport, Me.—R. W. Call, A. C. Lanson.

'•

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST

Unclaimed
pr.

Telephone

Office

Wight.

Packages. The American Ex"
Company advertises its annual auction

MODERN IN

Caskets and Buriai
Suits.

Mrs Betterby, Betterby’s wife, Miss
Pitcher; Miss Pollard, her younger sister.
Miss Marian Hayes; Miss Pattern,
Betterby’s

unless

The

Insane

in most cases can be traced
to
!

business, which is thus
down to a single saloon, one other
place that is under suspicion, and to the pocket i
1
pedlars; and one gang of these has been
rounded up, and a seizure made at the saloon

Belle

Lice

Plumbing

NERVOUSNESS,
STOMACH DISORDERS

D.

window

,-toves, ranges, etc

HEADACHES,

sheriff went out of the

P. Palmer, | Betterby, a young married mar* in straitenMasonic Temple, sells the Lamson & Hubbard ; ed circumstances, as the result of speculation
hats_See announcement of the opening of | Vivian Sylvester; Robert Bidder, his intimate
a
New York stockbroker, Norman
The Quality Store in Opera House block next ! friend,
a
young
Englishman, Donald
Saturday.An Overland 1910 touring car Ba’-burton,
Clark; Watts, valet to Barburton, George
in good condition for sale at a reasonable

..

RED LIDS,

on

bargains

...

,

the

j

tages and business openings

do not always make their
presence known by
failing sight.

a

lower Main street, commonly called
“shipping offices,’’ had for years been notorious dives. One was bought some time
ago

stores

Ask Your Doctor.

AND LADIES’ TOGGERY.

an

a

K

The Home of Waists

Waists.

of

Eye Symptoms

Republican sheriff for Waldo county. Two
places where liquor was sold in violation of
law have been closed by death. Another
place
was closed in
anticipation of what might happen. and would have happened, if the illegal
traffic had been continued.
One pe~?;stent
offender is in jail. Thd brick block of two

t

Welcome—Souvenir?-Music-Saturday.

;
{

{

j$

PATTERSON,

Opera House Block. Next Door Main

>

in

1 Ayer s
5arsapanila
Changes

CHARLES F. HAMMONS,

j

«

Daggett.

post
office for the w'eek ending March 11th: Ladies
—Jessie K. Angel, Miss Catherine Burny, Mrs.
Mercy D. Irvine, Miss Helen Martin, Nettie
Smalley, Lottie Wentworth. Gentlemen—W.
B. Berry, Frances E. Bowker, Box 2445, John
Connolly, F. A. Howard & Son.

committee

|5
«

to

ters remained uncalled for in the Belfast

present.

!]

years ot experience as a

inquest on the death
Accompanied by Or
riri J Dickey he left on the morning train and
with Deputy Sheriff Wilmot C. Gray went to
the Daggett home, where the inquest was B
held. The jury found that the woman died
The
from pneumonia and had not had proper care.

of Mrs. James

<j!

features.

I-rank R. Strout will conduct a message
service at Knowiton’s hall T hursday evening.
M
ch 13th, at 7 30 p. m. Mr. Strout will also
be the speaker and m ssage bearer
Sunday,
March 16th. A business meeting will be called the following week at whic
members are
requested to he present —Sec’y.
Charles R. Coombs, coroner,

jjl

I

I

From WOT TO Dry. There has been a
great
improvement in the conditions in Belfast since
the beginning of the year; due in
part to natural causes, but more
largely to the coming

narrowed

Mr

a

about

|

MARCH 15th.

l

the bot-

1

j

j

It is the purpose of the proprietors to please their patrons,
only in QUALITY and PRICES, but in careful and
appreciative service.

John W. Waterman.

1

'L

I

Mrs.
and Mrs.

Clement Clark and a crew of seven men
Boston, under the contract of D M Rogers of Boston with the United States Government for the State cf Maine,
began work last

<

not

is

corporation man, who had missed the train by about two the poor, those who dispense charity and those
famishing Company to con- minutes, applied to the garage for an automo- who have the various charity funds or beThe c rrporation is eapi- bile to put him through to Burnham or Waterquests in charge. The prime object of the
vilie so that he could connect with the train,
vith $2’)) ,")aid in.
Mrs. Arsociety will be to unify all the charitable
silent; Maurice D. Towle, which it was all important that he should take efforts of the city and
place them on a scientiiley, clerk; Arbella P., that day for New York. Not knowing the man, fic basis. Although the movement is started
as he says, “from Adam,” Mr. Read was a little
e D. Towle, directors,
by the city clergy, they will not be active in it,
worried about getting his money, but underof the Waldo County hosother than to advise with the committees.
took the job, acting as chauffeur himself. They
ass room at the hospital last
Another meeting will be held in two weeks to
at
and
as
made the train
ClarenceWaterville,
to sew.
hear the reports of the committees.
They have furit, they were “going some" on the
during the past 3^ years, 88 expresses
The New Shoe Store.
Next Saturday
road. Needless to say the money fur the trip was
draw sheets, 135 pillow-slips,
Messrs. Charles F. Hammons and J. Lee PatMr. Read learned the name of
forthcoming,
iinen and towels, and made
terson will open in the Opera House block
his distinguished passenger, and the present
•articles, for which they find
what is to be known as The Quality Store, for
of the Treasury went on his way
Secretary
1
During these years they
the sale of footwear for men, women and chilrejoicing.
y 81,000, which is expended
dren, The store has been fitted up expressly
The Weather. Last Thursday afternoon it
he hospital. Through their
for their use, has a new hard wood floor, a steel
to
and
it
looked
at
one
time
as
if
rain,
began
rs the
is
hospital enabled to do
ceiling, and the predominating color of the
we
were
to
lose
the
and
so
sleighing
sledding,
writable work. A cordial infurniture and fittings is green.
Mr. Hamended to all interested in the much needed. But early in the afternoon the
mons has had long experience as a salesman,
rain
to
snow, which came down in big
changed
'-iTr.an suffering, to join us in
and Mr. Patterson has been engaged in the
moist flakes that clung wherever they struck,
Me Keen, Sec’y pro tem.
manufacture of shoes, and this should prove a
loading down the telephone, telegraph and
and successful combination. Everybody
The Consumers' Fuel electric light wires. TneBoston boat left here at strong
ks..
will be welcome at the opening next Saturek move to their new offices in
the usual hour,but remained at Northport three
day; there will be music and souvenirs. And,
building at the foot of Main hours, as it was impossible to see any distance
speaking of music, Mr. Patterson is, and has
an
old
but
sound
lilding,
one,
ahead.
Local steamboat captains say they^ *been for a
long time, the leader of the Belfast
and
renovated. never saw it thicker.
Jghly repaired
At night the electric
band, and Mr. Hammons is a vocalist who
•< onsumers’ Fuel Co. are on lights went out because of some trouble at
never fails to “bring down the house,”
Lots
id** of the building and are
Orland, but the plant in East Belfast soon had of music in the new firm.
up. The floors are of hard- the iights on again, and then there was trouble
Record of a Soldier of the Revolution.
-<ing of sycairore, walls of here and a brief period of darkness. The crew’
steel ceding. The desks in
information called for in the
ot the Penobscot Bay Electric Co., were busy Here is the
letter,
from Mathews Bros., with
from Mrs. Sarah Bartlett Price of Napton
’i
At the rear is a private ail night repairing damages, and the lights
in
The
Journal
last
week. It
"wl in a recess and a stairway were kept burning. There was a sudden fall Mo., published
■nd floor. In the front of of
furnished by Mrs. E. P. Frost of this city:
temperature in the night and Friday morn- was
floor is the directors room,
married
Wm
Waterman
Bartlett. Her
ing the thermometers in different sections of “Ruth
of that is used for filing
father, Joseph Waterman, was born in Halio ding is
heated by hot the city reached from 5 to 15 below z *ro. Satnerly side are th^ offices of urday morning the cold wave had receded and fax, Mass., Nov. 23, 1750; removed to Poland,
-’i
& Fisheries Co., simiiSunday was still warmer with a flurry of snow Me., thence to Knox, Me an 1 died in Knox
'.ey will soon be ready
March 7, 1839. He was in the Revolution,
location for both con- in the afternoon. Monday morning was “brite
ient. On the north side and fare” with a brisk northerly wund—a typi- serving in Col. Jacob’s regiment, Capt. Fuller’s
to the coal and wood plant,
cal March day.
company, mustured in Aug. 5, 1779. He was
side the road to the fish
in Capt. Jacob Haskins Light In|
o.
The Streets of Tokio. The three days’ en- also sergeant
lull view from the rear
company. His service was from Aug.
fantry
rk ;.n the building has been
tertainment in theOperaHouse,March 18t.h,19th
Jar,.
to
in
31,
Rhode
1779,
1780,
Island. He
5,
Babcock, who aiso put on a and 20th
by the Universalist church will be one received a pension. In Nat’I numbers 61,204.
of the novel events of the season. The decora- 67,018, 67,019, D. A. R. References, Waterof Maine in N. E. Hist. Soe.
tions will be Japanese, and 80 cherry trees man Family
p. 59; also Mass. Soldiers and Sailors of the
(small red birches with pink tissue flowers) Revolution, Vol. 16, p. 687. He w’as married
will form the Btreels. The'doors will be opened at Hanover, Mass., Nov. 18, 1777 to I.ucv
has

:
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from

in FOOTWEAR for the people

SATURDAY,

refresh-

Telegrams were received Wednesday from
Barre, Vt., announcing the death, March 11th, Monday removing gypsy moths from the trees
in Belfast. They tind feu in the State.
of David McKnight, formerly of Belfast The
remains will arrive here Friday evening ache steamer Silver Star, which for
many
companied by his brother, Robert McKnight.
months has been laid up at the railroad wharf,
1 >aks badly and has to be
pumped out frequentA New Premium.
By arrangement with
ly. Last Monday she was discovered! to be at
the publishers of McCall’s Magazine The Jour
the point of sinking, but was towed to a dock
nal is enabled to offer at a
slight advance in
the clubbing rates an additional premium of
6 embroidered handkerchiefs, such as Fell at
retail two for 25 cents. The cluhbing price
for The Journal and McCall’s, each one year, a
free McCalls’ pattern and the G handkerchiefs,

i

ing.

at

on
the wharf of the
Fisheries Co., and it will be

-■i &

:t

of the Penobscot
County Probate Court is conducting the
March
term of court in Waldo
County, which ope ned
last Tuesday, as Judge James
Libbey is ill at
his home in Unity, He is
reported as improv-

(Unitarian) will meet at the home of Mrs J C
Swan. Primrose Hill, this, Thursday, afternoon

i
i
<*

lines

Carrying select
opens its doors

Judge W. H. Warren

|

[

I

Don’t forget that the 17th
annual concer,
Seaside Hose
Company will take
place this, Thursday,
evening in Seaside
Grange hall, with music by Keyes brchestra
Give the boys a benefit and have a
good time.

|

«

STORE

and ball of

And its often that way.
The man thinks he knows
it all, but the woman knows
that if she gets the genuine

niversalist church next Sun-

1

J. LEE PATTERSON.

QUALITY

bidder.
Lewis G. Auspland, chief
lineman of the
Waldo Telephone
Company, was operated on
for appendicitis and gall stones
at the Tapley
3
hospital last Tuesday.

he won’t be there
suggested Mr. B. Then,
retorted Mrs. B., YOU ask
him.

“The

HAMMONS.

F.

THE

Levi Walker has been awarded
the contract
remove the browntail
moths from the city
trees for $300. He was the
lowest

Perhaps

and Charles N.
,cht new Cadilac autosand have
that the cars have been shipA. Sherman

CHARLES

to

of it, when I die and
meet him in heaven I’ll
ask him.

I

o.ie supper in their vestry toat 6 o’clock.
Price, 35 cents.

■et,

books, said
husband,
perfectly

sure

Aid of the Methodist church

(

The Loyal Temperance
Legion will meet in
the Methodtst vestry next
Sunday afternoon
at 3 o clock.

Mrs. B. to her
and although I’m

sessions of the grades in the
last Monday as the building
polling place for Ward One.

53$ t*r<

The board of registration was in
session last
week. Only five names were added
to the list
of voters.

MAINE.

UNITED STATES Postoffi *e and Custom Mouse
Belfast, Me. Office of Custodian, February
Sealed proposals will bo received
27, 1913
at this building until 2 o’clock p m
March
15. 1913, and then opened, for furnishing
electric current, gis, water, ice and miscellaneous supplies, and for removing ashes
and rubbish, washing towels and sprinkling
streets during the fiscal year en ling June 30,
1914. Sealed proposals will als > he received
until 2 o’clock p. m.. April 22, 1913, and then
opened, for 40 tons bituminous coal and 2
cords wood
The right to reject an/ and all
bids is reserved by the Treasury Department.
S A. Johnson, Custodian.

Facts

by the Wayside.

To the Editor of The Journal. In
the study of history in the Philadelphia
public schools, they go back to the origin
of our national history in the parent
land more fully than is usual. In the

study of language they have come up to
a
high degree of perfection. Among
the unusually commendable features are
waiting a little for pupils to make up

their minds when asked how many can
Not a wrord
certain question.
is
spoken without permission. The
teacher evidently calls on the one least
sure of an answer, and then has first one
and then another make corrections in
accuracy, choice of thoughts, choice of
words, emphasis, expression and everything that goes to make a perfect
thought expressed in the most perfect
answer a

manner.

All these instructors seem to be blessed
with a scientific turn of mind and kindle
within the minds of the pupils the same
enthusiasm and love of research which
glows within their own souls. Here are
1600 High school pupils in a single building. Those who never enjoyed privileges
like these miss nine-tenths of what this
human life of ours means to us. A retired teacher once said what we need is
not more preachers but more and better
teachers.
All teachers should be required to inspect each others work in the
school room and not depend on what they
choose to tell each other about it at In-

stitutes.
teacher accustomed

sermon

Hp ronlifiri

f

ht Vim vvnnlH

crn

nhpari if hf*

it. Sure enough he
offered the same salary another
year. The next year the teachers employed were so indifferent that the Sunday school went down. These teachers
would doubtless be employed another
year had not the directors become so accustomed to securing new teachers every
year that it would be impossible for
them to break their rule. The Bible is
never read as an opening exercise in
school and none of the pupils ever become
teachers in the above locality.
Habits, whether good or bad, are contagious. A visitor may think it unnecessary to follow a geometrical demonstration all through.
Pupils will catch the
spirit of inactivity which might spread
over the room were not the wrong righted when it is easy to detect the reasoning process going on in the brain of every
It takes a very
enthusiastic
pupil.
teacher to overcome all tendencies to inactivity or inattention, especially in lower grades.
But it must be done, for if
allowed to get a foothold, it is like a
ripple on the water which will widen and
widen till it reaches the shore.
In the
same way inattention will spread over a
room anti any inattentive person had
better be elsewhere.
Ill case of any
noise like dropping a pencil or shuffling
of feet it is quite sarcastic to suggest
waiting tin the Indian gets quiet, but it
is effectual if applied to the first offense.
If allowed to continue it gathers monitntum with its progress till it exhausts
the nervous system of teacher and pupil.
An institute instructor spoke of trying
to get a position for a teacher well along
in years and was told that he was too
old. The instructor replied "If that man
is too old I am too old." If the community as a whole hold that sentiment,
it would require more nerve energy to
overcome the prejudice than it would
to do the ordinary school work.
Teaching is a profession in which experience,
enthusiasm and real love of the work
count for more than in any other profession. In medicine the practitioner may
study up the case at leisure in his private
office 'free the bearing of the physician
has muen influence in producing the hesire i effect of the medicines.
But in
case of teaching tin’s personal influence
must act upon the plastic character unaided. The person skilled in the vocation
can judge of the natural
aptitude of the
But no one
beginner for the celling.
can cease to b arn something new of the
mysteries of this ait until he overtakes
nitin me race ior peritenon.
This is the way as taught by Jesus.
\\ alk thou in it.
Everyone corning in
contact with society is in duty bound to
follow the same Christian rules as naturae laws which the teacher follows.
A
sermon at the Baytist church holes up
before the audience the live- of the
diactples recorded in the gospels as a
mirror in which is reflected the Christ
life on earth.
How many in the audience
have carefully examined that reflected
portrait? Huv they found the disciples
hew ing down arid worshiping before the
Christ with whoi they walked from day
today" As lie calls one and another to
follow, did he require them to proless
faith i ; his Messi.mship, sonshipor Deity
as a condition ox
fellowship? Protestantism has fought and bled to drive all
irom
priests
standing between the
human soul and his God.
The time is
not nr distant when no historian will be
allowed to stand oetween the soul and
lost his

was

position by

not

God.
In discussing the cal! of Abraham at
the Methodist Sunday school in the afternooi
Iris call was not considered any
atilt rent in nature than the call which
came to the
early Puritans to settle
America and comes to every man today
to do his allottee work.
It is said an
Arab today will speak of talking with
God. Such expression in the East means
tht same as ordinary impressions of duty
in more highly civilized communities,
The threat of Gcd to curse him that
curseth Abraham was discussed.
It was
explained to be nothing hut the ordinary
result of the workings of nature’s laws.
What can be more blighting to the soul
of man than for him to curse a good
man?
Thus every man in the very i
thought he cherishes creates his own
bliss or retribution according as he cherishes good or evil tf oughts.
Under date 1st n o. 18 I notice Eliza-

II El

Im.llr,

L''..;_T

w.
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Feeding for Egg Production, was the
topic of a talk by Prof. W. F. Schoppe
at the University of Maine, Tuesday. In
part Professor Schoppe said:
In the feeding of poultry for egg pro-

How can doubt exist in the face of such evidence? Read here the endorsement of n rep
resentative citizen of Belfast:
Herbert E. Patterson, High street, Belfast
Me, says: “About four years ago I sufferet
from kidney complaint.
The kidney secretions were irregular in passage and containec
sediment. Often the passages were too frequent, then again scanty and attended by
scalding sensation. I used nearly every remedy I had ever heard of but without good results.
I finally read of Doan’s Kidney Pillf
and 1 at once procured a supply at Poor &
Son’s Drug Store. After taking the content!
of three boxes, I was cured and today T am ir
good health. It gives me pleasure to recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills to my friends anc

duction it is essentia! that the system
used be such that it will compel the hirds
to take exercise, and the ration include
as

wide

a

variety

of

feed

as

can

TRIBUTES TO TAFT.

cnrisuan wno

lutions for the coming week fifty-two
times in a year. Can we discern a Christian act in the humblest voter who votes
to feed the hungry from the public treasury.
The prayer meetings of Christ were
mostly in the closet or in the mountain
alone, and when He came among the people he came like Moses with the tables
of stone with something from the Father
How many today can
to the people.
realize, .like Webster, that every occasion
is a momentous occasion and that all intellectual endowments should be aroused?
How many can appreciate the value of
his earnestness? A few in ail ages have
had at least a slight conception of the
This conreal dignity of human nature.
ception is spreading among the people
with the growth of educational privileges. To the ignorant fisherman God
He is
was a comparatively small being.
to every person the biggest being-he is
Whatever our busiable to conceive of.
ness in life there is as much in location
in doing.
1 notice in the above
as
mentioned Friends Intelligencer an allusion to paying commissions to Teachers’
Now every county in the
Agencies.
west so far as I know employs a Superintendent of Schools who is glad to cor-

suggestion,

—

ly if he is short of that, class of material.
All any teacher has to do to get in direct
communication with those needing teachers is to get a county map of the several
States and practice what has been learned in school. Securing a position is just
an act as any other.
The
as religious
trunk of a tree is just as essential as the
leaves which spread themselves to the
sunlight to draw nourishment from the
atmosphere. People tell about exclud
ing religion from the public schools.
They might as well talk about excluding
sunlight from their homes. The very
act of chewing their food is a religious
act and should he intelligently done according to nature’s laws.
We do not expect an Infinite Father to
stand over us and direct every movement but we are given a degiee of intelligence susceptible of infinite development and expected to direct our acts according to one code of laws from the
time we swallow the first nourishment
until we drop the body back to earth.
People use words with an outgrown
meaning. It is rot religion they want
to exclude from their schools, hut an out-

“MAINE” HOUSING SYSTEM FOR FOULTRY.
Prof. Schoppe in his lecture on the
“Maine" system of (lousing poultry
brought out the following points: A system of housing to be successful must be
such that the birds will be comfortable
The house
at all seasons of the year.
must be so constructed that the work
conveniently Gone.
Prof. Sehoppe in the course of his lecture showed that by comfort, for the
birds is not meant ih.ir the house be
warmed or that it he built tight to keep
out cold, but that it be free from dampWhite frost on the inness anil drafts.
side walls and roof of a poultry house is
an indication of dampness and poor ventilation, a condition which must be remedied.
Birds will stand the cold, but they :
cannot stand dampness.
Under these
conditions they become inactive and are
a d colds.
to
dispase
very susceptible
Drafts have nearly the same effect. The
birds strive to get out of the wind and
are usuaily found huddled in a protected
corner, not out in the pen scratching as
they ought to he.
The house should be constructed for
convenience.
As a general thing the
poultry are kept as a side line toother
farming operations and is the first to suffer when a rush of work .omes.
For
this reason, if for no oiher, the house
must bp conveniently constructed so that
the work may be easily and quickly done. :
Cleanliness is one of the first rules for
success in the poultry
business and the
houses must be so constructed that it
may be easily cleaned.
Convenient ami handy devices for feeding and caring for the birds must he
used.
In fact, anything that will cut
down the labor and time required for
doing the work is desirable.
Prof. Sehoppe went over the development of the open front system of housing which is recommended by the Maine
Experiment Station, and showed how it
had been built up step by step; the purpose beir.g to develop a system of housing that should be adapted to Maine conditions.
can

grown superstition.
We are living in an age of religious upheaval. The time is not far distant, if it
has not already come, when good works
will be con-i n ed Christian works, when
it will be considered that a superintendent of locone live works is allowing God
to work tlirmigb him more effectually
and more in rcconlance with Christ's
teachings than the man who roils on the
floor in the ecstacies of an emotional
paroxism. Christ himself never was seen. ;d of being drunken, but his early follower? were.
Early editions of Webster's dictionary confined religion stricty to the domain of feelings toward God.
Later editions of Webster transferred
religion to the domain of acts toward
God and man as taught in the Bible.
Other authorities have defined it as our
relations to God ami man.
A successful
farmer of the fifteenth century could riot
well
The
today.
temperate
get on very
man of that age would hardly pass for a
man
The
Christian
of
today.
temperate
that age would not be a very good Christian today.
These thoughts are written promiscuously as they occur to mind, hoping that
each may be of seme bent fit to someone
and no thought of any injury to anyone.
Though some of these thoughts may hit
those who violate nature’s laws, either
can

otherwise, nothing
right.

harm those who do

Geo. M. Cole.
Haddonfield, N. J., Feb. 18, Ibl3.
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leave "the house in order”

for his successor.
Mr. Taft has kept his head. He might
have provoked a foreign war several
times. He might have had widely proclaimed verbal encounters with annoying foes, within and without his party;
bul he has been measurably self-contained throughout all his troubles.
Mr. Taft has stood for the sound
things. These it is now fashionable to
designate as conservative. His most
criticized utterance, the Winona speech
written between stations, as he curiously acknowledged —may have been unsound, but extreme prudence suggests
that it would be well to await a trial of
the tariff measure which will soon displace the one he then and there defended, before being too cocksure of his unsoundness
Mr. Taft’s smile may perchance be that of the fellow who laughs
ivii.
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administration economical and businesslike. This has included necessarily the
merit system, which has never had a
stouter defender.
His appointments,
judicial and otherwise, have been of a
high order. He has enforced the law.
He has not spared his friends.
He has
i been resolute and courageous. —Boston
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Mr.
history
will place
his
approval
——
four years' record as President.
In the
White House, as in all other positions he
has been called upon to fill, he has measured fully up to the highest ideals set
for public officials by the American peo- 1
pie. Ever faithful and conscientious,
inspired by no other thought than that :
of duty, he has done his best.
When judged dispassionately, as his- 1
tory will judge it, the accomplishment
of the finest resi
during his administration will be tound
notable.
It has been an administration
of sound and genuine progress.
Not dences in
spectacular, but substantial.
rooms and a bath.
In the role of party leader Mr. Taft 12
Hot
has, manifestly, not been a success.
Success in that role is measured by re- and cold water in six
suits at the polls. And yet it mayWell
be doubted w hether any leader has renrooms.
Excellent closet and
dered more valuable service to his party
tnan that rendered the Republican
party
accommodations. Fine
by Mr. Taft in refusing to compromise
with third-termism.
If Mr. Taft had been more of an op- : stable connected.
For other
portunist, if be had kept his ears conto
the
and
had trimmed
stantly
ground
to
the administration sails to accommodate
every passing breeze of radicalism, the
political record of his administration
would have different; but this could only
iave been done
by sacrificing the best
nterests of the country.
Mr. Taft prefers that the record should i
ae
as it is.
Appreciation of this fact
elds to the higii esteem in which he is
:eld by ail right thinking Americans regardless of party. —New York Herald.
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WE SALUTE THE SETTING SUN.

The Globe sincerely wishes many
?ears of usefulness, good health and an
tbiilmg happiness for William 1 Iowan,
L'aft, the 2tith President of the United
5tat.es, who retires into private life fciay after a long career as a public ser-

1

vant.

He tried to do the right as God has
-riven him to see the rie-ht. an-l if pvpr
it
has done the wrong it has been an
irror of the vision and not of the heart.
His stoutest political opponents do
not deny his inherent honesty.
And he is a good loser.
The Globe Man cannot refrain from
tipping his plug hat respectfully (regardless of politics) to whomsoever taxes
hard knock with a cheery smile.
Buck to New England now, relieved of
the cares and perplexities of elective
office, comes the Ex-President with his
LLB and his LLD to expound the Constitution and teach the law as it is written in the statute hooks to the students
at Yale—an agreeable task set in a most

congenial atmosphere.
Mr. Taft, we welcome you once again
as a neighbor of ours!—Boston Globe.
HATS OFF TO

TAFT!

Thompson.
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Hats off to William Howard Taft!
The President who goes out today did
surely find Jordan a hard road to travel.
Every mile beset with perii; the tariff
sinkholes, the Ballinger morass, the
Pinchot ambuscade, though of pop-guns,
exasperating if not murderous; the
j
yawning chasms and impassable gulfs of
Progressivisnt, as, still surviving, he
DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS COCKERELS.
came down the homestretch, the Jersey
forging ahead and finding
Tuesday afternoon in the Animal In- steeplechaser
a bridge over the bodies of the slain piled
dustry Section in the Farmers’ Week
in the ditch which Roosevelt made.
course a Round Table on Markets and up
Hats off to William Howard Taft!
Marketing of Poultry Products was held.
He was called to answer many sins
One of the speakers was Mr. T. B. 0. :
respectfully
Roberts of Norway, one of the best not his own. There is something worse | Court
to be informed that she was lawfully
known poultrymen in the State along in this wicked old world than defeat, married to George S. Bachelder of said Frank
dishonor.
All the Teddies on top of !
lines.
Mr.
Roberts
took
for
his
utility
fori, on the seventeenth day of April, A. D.
dirt cannot lay that cross of humilia- ;
1912, at Bangor in the County of Penobscot
subject “Disposal of Surplus Cockerels,” tion
nor
upon the back,
press the and State of Maine, by the Reverend Mr.
and treated this important phase of the
cross
the
of
shame
brow
of
upon
Sherman, a Minister of the Gospel duly au
poultry business in an intensely inter- William Howard Taft.
Hell is full of thorized to solemnize marriages; that ever
esting manner, showing how they can be
desecrated friendships, broken pledges, Bince said marriage your libelant has conducted
handled profitably.
herself towards the said George S. Bachelder
Mr. Roberts said: The profitable dis- unexpiated .-ins and unescapable mis- as a faithful, chaste and affectionate wife; yet
still
one halo left
has
but
heaven
takes,
the said George S Bachelder, at the time of
posal of surplus cockerels is an impor- for hint: ‘He done his
duty as he has said marriage, was incurably impotent and
tant consideration in successful poultry
work. Nine out of ten farmers will find seen it,’ writ all over in letters of living with full knowledge of his impotent, e entered
into said marriage.
light.
me oaic ui
live
uiuiicib
me ectssieoi, ctnu
That your libelant on oath certifies that she
Hats off to William Howard Taft!
all things considered the most profitable
has reason to believe and does believe that
to
show
he
live
what
an
exLong may
way to dispose of the cockerels. Certain
be.
Nature herself said George S. Bachelder is out of the State of
rules should be observed; the early President ought to
Maine; that his residence is unknown to her
and exclaim;
hatched chicks that will be ready for may stand uncovered
and cannot be ascertained by reasonable dilia man
“Behold
market by the last of May or first of
gence, which reasonable diligence she has used
Louisville Courier Journal.
for such purpose, but without success.
June will bring the highest returns and
Wherefore your libelant prays that she may
are most easily raised at that time.
For
be decreed a divorce from the bonds of matriinstance, live broilers on June 13th were
mony now existing between her and the said
quoted at 30 cents live weight whereas a
George S. Bachelder, and that her name he
little later the price drops to 17 or 18
changed to her former name of Nellie W, j1
cents and the late broilers are not likely
Perkins.
to be as plump as the earlier.
Dated this twentieth day of February, A. D,
The use
NELLIE W. BACHELDER.
1913.
of fireless brooders for the raising of late !
broilers is recommended, as a heated
STATE OF MAINE.
brooder is not so efficient in hoi weather.
t
Waldo ss.
In all cases broilers should have plenty
»
Frankfort, February 21, 1913.
of wet food, and plenty of shade and
Personally appeared the above named Nellie
>
water.
made
oath
to
the
and
statements
W. Bachelder
on
If one has the patience to dress them, RHEUMA Acts
in the above libel by her signed are true.
DARIUS K. DRAKE,
Before me,
dressed broilers will command from 10 to
the
Blood
First
Liver
and
Justice of the Peace.
20 cents per bird more than a live bird of
the same weight and in case of fancy
Out Goes
STATE OF MAINE.
stock a premium is more secure. The
i
SUPRF.ME JUDICIAL COURT IN VACATION.
tenth man who has a little native skill
Uric Acid Poison
will find the production of soft roasters a
Anybody can afford to pay 50 cents to get Waldo ss.
Belfast, February 24, A. D. 1913.
very profitable means of getting rid of rid of terrible Rheumatism, Sciatica or Gout,
Upon the annexed writ and libel, it is orderthe surplus males as well as allowing a and that’s all RHEUMA costs at A. A. Howes
it
doesn’t do all that is ed by me, the undersigned, a Justice of said
& Co.’s, and they say if
better selection of males for breeding.
Court, that notice'be given to the libelee by
To produce prime roasters they should claimed for it, money back. this
It’s wouderful how speedily
simple rem- publishing an attested copy of the same, or an
be confined at about four months of age
sore
the
muscles limber abstract thereof, together with this order
edy takeB hold and how
in relatively small pens, plenty of shade, up
and the swollen joints come down to nor- thereon, three weeks successively in The Rehopper fed with cracked corn with a wet mal. Make no mistake-—RHEUMA costs but publican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belmash twice a day. This will insure the little, but it's the best remedy you can find to fast, in the County of Waldo, the last publifrom the system and cation to be thirty days at least before the
disposition of the fat in and through the drive Rheumatic poison
next term of said Court, to be holden at Belbodies.
bird’s flesh making extra toothsome eat- bring back health to misery-racked
a long while, and
for
“I had Rheumatism
fast, within and.for said County, on the third
ing.
tried many medicines, but was not cured until Tuesday of April next, that he may then and
If possible birdB of this type should be I used RHEUMA. I cannot praise RHEUMA there appear in said Court and answer thereto,
sold to a retailer rather than a commis- too highly. My advice to those suffering from if he see fit.
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,
sion man and efforts to develop a spe- Rheumatism is to use this great remedy, as I
Chief justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of Court
cial market. During August prices will believe it will effect a permanent cure in any
W. Va.. April 27, thereon.
3w9
range from 36 to 38 cents for the best case.”—C. B. Lanham, Settee,
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.
article and later the market drops off to 1912.
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ar oi
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A. CROSBY of Swai>vil'
n
it.
County of Walib. and State of Maine,
Liuimrabie ( "j t
oped full; line Is and give*
to be informed that s..e w:s lawfully i: ..rriec
to Albion T. Crosby
formerly of Sw-amih--,
aver
whose reside.,c
,,.A
j*
u. y u- libelant uon tb
dav •>.
fifteenth
.einbt r. A
known,
j D.
at
Ib86,
Bitideford, ir. the Counts of \-.rk
j
and
State
of
!•.L
vert
nd
HarMaine,
J
by
: rington, a Minister of the Gospel duly ..uthuri ized to solemnize marring- s, and ever since
said marriage lias conducted li- rsdf towards
said Albion F. Crosby as a faithful, d .-.
and
affectionate wife; yet the said Addon 1'. Cn .by
wholly unmindful of his marriage vuws and
duty, on the fifteenth day of September, A. 1).
1906, utterly deserted /our libelant and has
continued such.utt-. r desertion to the present
;
time, being more than three consecutive years
next prior to the filing of this lil-e ; that your
WALDO SS.
j libelant has reason to believe and does believe
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme that said Albion T. Crosby is out uf tin* cr-tate
;
Judicial Court next to be held at Belfast, of Maine; that his residence is unknown to
within and for the County of Waldo, on the her, and cam ot be ascertained by reasonable
third Tuesday of April, in the year of our diligence, which reasonable diligent- she ha.'
! Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirteen. used/or such purpose, but without success.
Wherefore your libelant prays that she may
W. BACHELDER of Frankfort, ir
be decreed a divorce from the bonds of matrithe County of Waldo and State of Maine,
now existing between her and the said
mony
libels and gives this Honorable

;very
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hours
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Kidneys,

Day—and

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo

ss.

Belfast, February

—,

1913

Personally appeared the above named Mary
A. Crosby and made oath that the statements
in the above libel by her signed are true.
Before me,
JOSEPH W. BROCK.
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
Waldo

IN

VACATION.

ss.

a.

CORNER* CHURCH

[

Albion T. Crosby.
Dated this fourteenth day of Fehiuary. A
D. 1913.
MARY A. CROSliY.
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respond with worthy teachers, especial-

through ignorance

houses,
intensive methods,

the feeder
strives to overcome any bad effect of
these conditions by selecting a system of
feeding that will furnish the birds with
; variety and will force them to take exercise.
It was with these objects in view
(that the Maine Experiment Station workThe ral ed out its system of feeding.
tion used consists of a combination of
grains fed in the litter twice daily with a
t dry mash before the birds at all times
four quarts of cracked corn (per hundred birds) scattered in the litter in the
( morning, two quarts each of wheat and
oats at ten o’clock.
The dry mash is slightly changed from
month to month as follows: First Month
in Laying House—300 lbs. wheat bran, 100
lbs. corn meal, 100 lbs. Daisy or other
low grade flour, 100 lbs. meat scrap.
Second Month—200 lbs. wheat bran. 100
lbs. corn meal, 100 lbs. Daisy flour, 100
lbs. gluten feed, 100 lbs. meat scraps,
third Month—same as for (he Second
Month with addition of 50 lbs. linseed
meal. From this time on the linseed
meal is put into the mash every alter1 nate month.
{ Green feed in the form of cabbages,
mangels, or sprouted oats should be fed
each day. Glover is an excellent feed
It can
and much relished by the birds.
be chopped into short pieces and fed, or
the chaff taken from the bottom of the
clover mow can be used.
If skim milk is available it can be used
to very good advantage as a substitute
for some of the meat scrap in the mash.
If milk is used it should always be in one
condition—either sweet or sour.
Besides these feeds it is essential to
supply the hens with clean, fresh water,
grit, and oyster shell.
under

gets up and proclaims to the world his
victories for the past week and his reso-

or

COMBINATION BARGAIN"

MR.
and economically be supplied.
TAFT AS PRESIDENT.
It has been conclusively proven that
Mr. Taft has always been a gentleexercise is essential to egg production; man. He has acted the part of a Presithat the active, energetic hens, the hens dent, with
unfailing courtesy and
with high vitality and great constitu- judiciousness. He has been attentive to
tional vigor are the ones that produce the requests of his fellow-countrymen
the eggs, while the inactive, poorly con- beyond
any other occupant of that office.
stituted birds that mope about the house He has remitted no energy, by act or

veniently

r-

proiessmg

|

con-

all day are the first on the roost at night
and the drones of the flock. There is no
animal that if left to itself under na
tural conditions will indulge in such a variety of feeds as will poultry. Birds
neighbors.”
feeding in this way pick up grubs, grain
For sale by all dealers.
Price BO cents. Fosand weed seeds, pieces of grass, making
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, soleagentf their meal consist of anything that comes
for the United States.
before them. It has long been admitted
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take nc; that flocks of hens kept on free range
where they are able to pick u > a variety
other.
of feed produce more eggs and require
less shell in feeding than do those birds
May we not learn from this that the I kept under more intensive methods.
student in the labratory who discovers a
vjiiL/uriii^ iiir wmici wiini uiius n.
lawr of nature is a truer follower of fined to the
and with (locks

iotiowmg clubbing
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in adof the faithful exemplification of Chris- vance; and when payment is made it should be
tian character exhibited by a lighthouse stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
keeper who knew little or nothing of also necessary to say that none of these publichurch or Sunday school work, having cations are mailed with The Journal or from
been raised in the slums of London and this office. We havevto
pay for these publicareceived his only education in the school
tions one year in advance, and they are then
for truants.
About the same time I
sent from their respective offices to our subwas describing in another
paper some of
the creative powers of some of the scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
disobedient sons of God as exhibited in for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
our different modes of rapid transit.
The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
We have often heard that preacher’s The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25.
sons were on the average worse that The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
other boys, and we have as often heard ! The Journal and McCalls Magazine with
free pattern and 6 embroidered handevery reason given but the true one. It is j
kerchiefs. 2.25
evidently a means in the Divine plan for The Journal and Woman’s Magazine. 2.25
to
the world God’s attitude
exhibiting
The publications included in our clubbing oftoward his erring children.
fers may be sent to different addresses.
Even Friends or Quakers exhibit in
The publishers of the Woman’s Magazine
their separate meetings for men and
have advised us of an increase in their subwomen a trace of the sins of the race,
for true soul love knows no sex on earth scription price and a consequent advance in
or in heaven.
clubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman’s
Far too many marry from mere animal Magazine are now $2.25.
love, which soon perishes. Despite all
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
the teachings of the pastor that man
sent us this notice: “The subscribers may
should leave all judgment to God, from
select their free patterns within 30 days after
mere force of habit through all the generations from Wesley down, a Methodist the receipt of their first magazine by making
class leader will ask hiB class to tell of a request on an ordinary post card, stating
their successes during the past week. that the pattern desired is a free pattern to
This is like the old lady in “St. Peter at which they are entitled.”
the Gate,” who extolled her own virtues
and begged St. Peter to admit her poor
ARE YOU CONSTIPATED?
sinful husband because she had done
If so, get a box of Dr. King’s New Life
deeds
to
suffice
for
both.
good
enough
take them regularly and your trouble
The class leader will continue to do this Pills,
will quickly disappear. They will stimulate
the
often
revive
the
Biblithough
pastor
cal teaching that he who does without the liver, improve your digestion and get rid
saying anything about it is better before of all the poisons from your system. They
God than he who says "I go sir” and will surely get you well again. 25c at all
does not.
druggists.
T 1,-nrrl

23 to 25 cents for premium stock, but
even at this
price a six pound bird will
bring $1.50, leaving a nice profit.
Birds with a yellow skin command
about two cents more than the white
shanked varieties, and whether for broilers or for roasters attention should be
paid to the breeding of the parent slock.
The same is true of poultry. Birds bred
for feathers will not make the same
growth as those bred for rapid growth.

Poultrymen.

Lectures Given in the Farmers’ Week Program at the University of Maine.
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Belfast, February 24, A. I). 1913.
the annexed writ and libel, it is ordered by me, the unde*.signed, a Justice «.f said
Court, that notice be given to the libelee by
publishing an attested copy of the same, or
an abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last publieation to be thirty days at least before the next
term of said Court, to be holden at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the third Tuesday of April next, that h~ may then and theie
appear in said Court and answer thereto, if he
see fit.
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,
Chief Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of Court
thereon.
3w-9
Attest; GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.
Upon
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Palmer

Motors

1913 Models. Two and four cycle types, 1
2, 3 and 4 cylinders. 25 styles to make your
selection from. Don’t buy a gasoline engine
until you see our large 1913 catalogue showing
4m7
the new models. Catalogue Free.

PALMER BROS.,
39 Portland Pier,
Portland, Maine
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1

ried in her
graduating dreaa of white
lace over blue silk. Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell are both graduates of Westbrook
Seminary in the class of 1911. The
bride attended Maine Central Institute
two years, after which she
attended
Westbrook Seminary, where she made a
speciality of music. She is a vocalist of
merit, having been for the past winter a
member of the choir at the
Universalist

Why Salves Can! Cure Eczema
old-fashioned theory of cur- | troubles but none that we can rccomr, through the blood has been
highly as this for we know that
scientists, many cV *erent I D.D.D, stops the itch at once. We
just
..s.
/
'been tried for skin u.
want you to give D.D.D. a trial. That will
"rtn found that these salves be
enough to prove it.
and
cannot
penetrate
V..e pores
a11 other druggists have
r shin below the epidermis D.D.D. c<2yrse
Prescription—go to them it you
eczema germs are lodged,
can t come to us—but don’t accept some
quality of penetrating— big profit substitute.
the

c

u

ce»*s

of

..

rr.

etc.,

But if you

come to our store, we are
certain of what D.D.D. will do for
you
we offer you a full size bottle
on
tins guarantee:—tf you do not find
that
it takes away the itch AT
ONCE, it
costs you not a cent.
so

that

compounded in D.D.D..

as

cer"Jintion.

have sold other remedies for

skinj

Panama-California Exposition.

Correspondence.
[ Deferred.]

To

the

am now

TcRpi F T

Editor

of

The Journal:

I

at San

Diego. California, where
building a big exposition to
the opening of the Panama

surprise birth- they are
Lockhart at the
celebrate
iy afternoon, Feb. 26th. They
Canal in 1915.
f,ri to the Circle and others to
It’s going to be mighty interesting and
-fry for a social time from 3 to
I thought maybe some of my old friends
g their work and lunch, and
back there might like to hear about it.
,sh cocoa and tea When all
sent for Mrs. Lockhart to
Through the courtesy of the exposihaving had any intimation of tion booth at the big annual Industrial
had a very pleasant time Fair here, I am
sending the enclosed
many pretty gifts-Mrs.
Btory of the Exposition, which you are
,4uite ill with grip... A little welcome to UBe if
you care to.
i at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Yours very truly,
M r. Cowan is the High School
eague gave
Mrs. A. J.

a

Sl-Cf

NTV1LLE.
Luce of Belfast were
and Mrs. F. A. Luce....
at home from Pittsfield for
and Mrs. J. C. Fuller were
day... Miss Gracia C. Luce
B.

K.

Mr.

v-

-natives in Belfast-Carney
real
; W. A. Wellington's
addings were burned, and is
there this season ...-Shure
yard full of lumber and
ptss... Chester B. Cush-
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death, Feb. I
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Edwin K. Blaisdell, at a

laisdeli of the

Plains, Penn.

Mr. Blais-

had spent
to New
•ro to engage in business
he cause of his death was
remains were taken to
remated.... Misses Marirtlett, Louise Libby and
.it the week-end at their
their studies at Bucksport
Miss Edna
morning.
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large addition to the Coe-Mortimer factory
Belfast, Maine, has just been completed.

at

This splendidly equipped factory is devoted exclusively to
the preparation of fertilizers especially ad, pted to Maine Soils
and Maine Crops.
E. Frank Coe Fertilizers have been on the market for
over fifty-five years.
During all this time they have maintained the highest standard of excellence. Today they combine
tne highest teachings of agricultural science with the results ot
long practical experience. Is it not to your personal profit to
avail yourself of these advantages when these really superior

TWO WOMEN
SAVED FROM

goods are offeredjyou at prices no higher than
charged for fertilizers of the ordinary sort?

I

If you will make your

OPERATIONSj

E. A,

Beatrice. Neb. “Just after my marriage my left side began to pain me and
the pain got so severe at times that I
suffered terribly with it. 1 visited three
doctors ami each one wanted to operate
on me hut 1 would not consent to an opI heard of the good Lydia E.
eration.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was
doing for others and 1 used several bottles of it with the result that, I haven’t
been bothered with my side since then. ;
1 am in good health and I have two litr e !

I

Carpenter. Brooks, Maine,

You will receive prompt and careful attention.

The Coe-Mortimer

Tho Other Case.
—

Dit

or

worn,

ana

i

J

to you and 1 did so, stating my sympI commenced taking Lydia E.
toms.

J]

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
1 had no
woman.
had good appetite and
could do almost all my own work for a
family of four. I shall always feel that
I owe my good health to your Vegetable
Compound.”—Mrs. Hayward Sowers,
Cary, Maine.
felt like

soon

a

new

pains, slept well,

I ointed executor of the last will and testament
f
FRANK W. KELLY, late of Winterport,
All persons
i 1 the County of Waldo, deceased
aving demands against the estate of said de
ia-ed are desired to present the same for setHelen t, ami all indebted thereto f ie requested te
lake payment immediately to Isaac Uaiisin of

oGfe j
A Scientific Treatment

}

Liquor
Drug Using i
For

and

j

151

Congress

Street

Portland,

DMINISTRATOK’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hits been
uly appointed administrator of the estate of
EDOaK M. CUN N INCH a vi, laieof Belfast,
ii
the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
onds as the law directs. All pegloos having de
lauds against the estate oi saift deceased are deI red to present the same for tttttlement, and all
l

x

j iidebted
1 nent

i>v gives m»i c.-i

j

:

Maine

!

TELEPHONE 2224

Home Remedies for Tobacco Using
and Nervousness
j

tliereto

are

immediately.

JA

LE|8H.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE
x
scriber hereby gives notice
»een

duly appointed

administrator®^

GEORGE HERRICK, late of BePast,
n the County of Waldo, deceased, a>d given
►onds as the law directs. Ail persons having
lemauds against the estate of said deceased

desired to present the sa ne for settlement,
md all indebted thereto are requested to make
>ayment immediately.
PERCY HERRKK.
..

Belfast, February 11, 1913.—3wlo
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CHARLES S. HICHBORN.
3w9

February 11. 1913
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SUCCESSORS TO CLARENCE E IVcINTIRE,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN AND PRODUCERS OF

Fresh, Drv, Smoked and Pickled Fish.

M
li

Vi

I

The Fate of

the

PITTSFIELD

PERSONALS.

Wabash.

j
|

A household remedy in America for 26 years
Dr. Thornes’ Eclectic Oil. For cuts, sprains,
burns, scalds, bruises. 26c and 60c. At all
drug stores.

Champion Trap Shooter.

It

noticeable

are

Best

Made

Hats

tha t the

public taste
Dr. Edwin A. Porter attended a meet- |
g of pension examiners in Skowhegan \ varies somewhat from season to season.
W ednesday.
j This is shown bv an increasing demand
Mrs. L. C. Nutter and little daughter | for some styles and diminishing sab s for
In some cases extreme lightness
Ir ene are guests today at the home of i others.
r. and Mrs. Clarence McAllister in is considered desirahle in a hat.. Some
is

:n

g irnham.
Mrs. Cora E. Dow of Searsport, who
18 spending the winter in Pittsfield, left
F ■iday with her daughter Kate, who is a
8* udent at Maine Central Institute, for a
V1 sit in Boston.

people like the “feel” of a medium
weight hat upon their head. All hats of
a given size run exactly uniform.
What
constitutes hat perfection? The very
finest

in

material—finest in workman-

ship—finest ip design —every oval must
be correct—every leather just right—
Miss Una Cornforth, daughter of Mr. every lining fits perfectly —and every
hat subjected to one special process.
ai id Mrs. A. H. Cornforth of this town,
]e ft Pittsfield Monday for Portland, That is what makes a hat keep its
w here she will pursue a course at a busishape. All these things constitute hat
No high class dealer can
ni es college.
Miss Cornforth is a grad- perfection.

ite of Maine Central Institute in 1912,
has many friends who wish her succ< ss.
Pittsfield Advertiser.

^ id

—

York, March 5—Willard B. DarPortland, Maine won the indoor
championship of the United StateB at
trap shooting at the sportsmen’s show
today.
New
ton of

Hand-Made Hats

t ure.

ami von will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H.-OOMB8,
Corner Cross and Federal Sir ts, Belfast,

posta card

)

..jj

.....

iVecon d- h a n c
goods of every de-

Fiirnibedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furuitim
a specialty. If vor
have anything t,<
sell drop me ?

i have single and

Frenchboro Land and Fisheries Co.,

til scription.

j

I

Washington street just off Main

g

j

RKNDKLI,, late of Stockton
Springs,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds ts the law directs. All persons havingdemauds against tl o estate of said deceased are
desired i»» presen* the same lor settlement, and
;.i! ind-bted tliereto are requested to make pay-

,
t

on

double hitches, buckboarJs, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIv28
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
VV. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

I

—

The subt*.at he has
the estate

ire

j

HART,

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

I

of

The famous old frigate Wabash, which
j has-been sold to a firm of Boston junk
is being dismantled and will be
I dealers,
towed to Eastport to be burned for the
request* to make pay- j metal.

Belfast, February 11,1913

The KEELEY INSTITUTE

'■

ayuient immediately.
CHaRLE8 K COOMBS.
Belfast, Me., February 11,1913.—3w9

Tlie subscriber here-

NOTICE

that he. ins been duly apEXECUTOR’S
i-xecdtur of the la.-t will and testament

pom-e.l

Boston, Mass., February 11, 1913.—3w9

the County of Waldo,deceased, and given
All persons having
onds as the law direc1 semailds against the estate of said deceased
re desired to present the same for settlement.
ud all indebted tliereto are requested to make

PRESTON’S

I

j

MTZ ROY KELLY.

-Kpeley

subscriber

The

J ENNIE l.. MOltlX, late of Charlestown,
lass
“ceased, and given nonds as the law (ll- !
lecis.
ah prisons lu.ving demands against the;
estate of
s; id deceased are desired to present;
til same lo settlement to llarry E Bangs of
Sear-port, ny authorized agent, and all ind-btmi there o are requested to make payment
immediately oliim.
HER tERT 11. MORIN,
j
Charlestow i. Mass., February l i, 1913—3w9

i'interport. Me.,my authorized agent.

The
sub
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
x
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
uly appointed administrator of the estate of
ABB1EA. BARSTOW, late of Belfast,

NOTICE.

of

men

-*

NOTICE. The subscriber herein by gives not’ce that lie lias been dn.'. apJ EXECUTOR’S

I

and the ONLY ONE that has stood the
Methods rational and
of time.
test
NO SICKNESS,
MENTAL
humane.
DERANGEMENT OR COLLAPSE.

PROBATE NOTICES.

DMINISTRaTOR’S NollCE. The suhscrib
er hereby gives notice that lie has been duly
j p pointed
administrator of the estate of
EMMA B. THOMPSON, late of Freedom,
,
he County of Waldo, deceased, and giver
b on is as the law direc s. All persons having
mauds against the estate of said deceased are
!
tisired to present the same for seitlemi*ni, am:
I >■ il indebted tliereto are requested to make pay
11 lent immediately.
THEODORE P. THOMPSON.
Freedom, Me,. February ll. 1913 —3wl0

I never would he any better
until i submitted to an operation, but
my husband thought 1 had better write

KlTI'I u.Cr»

lieirl)> gives notice that he has been duly,
appointed executor of the last will and testa- ;

k

thought

Worthing-Osgood.

1j*X

Company,

Street, New York, N. Y.

51 Chambers

i

to

You ought to read “The Story of a Profitable
Potato Crop” written by an Aroostook County,
Maine, farmer. .4 copy is sent free on request.

girls.”—Mrs.R.B.Child, Beatrice,Neb.

a

commonly-

OR

Own Stories Here Told.

do

requirements known

are

Jackson & Hall, Belfast, Maine,

By Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound—Their

to move or

use

FERTILIZERS

pres-

I feel it a duty I owe
Car}’. Maine.
to all suffering women to tell what Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compoun 1 did
for me. One year ago I found myself a
[ terrible sufferer. I had pains in both
sides and such a soreness I could scarcely
straighten up at times. My back ached,
I had no appetite and was so nervous I
could not sleep, then I would be so tired
mornings that I could scarcely get
around. It seemed almost impossible

Company

FRANK COE

■

Their store is crowded and they
are making a bona fida sale at wholesale
prices. The fact is, it has been a hard
winter and there were loo many goods
in town for the trade. Goods can be
bought cheap in Brooks this month, for
cash on the spot.

Leavitt-Simpson. An event of more
than usual interest was the marriage ot
Benj. W. Leavitt, second son of Mr. anc
Mrs. C. H. Leavitt, and Miss Myra J.
Simpson, only child of Mr. and Mrs. N.
M. Simpson, all prominent and influen-

A pretty home
wedding took place at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Osgood in Palermo
me from Pittsfield for a
Thursday evening, Feb. 27th, when their
Mr. Edmund Murch
youngest daughter, Edna Louise, became
! from Pittsfield were j the bride of Don Wallace
Worthing.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis i The single ring service was very imMiss Winifred Dodge,
pressively performed by Rev. H. W.
Abbott in the presence of the immediate
d Mr. Arthur Sampson
relatives of the contracting parties. The
ided the auto show in
bridal couple stood beneath an arch of
Mrs. Almatia Weseott
evergreen. The bride was becomingly
business Feb. 27th.... Miss attired in white maline over white
silk,
.d Miss Christie Knowlton
and was attended by Miss Jennie M.
Bertha Bryant while she
The
Chadwick, who wore white lace.
Mr. and Mrs.Clarence Johngroom wore the conventional black anc
was
attended by James R. Tobey ol
ann in a sleigh from WaterChina. Immediately after the ceremony
,'pend the day with their
a wedding supper was served.
The bride
'hnson. On their return they
is one of Palermo’s highly respected
lstave Bellows and she aci<young ladies; a graduate of E. S. N. S,
home, to stay until March in the class of 1909, and for two years t
baeh and her daughter, Mrs. member of the
faculty of Freedorr
were guests of Mrs.
Lucy Bangs academy. The groom is the only son of
^re- Burleigh Ward and Mra. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Worthing and a verj
dra
Cf*hed on Mr. and Mrs. Fred popular young man, having been en
iarcn 2nd ...Mrs.
gaged for the past six years as R. F. D
Leo Pushor died
carrier of Palermo.
A host of friendi
••ominjr. March 1st, after a lonar
unite in wishing them many years ol
Bickford
has received a
be.,rjre
c
happiness.'
father had died in St. Louis.
'irn
Cottrell-Martin. The home of Mr.
Fred Kenney from Knox
Kenney's father, John Sparrow, and Mrs. John N. Martin on Somerse
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitney, avenue was the scene of a quiet bui
or. .i
happy event Tuesday forenoon at ter
ari(j mother, Mary Whitney,
Miss
when their
vulaK«» and Mr. and Mrs. Fred o’clock,was United in only daughter,
5
Edna,
marriage with Kar
*r
5
mother, Mrs. Washington E. Cottrell of Rockland. Rev. F. S
if
nt? four generations
Mpresent, Walker of the Universalist
churci
1
,Hnd Mrs. Merle Morrill March officiated in the presence of the imume was
enjoyed by all-The
wit*i Miss Bertha Bryant mediate relatives of the bride, using tht
ky
'rnf><in. March 6th.
single ring service. The bride was mar

More tie

more.

ent.

BELLS.

place at the home of the officiating justice, L. P. Toothaker, Esq., in Dixmont,
on Saturday evening, March 1st.
The
single ring service was used. The bride
was becomingly attired in an Alice blue
messaline silk gown with dew drop lace
and
beaded trimmings.
The young
couple are deservedly popular with both
and
the
old,
young
groom being a very
valued employe in the C. M. Conant &
Co.'s store in Bangor, while the bride,
who has been connected with the public
schools for several years, in her successful teaching experience of twenty-six
terms has endeared herself to the hearts
of her many pupils. The young couplt
will enter immediately upon housekeeping, having a cozy little home in Brewei
ready for occupancy and where they will
be pleased to extend a warm welcome tc
their many friends.

once

death of George G. Dickey of
Tyngsboro,
Mass., but formerly of Brooks. The body
was brought to Brooks March 6th on the
morning train and the funeral was held
in the afternoon, under the auspices of
Marsh River lodge of Masons, of which
he was a member.
It is a big time in Brooks just now for
mark-down sales. Young & Cox advertise that they are to raise $3,000 on a
sale for cash.
B. F. Stantial says he
would like to get $3,000,000 out of a'sale,
while John W. Hobbs says he wants $3000,000,000 out of his sale and warns it
bad; and their windows all advertise the
fact. Dow is selling low, but slow and
sure.
It looks as if Young & Cox were

Mon-

leinents_C. M. Conant
i recess of the legislature
•itemort_News was re-

!

with her

twenty years ago she did some especially
good and influential work in this community and haB been held in grateful
remembrance.
News have .been received here of the

j

last

The E. L. Cleveland

AnnieRay, a well knownQuakerEvangewas at the Friends
Chapel last Sunday and her old friends were delighted
to

the convention of the \ There every
display will show how man
was very interesting.
is doing things.
n es Knowlton of SwanNearly every exposition has been filled
:;ghter, Mrs. C'has. Grant. with goods. At San Diego the goods will
be
made and then removed from sight.
: Mrs. Augustus Trippe
People today are more interested in
iheir son, Eugene Trippe,
knowing how their neighbors do things
’evens had the misfortune
than in knowing what they do. In every
is
causand
it
.Ate badly
among every people, the same
age,
venience.... Mrs. Emma
things have been done in different ways,
the
and the whole story of man’s progress
bj,< Tit several years in
is told in the advancing steps in methods
.ion. has returned here and
he has used in making things.
Not only
s until her husband joins
will the San Diego exposition show how
Curtis
is
Eliza
•ason_Mrs.
are
done
hut
how
being
things
now,
they
iher and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
were done long ago, and on through the
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Thayer
progressive steps to the present, day departy of their friends last velopment of methods. The new expoBeside a treat of peanuts position idea is expected to be just as
much more interesting than the old plan
aver served a dainty lunch,
as
a window full
of toys in motion is
u much enjoyed.
more interesting than one filled with
calico.
The grounds for the exposition enclose
Nickerson and Mrs. Sarah
615 acres, in a fine park of 1,400 in the
Prospect last Tuesday....
center of San Diego.
Every building is
f Hatboro, Penn., was the
to be of "mission” style, one of the
lartshorn last week-Mrs. A.
prettiest types known. All will be of
rned home from Boston last
white plaster concrete. Another differiella Nickerson and sister,
ent idea is found in the arrangement of
.-d at C. C. Moody’s in Monexhibits. At San Diego each State or
Nation will have all its display in one
Mr Fred P. Nickerson hap
place, in a separate building with a tract
-enfield with a span of black
of ground adjoining for outdoor displays.
;ght of Benjamin OgdenUsually a State’s exhibit is scattered acM. Chase visited his brother
cording to classifications through a numJames Chase, in Waldo, reber of big buildings, nobody gaining any
real idea of what the State has to offer.
vusta ‘Nickerson is visiting
In order to insure that the exposition
Mrs. H. O. Cunningham
shall be finished in every detail by the
from a two weeks’ visit
j
work is being rushed with
Mrs. Lauriston Nichols, in J ■opening date,
all speed. The grading of the grounds
Mrs. G. T. Nickerson and
is finished, and the actual construction
vent to Searsport Sunday
of the mammoth exhibit buildings begun.
Mrs.
field and his aunt,
It is planned to complete all buildings
this year, giving alt of 1914 to making
Herbert Kane and Mr.
in the Waldo County
lawns, training vines and flowers over
the buildings, and installation of displays.
ng along well.
Already 100,000 trees and plants have
been placed about the grounds, and in
nt#*r port.
now 1,500,~ited in Bangor during the exposition nurseriesjare
000 specimens of plants from all over
C. C. Clements, master
the world.
>i. attended the Pomona !

j

largest seed potato growers in the United States. Competition open to the entire United States and Canada.
Messrs. E. L. Cleveland Company also won the First Prize for
Best County Exhibit for Potatoes. ^Silver Cup valued
at $200.00.)

i list,

meet

BY

'T'HE

vitation.

ch

\

WON

HOULTON, MAINE,

where her son Reginald is
attending
school, and will be present at one of the
school’s special entertainments by his in-

r,

'!

1912

The E.L. Cleveland Company

1

Mrs. Fannie Merritt, our milliner has
gone to Boston in quest of the latest in
her line. She will stop oft' at
Hebron,

ic

j

\|

G* Pettingill was held here last week
and tile body was placed in the
receiving
tomb. He had resided in Bingham for !
several years with his
daughter Minnie. |

an

THE

NEW YORK LAND SHOW

Grr;e

have

a climate that would
permit such
enterprise.
At San Diego all the western States of
the Union, and many of the eastern section, also nearly all the countries of
I
two days last week in
Central and South America, will have
edom academy. He was, displays.
These expect to reap great
ie, E. C. Bowler, represent- i benefits from the development of comCounty_Austin Crockett j merce through the canal, and they are
to obtain wider trade relations
,r. and Mrs. W. J. Bean,
j seeking
by exhibits at San Diego.
I
Unlike any other exposition ever proposed, that at San Diego is to be one
FRANKFORT.
returned to Brooks showing processes exclusively. The usual
has
idea has been to display the products of
ral days here... Mr. and
man’s agriculture or manufacture. This
were in Augusta last

(

AT

.Evans of Frankfort is
with Mrs. Lucie Crowell,
helping take
care of their crowd of
workmen.

a

!

Best State Exhibit of Potatoes

The News of Brooks.

v

t;T

FOR

■

-.-

Mi

($750.00 STERLING SILVER GUP)

Advertiser.

Three members were received into the
Congregational church last Sunday and
the communion service was
observed.
Emma L. Elwell.
Silver Crown Temple, Pythian Sisters
of Brooks will have their 2nd annual
One of the most Unique expositions ball at Union
hall, Wednesday evening
ever designed is being built now at San
i March 12th. Music by Keyes’ Orchestra’.
to
celebrate the compleDiego, Calif.,
A church social was held at the
tion of the Panama canal. It will be the I
vestry
first great exposition to open on New I Friday night and a fine entertainment
was presented.
Others
are to follow, as
Year’s day and continue for a whole
they are especially agreeable to the
year. The San Diego celebration will be
young
people.
opened January 1, and close December
The funeral service of the late Ansel
Few localities in the world
31, 1915.

eceiving congratulations.
56^

GrandSweepstakesTrophy

e'

Wm. O. Poor & Son, Druggists.

VPilt\

—-:-•--c--__

church, and for many years was a member of the vested choir of that
church
For the past winter she has been an
in
the local telephone office
operator
Mr. Cottrell is the only child of F
Cottrell of Rockland, who is in the
ship
building business. They left Tuesday
afternoon on the early afternoon
train
after receiving the best wishes of several friends at the train. Their destination was Rockland, where
they will remain for a few days with Mr. Cottrell’s
after
which they will go to
parents,
Stockton, where they will reside for the
present. Mrs. Cottrell has very many
friends in Pittsfield who
regret her departure from the town, but who extend
to the happy couple their best wishes
for
a long and
prosperous life.-Pittsfield 1

..

the tremendous suc1 known liquid eczema
wi’‘
oen. thymol, gly-

:

Any skin itching

is a temper tester. The
Doan’s
you scratch the worse it itches.
o ntment is for piles, eczema—any Bkin itchi» g. 60c at all drug stores.
n ore

afford not to carry the best. You cannot afford to wear anything but the best.
Progressive dealers improve their tradestanding by carrying Lamson & Hubbard’s hats. Discriminating dressers
improve their appearance by wearing
our hats.
Our die is recognized everywhere as the symbol of best-made hats.

Her sisters. Misses Lizzie B. and Evelyn L.
Dolcord, East Main street, left by afternoon
train to join her immediately. Great sympathy
is expressed for them in their deep anxiety.
We trust favorable
symptoms may develop in
the case of our young, highly attractive towns-

SEARSEORT.
S. M. Webber returned Friday from

busi-

to Boston.

trip

ness

a

Miss Catherine Haddigan of Frankfort is
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Henry P. Richards,
on Nichols street.

Ber.j. Franklin of Presque Isle .was .in
H.
Friday, the guest of Capt. and Mrs.
G. Curtis, Water street.
Colcord left Friday morning by
is
train for New York to join his mother, who

appl^*

in the

Dolliver,

E. S.

ABSOLUTELY PURE

the winter there.
season was seen

Friday

residence of Mn.*

the

near

The only Baking Powder made from
Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

Main street.

on

Steamer Kanawha, Capt. Burns, finished discharging coal at .the Penobscot coal dock and
sailed Friday

Newport

or

News.

Makes delicious home-baked foods
of maximum quality at minimum
cost Makes home baking

Ethel E. Carr left by Thursday’s boat
for Waltham, Mass., where she has employment in the Waltham w?atch factory.
Miss

Ship Timranda, Capt. Nathan F. Gilkey,
sailed from Gulfport, Miss., Mar. 3d for Montivideo, S. A., loaded with hard pine lumber.

and

pleasant

of officers elected at the annual
town meeting, reported last week, we omitted
the name of \\ illiam M. Parse, town clerk.
Iii the list

profitable

r.it

g

alms giver. And even in this sense the word
is hateful to us, for a man before accepting

charity

I

Colcord left la^ Saturday
New York city to attend the National Republican club meeting, March 10th, as a delegate
Hon.

B.

F.

from the Maine

Republican

|

I

were
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to
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in

the

Cait. Lincoln A. Colcord.
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the

the

new

of the ablest and
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in

Drougrit

most accc

their employ
lu

oearapuri

mplished command-

The
iur

remains

interment.

will
ne

be
IS

survived by his widow; one daughter, Miss
Joanna C. C< lc<>rd of New York; one son,
Lincoln R. Colcord of Searsport, and one
brother, Frank W. Colcord of Dorchester Center, Mass.

unkind

j

of

Fred Bowdoin called

is

to be

made;

we

not

make

a

greater *fl\it that

he rot

Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Nickerson of Monroe
were guests of Mr. ar.d Mrs.
Leroy Nickerson,
Church street, two days last week. They left

O

this

cios

of West Libert- is visit;i g her son,Everett
Sherman, in Beverly Mass., and will visit her

daughter,

Mrs.

ueiure

return

ner

Russell Be!dirg, in
noire.... air. A

C.

time.

the

:o

sister Airs. Ada Batchelor left last Thursday for Auburn, where they will in the future
make their home. They take with them the
best wishes of a host of friends for their prosperity and happiness.... The winter term of
High school ciosed Friday for a recess of one
week. The spring term begins March 17th_
arid

P. Griffies is to give a Shamrock ball and St.
Patrick's celebration in Sheet scot Grange hall,
East Palermo, on Monday evening, March
17th. lie promises a good time, and many novelties are to be introduced during the evening.
1.

EAST NORTHPORT

%and Mrs. A. F. Mink were called
South Hope March 6th to attend the funeral
Mr.

Mr.

Mink’s father.

to
of

Air. Mink returned home

Saturday, but Mrs. Mink will visit her parents
in Appleton before returning... Mrs. M. B.
Whiting and Master Bartlett Whiting went to
Boston Monday for a few weeks..
B. F. Ham
went to New York Monday, where he has employment as carpenter... Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Rokes of Searsmont visited at Isaac Hills SunMr. and Mrs. H. G. Hills spent
day.
Sunday
with relatives in Searsport.... There was a
small attendance at the supper at M. D. Mendall's Thursday evening on account of the
..

house for two weeks.

Methodist Church, Saturday evenSunday, Rev. Frederick Palladino,

J
8

after the

Etc., Etc., Etc.
We advertised some of these last week,
with quick response.
Of course we have Women's rubbers f<v :it>,
tide over with, but we do not recommend tin:
Spring is ever welcome, but often unla-a
you have any regard for your welfare and he.

of Mrs.

S

today

go

to

were

rejirt Mrs. Albert C. Col- j

are

glad

as

improving

cord

to

after

her

discouraging

their

M

unison, Church

throughout

eek’s illness

T1

e

end

with

An

will

into the house

formerly

in town to attend

were

their father, which

was

fine team horse in Belfast

a

to attend the

Joseph

advanced in years and in such poor health.
Mrs. E. A. May ville, School street, left early
last week for Bangor, en route to Boston,
where she w ill remain until after Easter, then

tism-The

the spring trade. An
millinery
irtist in her line, Stockton is indeed fortunate
n retaining her services in our
village.
for

every

one

is

who

by

the

!

2 tons.

PORT.-.

Baltimore.)
Stockton, March
scher, Bucksport;

6.
Ar, schs Caroline KrerMabel C. Snow-; S slid,
stmr Millinocket, New York; 9, ar, barge R &
R L Co, Baltimore.
Searsport, March 8. Sld, barge Boy Is ton,

Weymouth.

FOREIGN

PORTS.

making good sledding and
Bermuda, March 2. Sld, yacht Adventuress,
improving it to haul hay, pota- Sparks, Seattle; 7, sld, sch Lucinda Sutton,

snow

There will be

is

a

Jacksonville.
Salina Cruz, March 3, 7 a. m. Sld, stmr Arizonan,Patterson, San Diego; 7, ar, stmr Nebraskan, Knight. Tacoma and San Francisco.

American, B rod head, New York; sld, 5 p. m.
stmr Oregonian Curtis, Delaware Breakwater;
7, 3 p m, sld, stmr Kentuckian, Delano, New
York; 10, 7 a m, ar, stm Dakotan, Sweetser,
New York.
Havana, March 1. Sld, sch S G Haskell, Ar-

ifternoon... .Penson

meeting every Thursday
Clement and Harding

royo.

Erskine attended the automobile show in
Waterville_Charles F. Thompson and Mr.
Frank A. Cushman of Belfast were in town
:or town meeting and met many old friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Choate spent Thurslay night at Mr. Clifton Morse’s_Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Howard were guests of Mr. and

MISCELLANY

Sch J
Alanc
Norfolk, March 4.
Haynes, reported waterlogged off
Carolina coast, was towed into Hampton
today by revenue cutter Onondaga an
ceeded to Newport News, assisted b

...

Joseph

Charles Fowles of Unity, last week_
Miss Catherine Sanford of Liberty is visiting
ier aunt,
Mrs. Cora Berry-Perley Allen
ias been
ej jcted Superintendent of schools
'or the ensuing year... Fifty couples enjoyed

hester
North
Roads
d proy

tug

M. Clark.

Mrs.

given by the Maccabees,
March 3d.... Volney Thompson was in Belfast
>n business Tuesday-Miss Cassia Cushman
ipent t vo weeks with her uncle, F. A. Cushnan i
Belfast,returning home last Sunday_
Fustin Jackson and wife have bought the Eli
pleasant,

Slop Ihe

Jackson farm of hiB sister, Mrs. Ivanelia Dinsno e of Newport Maine.Wjgst P. Jones is
El nishing W. D. Tasker and J. J. Walker with
sirdwood... .The selectmen met last Thursday
fct the Selectmen’s office to organize for the
now year.... George Edmunds began last Monday to saw wood with his gasoline engine for
the neighbors.
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BELFAST

PRICE

CURRENT

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PAID PRODUCER.

12.00al5.U0
bbl, 75al.00 Hay,
10
7! Hides,
dried, per lb.,
12
Jeans, pea,
2.85a3.00j Lamb,
j Jeans, Y. E., 2.5Ua2.75 Lamb Skins,
60a70
j Jutter,
7
Mutton,
28a30|
, Jeef, sides,
48
6aPOats, 32 lb.,
45
fci
Potatoes,
Jeet,forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
10
j Jarley, bu,
( Iheese,
9.00
24 Straw,
1 ’hicken,
26a28
20 Turkey,
2
18 Tallow,
Jalf
\ )uck.Skins,
10al2
20 Veal,
25
j Igps,
22 Wool, unwashed,
16 Wood, hard,
4.00a4.5C
'owl.
^ leese,
3.0(1
l8|Wood, soft,

tpplea,

per

Patterson of IK*:
In

Richardson.

bothered

for

years with

■

]
j

|

“40

Vfter trying to enjoy life for years with
no good stomach he
gets wise.
was

k

Shaw. In Belfast
ti8 year
l.lw Shaw, aged
j Turner. In Los
5
J. Turner, fornietly
3 j
Y\ AKDWEI
In
12al3
7 H. Ward well, aged
I
in
WESTOVER,
14
son of James and I
1.15
7 days.
3$ j aged
Woodward. 1 r, I
1.45
Williairj
Perry Wo»»l
5Jja6 months and
11 days
4$

NORTH ISLESBORt
Mr. Jesse Bates is
for

MAN GETS A
NEW STOMACH
“I

HoWE.^ln £?earsp<
Thomas IL. Ho\v«
Leach. In Y\ est
Mrs. Kliza A. Lead
ami 20 days.
Morey. In Cast r.
Morey, aged 34 \ eai
Patterson. In 1
Annie IL. Patterson,
of

RETAIL MARKET.

RETAIL PRICE.

leef, Corned,
17!Lime,
i Gutter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22 ()at Meal,
( lorn,
67;Onions,
62 Oil, kerosene.
( 'racked Corn,
( 'orn Meal.
62!Pollock,
( Iheese,
24 j Pork,
( 'otton Seed,
1.751 Plaster,
( lodfish, dry,
lOiRye Meal,
< Iranberries,
15 Shorts,
'lover Seed.
28 Sugar,
j 'lour,
6.00a7.25 Salt, T. I.,
j i G. Seed,
4.50' Sweet Potatoes,
| jard.
14 Wheat Meal.

two

a

a

weeks’

Thomas and Marcellu
Rockland last week,

attending
a

stomach

rouble and gastritis. Food laid like lead in
stomach and fermented, forming gas. This
so that 1
< aused
a pressure on my heart,
hoked and gasped for breath. 1 thought my
Ml-O-NA cured me after I
ime had come.
1 lad doctored without success.”—Wm. V. Math-

Cummercia

in town, with the
March 7th.
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Ryder school, reiur.
day... A little son cat
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his home with Mr.
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FOR SHI1'
Nearly every skin
permanently to Bucks-
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Ind.

Call it Gastritis, Catarrh of the Stomach,

•
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March 8.
Sld, sch Jacob M
Harriman, Port Tampa (to load for

Haskell,

to

o:i

.ml Dr. Ellis
1

Ar, sch Lyman M Law,

Reading.
Guayanilla, P R,

I!" l;

Bridges,
iir.d Mrs. F'ri d I .ri.i,..

uness

Friday a team from ike
Hampden., Mr. ..:.d .'-it-.

'u minings
less.

Port

at

_f

hi;

in

v

go->
kinds

he n-bdenc

near t

^ot hung up

for

Brunswick, March 7

sr

a

noving it about tw * m ie- tn Lhreo i lys. They
lad much L. uide a- d a ^ "od do. I of ir.rd a

Portland.

Cardenas.

Palm-

Morse, Thursday_The Grange Sewing Circle
lad a large attendance at their meeting March
ith.

the

York.
Calais, Me, March 5 Sld, schr Herald, Lunenburg.
Jacksonville, Fla, March G Ar, schrs Robert
H McCurdy, Bermuda; Gladys, Gibara.
Mobile, March 10. Ar, schs Georgia Gilkey,
San Juan; Henry Crosby, do; Robert A Snyder,

T. S. Erskine sold a horse to James Cilley of
Waldo this
week ...Wilfred
Walker of
Charleston visited his sister, Mrs. Oramundel

ft

on

District

.,

CENTER MONTVILLE

m.

of the

.-

toes, wood and lumber to the mill.

Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle street, suffer?d an attack of the grip last week but is on
the n ending hand at this writing, Monday, p

term

March 4.
.1. sch Thelm y
.-c'.i L:mna S
Savannah; f». si
ere
Lord. Jacksonville; 7, sld. -cr-s Gen !
a vk;
Port
L
•:
Im-in.a,
(from
ley
Leading),
(.
Savin la ; 8. ar, schs Huniai ck,
til
>t;n K
Lizzie : Willey, Charles' on; 9. l.i
awha, Searsport for Newpmri New.-; LO. ar.
sun Mi1 n. cket. Stockton.
b i 1. D* vereaux.
Boston, March G. Ar.
Newport News; 9, ar, sch Hugh de Havens,
Brunswick.
Philadelphia, March 4. Cld, sch Josephine,
Ferr.andina.
Port Leading, N J, March 5
Ar. schrs
Martha P .Small, Jacksonville, Fla; James
Slater, New York.
Port Loyal, S C, March 5
Ar, schr Brina P
Pendleton, New York.
Brunswick, March 6 Sld, ch Alice Holbrook. New Y rk.
Newport News, March G Sld. seh Stanley
M Seaman, S in Juan; ar, sch Levi S Andrews,
New York; sld, sch Lewiston, San Juan.
Fajardo, P R, March G Sld, sch Horace A
Stone, Port Tampa.
Fernandina, March 6 Sld, schrs Augustus
W Snow, Philadelphia; Pendleton Sisters, New

Masons were
home from the
M. C. I., Pittsfield, for his vacation_The W.
C. T. U. met with Mrs. Chester Nealley last
Friday. The next meeting will be held with
Mrs. Julia White_Mrs. Johnson, who lives
with her daughter, Mrs. Laura Palmer, is visiting her son, Byron Johnson, this week_Mr.
Henry Haley is still suffering from rheuma-

bo

April

do

to

*rospect last week to tak a 1'-inch rifle
( anium from one of the battery ’s of l4or; Knox
t-wn of
hat the government had given I
! on, d*
to taka
1 in
L’noy su

New York,

time be-

owned

Monday.

Nickerson has been drawn

A. T

Bridgeport

the funeral of

held at

home, Searsport, where
present-Victor Durham is
er’s

L.

her

move

sons,

look for steady improvement.

very

buy ing

called,

some

pee ted

of

foot

one

ng out lumber of all
a
team of eight

t

the late Catherine Mayo. Mr. Giant has sold
his farm to his brother, Melvin Grant, who
will move there with his daughter and invalid
son-Mr. Irving Bailey ard family of Waldoboro, and Chester, Hiram and Lois, the other

M. Partridge, Church street, suffered
painful attack of acute indigestion
Sunday afternoon. These having been frequent for several weeks he is greatly reduced
in strength—an alarming
development in one

Capt.

a

was

.-x

have

tith

to

his recent injuries ...Mr. Lew Muiphy

AMERICAN

Mrs. Henry Clements of West Winterport
the weik-eid with his sister, Mrs.
Lydia W. Woodman.... Loyal Rebekah lodge
will give an entertainment Tuesday evening,
March 18th. Admission 5 cents. Every one is
cordially invited... Mr. and Mrs. Forest Grant

Mr. J. N. Levine arrived from Waterville
last Saturday, called here to
join his wife by
the illnesB of their babe, from bronchitis--a
hard trouble with a young child! He is
reported less seriously ill today—Monday—and
friends

of Belfast

can he

off

nough for teams

___j jun

spent

complications, and Saturday the
peacefully at last, after days of

reEtlessness and unnatural heart action.
obituary will appear next week.

Kilgore

as

LANE, I’nwjiH'l.t
Cummings is t!i«i recipient of a
'ill’s I’iano
c redit. lip for SlOS.redeemable by I
'o as first prize on the puzzle picture run as
£ n advertisement in the U"c: l md Opinion a
Mrs. Sar ah .lord, n, 87 years
1 ew weeks ago
Id, took the train at Sandy point Iasi week f
j langor t > attend the funer.d <>t her brother,
tobert Clark, who died :i. that city ...We

SHIP NEvVS.

MONROE-

the streets,

illness of Mr. Crawford.S. Treat, which
relieved last wetk returnd, accom-

came,

Dr.

reduced the injuries. It will he
fore he will be able to work.

seemed

panied

gaining

rast

—ini-lol|c—

Mrs. L C.

Vhen

....

cold, threatening
upon

rn

a.s

glad

are

CORNER.

I LANKET

The

March 2nd....The

11

If

bred

Moody

Court in

fred liustus, who
abscess for the past six weeks, went o Belfast last week, wh>re Dr. F. C. irmall lanced it.
Albert Moody was badly injured at C. R.
Nickerson's mill Iasi Monday. He was unloading logs when his horses became frightened and ran a way, upsetting the logs on
him.

the following Sunday..
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

over

old

Littlefield of Waldo died

jury

AlCounty hospital.
has been suffering with an

is at

is

many friends of Mr. A. D.

bought

home from the Waldo

the town.

pneumonia, is ow al !e to 1 c
looking rather pale, however.

days'

fn

guest of her sister, Mrs. VV. N. Briggs...
Mr. and Mrs. JS. D. Greeley of Hampdei were
week-ei d guests of relatives. Mr. Greeley returned home Sunday. Mrs. G reeley remained
for a longer vis t... John Morrill has r« uined

P. M.

ire m a tevt re

holding

ten

the

Mr. Leonard LaFurlty, only sen of Mr. and
Mils. M. R. Laburlij. Most Main street, after
a w

and

learn tie is

SWANVILLE.
Miss Gwen Moody of Brooks visited her
friend, Mrs. G. T. N'ckerson, last week and returned home Mi rriay-M is. Stella Cole is

this date—March 10th—confined to the bed
by
a
ci triplication i>l troubles, caused
by one of
the prtvailirg colds which are proving so
severe

boaiding at Martin Robertson's_Messrs. Whitcomb and Coye, Stare Missionaries of the Free
Will Baptist Church, will hold meetings nt
Monroe Center church beginning March 14th
Charles Burt of Lewiston

THE

ON
J

in 24 hours of 30

music

...

absence.

Henry S. Moulton, Cross street,

ensuing year. Mr. Bryant’s business calls
lim away fn m his home here but he lias always maintained a deep interest in the town

elected Fred N. Flye as
chairman and Charles D. Wentworth as superintendent for the coming year..
The Saneset club entertained in their hall Friday evening March 7th, the Thimble club. No 1. refreshments were served, consisting of shrimp
wiggle, creamed oysters, sandwiches and In me-

aggravated her chronic heart trouble,
causing a very had illness. She is gaining at
Mrs.

for the

jfiice March 15th and

Augusta he middle if last
bYt unlay afternoon.
Mrs.
kept hi use for their family

writing, Monday

officers

school affairs... Mrs. D. W. Dodge and
laughter Winifred are in Brunswick for a few
days... The school hoard met in the town

h..»

this

the

elect

o

tlock, the first

degrees. It is not to be
wondered at that colds, grip and pneumonia are
so prevalent this winter.... Keyes orchestra, 0
pieces, furnished music for a dance March 5th
given by Littlefield and Curtis at Conmt
Grange hall. An oyster stew was served and
a large crowd was present to enjoy the fine

and

sickness, due to a very severe cold, most insistent in its civon-e features of appearance.

Wiiliim

change

help

one

>r the winter...
Miss Myra Bailey and Mr..
Maria Bailey of Waldo were guests of Mrs.
Flora Littlefield Sunday... Last Saturday
more ing the mercury registered 12 below zero.
Sunday morning it was IS above zero. A

Eh Bryant and son from Burnham
in town March 3rd to attend the town

neetii g and

in

f

Hon. G.

Henbeit Mixer, Sylvan street,
been in Penobscot the past week because
}f the illness of Mr. Mixer’s agod mother
about whom they are fteling great anxiety.

Saturday

last

were seen

FREEDOM.

Mr. and Mis.

We

the

lay evening.

have

Nearly every house has, or has had, some
victim of this ugly disease, or something akin
Congregational Church Notes. At the
it n.itV-ir. Ut.
J....:___
heavy snow storm. Those who went had a
First Congl. church, March 9th, Rev. C. H.
1 ion.
very nice time... The Ladies* Aid society
McElhiney read as his scripture lesson, I. Cor
Mr. J. L. Lancaster of Cambridge, Mass.,
gave Mrs. C. O. Ditkej a little surprise last
13th chapter, and used as his text Romans 14irrived by Saturday's Boston steamer to join
afternoon, when they appeared in a
Saturday
be
“Let
not
evil
16:
In
your good
spoken of
body and presented her with a quilt as a slight lis wife at the home of his parents, Mr. and
this familiar chapter of Corinthians the word
token of their appreciation of all she has done
Mrs. Edward M. Lancaster, West Main street,
love has since the revision of the King James
A)
in the past for the society. Mrs. Dickey has
accompany her home after her visit with
version in 1885 been substituted for charity.
aer parents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace M.
been ill, shut in about three months, but is
Griffin,
Yet with this change it is still impossible to
steadily improving.. .L. S. Southard and fam- Middle street. They took the steamer MonThe
convey exactly the intended meaning.
have
afternoon
returned
from
an
for
Boston.
Old
extended
friends
ily
visit in
lay
regret
explanation of .this is that in the New Testa;he enforced brevity of his stay, but business
Augusta.
ment there is found a word not used elselemanded his presence in Cambridge.
where and having an equivalent in no spoken EAST SEARSMONT.
From Cape Jellison piers, the following shiplanguage. Love as interpreted by us is far
Mrs. Albert Marriner and Miss Elsie Buck
too narrow and selfish to express the divine
>ing report was telephoned Monday evening:
spent a day in Rockland recently, the guests
passion of Jesus. In making translations from of Mrs. M’s father, J. F. Burgess... Mr. and karch 3rd, steamer Millinocket sailed with
and potatoes for New York. March 7th,
the Greek the Latin word caritas seemed to best Mrs.
Ralph Heald spent March 6th in Belfast. aaper
convey the idea of a benevolent love. In EngMiss Elsie Buck of Moody Mountain was a iteamer Millinocket arrived with general
: argo from New York.
March 8th, schs Carolish, charity was used as the nearest equiva- recent guest of Mrs. Hattie Marriner.
line Kreisher and Mabel C. Snow arrived, to
lent. But like many of the words in our lanHenry Mahoney has sold several fine cows I
load edgings. March 9th, steamer Millinocket
guage its meaning is so elastic that complete
recently....Albert Marriner has filled his ice
misunderstanding is the result.Thus the charity house with a good quality of ice, 14 inches sailed with paper and potatoes, for New York.
of Corinthians was intended to suggest liberthick....Mrs. Nettie Mahoney is quite ill. Drs
A telegram from Portland this, Monday,
ality in judgment inclining men to put the Keller of
Appleton is attending her....J. F. morning announced the critical illness of Miss
best meaning on the words and actions of
Lamb of Lincolnville has bought a piece of Ethel Colcord from meningitis at the Eye and
those around them. We would not think of a
charitable person as one who looked upon the lumber of A. H. Mahoney and put on a craw to Ear Infirmary, where she has been in training
world with a kind hearted tolerance, but as an cut and haul to the mill in Lincolnville.
for a professional nurse since last autumn.
....

sale

on

entertainment. The public are cordially welcome-Miss Nettie Richards of Belfast was

..

Miss Fannie Mudgett, while suffering from
-i broken arm has been,
by ir.vit. tion of Mrs.
baustie D. Berry, wiih her at the home of her
father, Mr. Frank V. Davis, School street.

Prentiss
Crockett

will be

WINTERPORT
iur nome.
home last Saturday
A surprise party was given to Mrs. Jennie from
the Waldo County Hospital, where he
Edgar M. Cclcord, Mill street, is just
on her bit thday March 5th.
About 40 was
rhayer
operated on for pipe cancer on the l >wer
improving from an attack of the prevailing were
present and a very pleasant, time was lip, and is as comfortable as could be
serious cold in this neghl oiho. d. the has!
expected
services
were
enjoyed... Quarterly meeting
for a man S3 years of age.... Eleven crows
1-eon housed some

more

man

Men's Duck Rubber Roots.
“
Rolled Edge Buckle Arctic,
“
Storm or Low Rubbers,
Women’s Storm or Low Rubbers,

Mrs.

»f the

spent, two dajs last week in Camden cn
business for the town... Mrs. John C. Sher-

cream

offering for the rest of March, in l<

are

TTj grades:

SWANVIlLE center.
John Morrill rtturned

ccas'«>!

a friend, Mrs. Frank
Lamps on, in
Union, returned home last week... Selectman
John Sanford and town treasurer A J. Skid-

We

o]

dome.

beginning.

winter with

Ice

house

war our

Men’s
Rubbers $1.50-today b
“
Women’s
1.25-today B8.

J

■

the weather and traveling permit..
The
Epworth League will give an entertainment
Friday evening March 14th. Admission live

mursuay

our

...

tr

...

and

concession

ana

if

the week-end

ing

When

clay

sale after the entertainment. It was
attended, and a very pleasant time was
enjoyed by those present. There will be a?;other sociable Saturday evening, March 22nd,

on

District Superintendent presiding.. A series
){ meetings are being held,at the vestry by Mr
O. Eckles an Evangelist.... The Star members
jra've a Colonial supper at their hall Wednes-

not

tine

a

on

in

ed the

J

was

guest
George Kelso..
Sandy point last Sunday_Merrill
Shute of Bangor visited his aunts, Mrs. M. A. A W. C. T. U. Institute will be held in the M
Littlefield and the Misses Heagan’s March 4th. E. vestry. Tuesday, March 18ih. Appleton,
Miss Hannah Heagan, who has been visit- Knox, Searsmont and other Unions will be
ing in Bangor returned home last week_ present, and friends from everywhere will be
Picnic dinner. The program will
Mrs. G W. Silver, wiiu has been stopping the welcomed.
past two weeks in Bucksport, has returned include a town meeting drill, singing, etc.
friends

an

in so

it

t-

well

cents.

at

quoted

tftirast.

Lrrange,

And as to prices—during the
Rubbers for

j

to

Held

hen

w

Kr.owlton of Belfast spent
t.«
week-end with his parents here, Mr. and {
M rs.
Walter Knowlton- Isaac Reynolds
-pent a few days in Fretdnm last week... ']. 1
1 Mathews was a visitor in Belfast
recently,
the gu- st of his uncle, Thomas W. Pitcher_i
Mrs. Rhoda Benner, who has-been spending the ;

State of

continuous service until his death as commander of the American, Virginian and Kansan,and was considered by the company as one

[

belief,laying

1

trip

American and had been in

was a Unitarian, Mr. Coleridge
perfect volley of brutally rude re-

buried the

sleighing could not be better. All report a
very pleasant time.Victor Grange lie’ I a
pleasure
every apfive cent sociable, Saturday night. Ice cream
“Music hath
harmony.
was

PROSPECT FERRY.
W. D. Harriman and

Mr. Truman J alhrop, Church street, has
regular mteting of Arbu- ! been seriously ill the past week, a very bad
tus
’hapter. 0. I.. M, Mondav ev^i in: March Cold having induced a stvere head trouble. He
3d. u receplmn wa. given Mi. A. C. Crockett! is more ci mfortable and
gaining at this writm -l sisi-.-r,
it. Ada Batchelor members of the * i
g, Monday afternoon.
Coffee,
cakes
and
■hapter.
chocolates,
fancy
Mrs. Celia Herrick, Mif die street, has been
w are served
i:d a social hour er joyed
y ali i suffering a
wearing attack of pleurisy, which
nt.Mien

d

steamer

friend

a

A: the

|

of

[

was

a!

Saturday, March
following Monday
died

Quite a number from here attended the n
ing ol Waldo Pomona Grange with Eq

from

LIBERTY

the China trade until
He then entered the employ of :
the American-Hawaiian Steamship company, ;
sailing as first officer in the steamer American |
of that line for several years with Capt. Theo- ;
On the promotion of the
dore P. Colcord.
latter to the command of the new steamer
Columbian, he was promoted to the command i
was so

knowirg

during

Maine which he sailed in
she

Although

Coleridge.

union service

Was

ship

borne

came

slowly.

the] Mr. and Mrs.
young men am. w.men of both the M
wort to
and Cong’l. » I urches, will unite in ciiorus I street,
week, returnii g
work.
All are pleas htly am mprting this'
Carrie P. Hi nd n

early

w*as

no

L.

r- st- r:».

in the merchant service

Crawford A. Treat

Mr.

1st, and

County Correspondence.

Colby College Monday to be present at the
3 urial services of his grandfather, Mr. Craw-

choirs,

age he began to follow the sea and
ly in his profession, and at the age
of .25 years was placed in command of the
bar -: Charlotte E. Littlefield, which he sailed
for sevt-ral years.
Retiring from this vessel
he commanded the barkentine Clara E. McGilvety <>f Searsport; then the bark Harvard
of Boston in the China trade. His last vessel
Ai

of

strumental selections.

The

her last

>

Mrs. Arthur Eoote of East Boston came to
Stockton by. Monday’s ste.-merto attend the
funeral, Tuesday, of her father, Mr. Crawford
3. Tr?at.

Mr. Alfred Bury, in the upper section of
choir, assisted i\ the "Chinch Grebes- j cur town, is
convalescing very slowly from
tm of six pieces will render special n us'c
In
his ricent severe att: ck
f pntumor.ia.
Dr.
the. evening there will be a n i~ceB;.i, .us!
>*.evens considered his case a bad one fr< m the
1
musical program of nr.ihtms. carols. n.

born in
Copt.
Sear-joit in .June, IK6, the son of the late
Bn. -min L. and Mary H. (Carver) Colcord.
Colcord

*

Thompson

Mrs. Rachel

;

DINSMORE GRAD I

cold.

very bad

a

hint

see

confined

SEARSMONT.

charms” which nothing else possesses. Why
not cultivate this gift in every child of every
family? Let us all take hold of this matter
enthusiastically thus carrying it to success.

chorus

t
ix months, •.%).•
-he was chartered
by an th« r ..m.par; and had been engaged in
bushbetween Atlantic ports in the United

M- ruum., and

complains

about

subject to cnticisn
.reparations are being made for Easter cunday.
At the morning service thare will be the
usual appropriate senron by the pastor. A

the

charter.

realize her

{
j

!

good

.-

the

great

that his creed

Can

community v .s sh< eked lasi rhur.-da;»
evening to hear of the death ot Capt Lincoln
A. C"icori of this town, eon,mender of the
Kansan of the American-Hawaiian
steal
line, which
Capt.
many, March 5th from heart failure.
Coiem b steamer I «ii been on the regular run
bet v* r, K».ft Y. rh and i'uerto Mexico until

Stm--

are

and

criticism.

entire

of

not

in

apology to be offered, forgiveness to he asked;
or sin acknowledged,were it done wholeheartedly how far reaching would be the results.

and \V. A. Colson.
ath "F

patient

inspire fear by your cold aloofness;
do rot brand stupidity by your superiority; do
not show' your correct attitude by constant

Elmwood cemetery until spring. Toe bearers
<
were W. p Sargent. b A. Eames, John lnnis
Dt

will

constantly

she

arks about that

do

in

tom

her fami'}

so

of power. A few safe rules for a life
that will show goodness at its best would be;

married Thomas R. Howe of Provide nve, H. L. and came to Searsport, where
they have since resided. She is survived by
her husband and one half brother, Capt. Jeremiah Merirhevv, and by one sister, Mrs. Bessie
Burges:-, of W: rren. The funeral services were
held at her late home March 6th, Rev C. H
McElhinty of the Tirsl Con.g’1. church officiatwere

ever

lack

entertained the Friday

retired captain.

remains

may be

preciative lover

the house with

to

people throughout the coman educational opportun

this

combined with real

ity,

Crawford of Hinckley is the
juest of Mrs. L. S. Titcomh, Sylvan street. She
irrived early last week for a stay of indefinite
Mrs. Elizabeth

length.

j

munity, making

Mrs. Eln.ir E. Thimjsor, Church street, is
argument! Though true to his ideals he lack- j
from an attack of grip, which is
humility of Christlikeness. Too much j suffering
^roving quite stvere. She has been confined
egotism in our goodness is the cause of our !

M

The

good qualities,

but

may

how little their value

sh-:

ing.

the

could best be express*d by two of his own
lines, “God’s child in Christ adopted," ard
“Christ my all.” Nothing could have been more
beautiful than the sentiment of these lines, but

nt

wife of Thomas R. Howe, died at
i..
on Prospect street, Monday, March
her
the daughter of the late Map.
n.- was
3d.
Jei\n.;ah A. and Sarah (Rid.) M-rithew, and*
In early
was In-rr. in Searsport, Nov. 23, 1854.
life

in

y oung and older

importance. There is j
ford S. Treat.
in all things this danger of attempted good !
Mr. Frank H. Cousens, Church street, has
being misunderstood ifwrongly presented.Ideas
been quite seriously ill the past week from a
of right may become so antagonistic as to
now'
make a cruse defeat itself. There is an ex- f bad cold, but is
improving, although

made

•..=

or a

ust le done

keep
under a /aultfinding disposition
never appreciated.
No matter

man

that

that his

John Frame. The next hosGilkey,
tess will be Mrs. W. V. Nichols. This club
might almost have been called the “Captain”
..i.iK
evprv
member is the wife of

captain

a

if

erson

Mrs.

Eiiza

n

rather

Mary
:lub March 7th. The following members were
present. Mrs. \N 11. Goodeil, Mrs. D. A. Nickels, Mrs. Amos Nichols, Mrs. \\. W Nichols,
Mrs. B. F. Colcord, Mrs. Henrietta Yt ung, Mrs.
James Parse, Mrs. James P. Butman, Mrs. N.

a sea

are

woman

things

learn of his death, which occurred at his home
in Stockton springs, Saturday, March 8th. Mr.
Treat had gained a State-wide reputation as a
vender oi soused clams at the State and county fairs for more than thirty years.

F.

they

virtue

The many friends in town of Crawford F.
Treat, for many years a well-known and re-

McClure

that

A

street.

Miss

[

it

be at heart, he will make
few friends if his manner be hard and cold.

Walsh of Newark, N. J-, traffic
C hemicaiCo.*
the guest of
Capt. and Mrs. Henry G. Curtis on Water

Searsport,

good way. To be either pleasing or influential,
virtue must be made attractive. A person

how kind

ger of the American-Agricultural
was in town March 4th and 5th,

-esident of

!

good;

do

trials; but

Tuesday evening, March 18th the Epworth
League of the M. E. church will have an oldfashioned 10 cent sociable, with refreshments,
at the home of Mrs. C. N. Meyers. All of
both societies are cordially invited. If stormy
it will be held the 20th.

SPRINGS.

Mrs. Lewis A. Barrett, Sylvan street, is recovering from a severe cold which confined
lor to the house for a fortnight.

a

to

may possess
them so hidden

club.

W. J.

STOCKTON

struggle, ready

utter

to

all

mana-

spected

submit

enough

the

for

the end of his

at

Treat of Chelsea, Mass arsense of duty or for self glorification.
If we i
give from a warmhearted in.julse to aid we •ived in town Monday, called hereby the death
will not fail in making happiness. It it not >f his father, Mr. Crawford S. Treat.

urch will

vestry of the church,
Thursday evening. Mar, 13th. Admission 25
cents. Supper from 6 to 5.
supper in

a

and bis many friends hope to
out again soon... F. Porter Webb is

Moody,

suggestion of some lovers of music
in tur village arrangements have been made
with Mr. Nye of Searsport to conduct a sing
mg school,in Hichborn hall, beginning Tuesday
evening, March 18th, if sufficient emouragement he given the project.
The terms will be
$1 for twelve lessons, and it is ardently hoped
that a general response may be given by both

Mr. Warren M

the coldest for the
Saturday morning
winter, the thermometer registering 20 below
at 7 o’clock. Sunday morning the thermometer
registered 26 above.
give

is

humiliation. The reason
for this is that we have allowed our good to be
evil spoken of.
Our giving has been from a
to

was

c

3

1

learn of the accident to Mr. A. P.

to

sorry

At the

>,

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E.

ain’t what they used to be,” and they hardly 1 eallz.,i
scope of the remark.
The first Rubbers bought by the firm of B. r [
more & Son—many years more than a half centui,
were made of Pure Rubber, no heels, no lining,
and soles one continuous piece, and came stujfcr
straw to keep them from sticking together.
But they were not serviceable. In fact, t!„ i
we are selling today, compare favorably for m i
any that wire ever made at any time -and
and shapes, no country on earth approaches u.sneaking of the best brands-of the

..

tion.

spring.

“RUBBERS

(SwanvIlleV

OAK HILL

f Bat gor < fficiating. Sympathy is extended to all mourning relatives and friends.

senior class of The High school is plana cot cert and dance, to 1 e held the latter
of the month, to raise funds for gradua-

The remains of William Black, w ho died in
Minneapolis, Minn., arrived Saturday and were
placed in the tomb in t lrnwood cemetery until

For oale b
DWIGHT P. PALMER.

Smith

The

van

Someone Said

j

HATS
Best in America

day, mild, beautiful day; Wednesday, mild,
Mrs. Levi Seeking- is in very poor health.
gentle snowstorm in forenoon, clear after- She has had the grip.... Mr, Fred Curtis, one
noon; Thursday, clouds, sunshine and fog, of our
expert hunters, succeeded in capturing
damp snowstorm late iu afternoon; Friday, a red fox aliva and has it in captivity_Mr.
cold
very
atmosphere, dim sunshine; Saturday, F. J. Webb recently sold a cow to Mr. W. W.
b -Id, but beautiful
day -thermometer register- Gray and some young stock to Mr. W. H Aring 12 degrees below zero at sunrise.
nold of Belfast-James Webster has sold
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Blanchard of Mount his oxen to Herbert Black of Searsport.... Mr.
I Vernon,JjN. Y., and Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell and Mrs. Samuel Cunningham attenr ed the fuof Port Washington. Long Island, N. Y guests neral of Miss Ahbie Robbins.Mar.6th. ..Messrs,
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, East E. C. Peavey ard L. O. Hanley were in SearsMain street, for a few days, left last Thursday
port March 6th on business-Louis Nickerfor Boston, en route to their respective homes, son has had the N. E. telephone installed in
James Webster bought a yoke of
rhey came to Stcckton to bring the remains his home
of their father, the late Capt.; A. Parker steers of Herbert Black of Searsport recent.y
Blanchard, for interment in the family lot in ....Mr. ard Mis. Albert Toothaker of North3ur village cemetery, holding the funeral serport were guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.C. Peavey,
The people of this vicinity weie
vice in the .Universalist church, Rev. A. A. Sunday

Lincoln R.

trees

HUBBARE

Last week brought Stockton the following
iaily weather: Sunday, desultory snowstorm
in day, with high N. W\ wind in evening; Monday, bright sky, crisp, invigorating air; Tues-

Mr.

The first robin of the

AND

woman.

town

spending

TaMSO*-

ndigestion or Dyspepsia; it matters not. MI)-NA Stomach Tablets will drive out all the
nisery and give you practically a new, clean,
rilling-to-work stomach or A. A. Howes & Co.

rill refund the price.
That's honorable, isn't it? So if you want
, o get rid of your aour, gassy, heavy,
stupid,
i responsible stomach get a 60-cent box today.

anti

BEST

nothing
and

J

is better for 1

heals.

John

j

Deye

k

tv

says, after suffering
ailment and spending
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve

help you. Only
druggists.

25c.

(

j
j

